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In Ballast to the White Sea is Malcolm Lowry’s most ambitious work of the mid-1930s. Inspired
by his life experience, the novel recounts the story of a Cambridge undergraduate who aspires
to be a writer but has come to believe that both his book and, in a sense, his life have already
been “written.” After a fire broke out in Lowry’s squatter’s shack, all that remained of In Ballast to
the White Sea were a few sheets of paper. Only decades after Lowry’s death did it become
known that his first wife, Jan Gabrial, still had a typescript. This scholarly edition presents, for the
first time, the once-lost novel. Patrick McCarthy’s critical introduction offers insight into Lowry’s
sense of himself while Chris Ackerley’s extensive annotations provide important information
about Lowry’s life and art in an edition that will captivate readers and scholars alike.

“Under the Volcano follow-up In Ballast to the White Sea typed up from copy after manuscript
was burned in a fire…The book was launched this weekend at The Bluecoat arts centre in
Liverpool. Artistic director Bryan Biggs said it “provides the missing link between Lowry’s first,
somewhat immature novel, Ultramarine, written while he was still a student, and his
acknowledged masterpiece, Under the Volcano.” – Alison Flood, “ ‘Lost’ Malcolm Lowry novel
published for the first time,” The Guardian, October 26, 2014 Also articles in the UK News
(October 29, 2014), LA Times (October 30, 2014); NPR (October 30, 2014);“What does In
Ballast have that you don’t get elsewhere in Lowry? There is more dense, original, expressive
writing, those primary transcriptions of reality that Lowry always – when he allowed himself –
shone at. (…) Gorgeous, rhapsodic sentences, many of them turning on placenames (…) a
kindly ability to incorporate impressions, references, knowledge (…) A shift of focus to things
that were never central in any of Lowry’s previously published books (…) a masterpiece of
doleful sports writing” – Michael Hofmann, “Set up and put off,” The Times Literary Supplement,
April 15, 2015“In recent years, Canadian modernist literature has been the subject of wide-
ranging recovery projects like Editing Modernism in Canada and the Canadian Writing and
Research Collaboratory, many of which have been facilitated by digital platforms. Part of the
Canada and the Spanish Civil War sub-series of the University of Ottawa Press’s Canadian
Literature Collection, Best Stories is the second literary work brought out in print as part of
spanishcivilwar.ca, a more holistic digital archival recovery platform. In addition to the context of
Canadian modernist recovery projects, Sharpe’s collection engages in the global recovery of
leftist literature. (...) Among Sharpe’s most skillful critical moves is a series of readings that
contravene book reviews Garner’s self-construction. By evaluating Garner’s self-fashioning as
one of the many texts that constitute Garner’s cultural impact, Sharpe allows the persona and
the oeuvre to mutually inform one another. (...) Sharpe suggests that this repetition across
fictional and nonfictional forms imbues the writing with a realism based on the intertextuality



within Garner’s written works, particularly in the case of the Spanish Civil War stories. The
explanatory notes for the three stories on the Spanish Civil War are some of the most extensive
in the collection, speaking to the richness of the stories’ historical context and to the linguistic,
cultural, and international experience of the combatants they portray. (...) Sharpe’s edition
provides a tidy, if implicit, parallel to Garner’s collection. Sharpe’s edition fits into broader digital
and print publications, draws together multiple critical contexts, and features a writer whose
work appeared primarily in Canadian venues. Thanks to Sharpe’s editorial treatment, Garner’s
“multimedia production” across print, film, and radio spans outwards from the print instance of
the stories; the multiplicity of international, Canadian, classed, gendered, and radicalized
contexts emerge as networked connections across Garner’s short fiction. The connections of
Canadian literary production and archival recovery to their international contexts come to light.” –
Emily Christina Murphy, Queen's University, Modernism/ModernityBook DescriptionThis is the
first edition of In Ballast to the White Sea, the autobiographical novel by Malcolm Lowry, known
to most only through the highly romanticized story of its loss in a fire. In fact, the typescript itself
has probably been read by at most a dozen people since Lowry scholars learned that it was
deposited at the New York Public Library.About the AuthorMalcolm Lowry was born in 1909 in
northwest England, near Liverpool. During the 1930s he lived in London, New York, Mexico, and
Los Angeles before moving to British Columbia in 1939. This move marked the start of a
startlingly fertile period in Lowry’s career as a 20th-century writer. His masterpiece, Under the
Volcano (1947), is one of the last great modernist novels.Patrick A. McCarthy is the author or
editor of 11 books and monographs, over 50 scholarly articles, and numerous reference articles
and reviews. He authored several studies on Lowry, including Forests of Symbols: World, Text,
and Self in Malcolm Lowry’s Fiction; Malcolm Lowry’s “La Mordida”: A Scholarly Edition; and
“Under the Volcano” in The Literary Encyclopedia.Chris Ackerley is a professor of English at the
University of Otago, New Zealand. His research focus is modernism, and his speciality is
annotation, especially of the writings of Malcolm Lowry and Samuel Beckett.Vik Doyen
(Katholieke Universiteit Leuven) studied at the University of Pennsylvania. He did archival
research in the Malcolm Lowry Collection at the University of British Columbia for his doctoral
dissertation.Miguel Mota is an associate professor of English at the University of British
Columbia. He has published on numerous 20th-century and contemporary writers and
filmmakers, including Malcolm Lowry, Derek Jarman, Jeanette Winterson and Mike Leigh.Read
more
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EDITOR’S NOTEFOREWORDACKNOWLEDGMENTSINTRODUCTION·IN BALLAST TO THE
WHITE SEA·ANNOTATIONSBIBLIOGRAPHYTEXTUAL NOTESCONTRIBUTORSGeneral
Editor’s NoteThis annotated edition of Malcolm Lowry’s “lost” novel, In Ballast to the White Sea,
is the second of three related Lowry projects undertaken by an international team of Lowry
scholars: Chris Ackerley (University of Otago); Vik Doyen (Katholieke Universiteit Leuven);
Patrick A. McCarthy (University of Miami); Miguel Mota (University of British Columbia); and Paul
Tiessen (Wilfrid Laurier University). The other projects are Doyen’s edition of the novella
Swinging the Maelstrom (along with the distinct earlier version, The Last Address) and Mota and
Tiessen’s edition of the first complete manuscript of Under the Volcano (1940). Each edition is
annotated by Ackerley. Together, the three editions will give scholars detailed evidence of
Lowry’s intentions and achievement during the period 1936–1944, a time of transition when he
worked simultaneously on three books that he imagined as a Dantean trilogy: Under the Volcano
as the Inferno; Swinging the Maelstrom as the Purgatorio; and In Ballast to the White Sea as the
Paradiso.For their invaluable assistance, advice, and support, the editors of these volumes
would like to thank the University of Ottawa Press and Peter Matson. We would like to thank also
the late Anne Yandle at the University of British Columbia Library’s Rare Books and Special
Collections, whose early encouragement and guidance was so crucial to all who have worked
on this project. Production of these important editions has been made possible by the support of



a grant from the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada, through its
Editing Modernism in Canada project. For his ongoing support and advice as director of EMiC,
we owe special gratitude to Dean Irvine.MIGUEL MOTAUniversity of British
ColumbiaForewordWith the publication of In Ballast to the White Sea, Pat McCarthy and Chris
Ackerley invite us to a rare and most pleasurable literary event. They unveil a portrait of Malcolm
Lowry and his work that most of us have never imagined, revealing the restless literary energy,
the play of mind, and the political sensibilities of a barely known Lowry. This is the Lowry of
1929–1936: the Lowry of undergraduate days at Cambridge and, if we take the period of writing,
the Lowry up to and including his years in New York. With its emphasis on political commitment,
labour unrest, and widespread economic depression that helped to define the 1930s, In Ballast
underlines Lowry’s direct and passionate political engagement during that decade.In June 1931,
Lowry wrote Conrad Aiken, the American novelist who had become his mentor: “my fixation on
the sea is complete, & moreover I feel honestly I haven’t extracted all the juices from it yet” (CL
2:932). A twenty-one-year-old undergraduate at Cambridge, Lowry was writing his first novel just
then, based on his 1927 voyage as a deckhand on the cargo ship, SS Pyrrhus. Ultramarine
would appear in London in June 1933. But he was also preparing to carry his passion further,
with an August-to-September 1931 journey by sea to Norway in the offing. He would be in
search not just of writing material this time, but of a writer, the Norwegian novelist Nordahl Grieg,
whose The Ship Sails On had deeply affected him. This journey led to In Ballast to the White
Sea, his sequel to Ultramarine. During 1934–1936, having left the London and Paris of his post-
Cambridge years and settled in New York, he showed In Ballast to publishers, but did not gain a
contract. During the next eight years—precisely while he was writing the drafts of Under the
Volcano—he continued to actively think about and, especially during the latter years, modify In
Ballast: in Mexico (1936–1938), Los Angeles (1938–1939), and most fully in Vancouver and
Dollarton, British Columbia (1939–1944).However, in 1944 a fire engulfed his cabin on Burrard
Inlet, destroyed many of his manuscripts and ended his dream of rewriting In Ballast. Margerie,
his second wife, carried his Under the Volcano manuscripts to safety on the beach below, while
Malcolm fled the shack with some of her manuscripts and pieces of his own work, including his
Swinging the Maelstrom project. Still inside were a thousand pages of In Ballast, by then his
longest-standing novel-in-progress. Determined to rescue it, he “dashed back into the flames,”
according to his biographer Gordon Bowker, “and had to be dragged out when a burning beam
crashed down across his back.” In Under the Volcano (1947), in Yvonne’s dying vision at the end
of Chapter 11, he memorialized the loss of those thousand pages: “Geoffrey’s old chair was
burning, his desk, and now his book, his book was burning, the pages were burning, burning,
burning, whirling up from the fire they were scattered, burning, along the beach.”From June 1944
onward, In Ballast would live in Lowry’s mind as his great lost work, a marker of ambition and
vision left undone. As late as May 1957, one month before his death, he restated that loss.
Writing from his final home at the White Cottage in Ripe near Lewes, Sussex, to Canadian poet
Ralph Gustafson, Lowry spoke of In Ballast as the Paradiso in his projected Dantean trilogy,



The Voyage That Never Ends. In earlier letters, too, he referred to the disappearance of In Ballast
and also to its supreme importance in his imagined corpus, sending plot details of the story to
various correspondents: in 1950 to a book reviewer for the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation;
and in 1951 to the German translator of Under the Volcano and to David Markson, then a twenty-
four-year-old graduate student at Columbia University.For over twenty years, from 1944 to 1965,
the broader community knew virtually nothing of a lost Lowry novel. For readers, Lowry was the
author of one great book, Under the Volcano, with a much earlier but little-known first novel
(Ultramarine) to his name. It was only with the publication of Selected Letters of Malcolm Lowry
in 1965 that word of In Ballast, its relation to a Dantean project, and its tragic loss surfaced
widely for the first time. In fact, however, when he spoke in those letters about the absolute
obliteration of such a novel, Lowry was deceiving his readers. Through those posthumously
published letters, Lowry, whether deliberately or not, was in effect bamboozling the literary
community, which seemed prepared to accept a romantic interpretation of Lowry as doomed
artist. Quite simply, in the Selected Letters—and, for that matter, in Sursum Corda!, the two-
volume Collected Letters of Malcolm Lowry published in 1995/1996—he was not telling the
whole story.The recent discovery of the 1936 manuscript of In Ballast to the White Sea sets us
on a new path in reading Lowry, different from the one along which Lowry attempted to lead us.
What we know now is that in 1936 Lowry deposited a carbon copy of his then-current version of
In Ballast—what he had shown to New York publishers in 1934–1936—with the mother of his
first wife, Jan Gabrial, when he and Jan left New York for Mexico. Jan Gabrial later retrieved this
copy and—reclaiming the reader/editor role she had provided for Lowry during the mid-1930s—
typed a clean copy in 1991. In 2003, two years after her death and in keeping with her intent, the
overseer of her estate deposited the clean copy and related material in the Manuscripts and
Archives Division of the Humanities and Social Sciences Library of the New York Public
Library.With the present volume, Professors McCarthy and Ackerley construct a new Lowry,
productively active during a startlingly fertile period between the publication of Ultramarine and
Under the Volcano. McCarthy, who has edited Lowry’s La Mordida, responds to the material
qualities of the manuscript and to its literary contexts. Ackerley—continuing his tradition of
exemplary literary explanation—provides an encyclopedic range of scholarly annotation for In
Ballast, based on his wide reading and on multiple visits to key sites of the novel. McCarthy and
Ackerley have collaborated extensively in producing this volume; they uncover for us new ground
that will become central to our understanding of Lowry’s distinctive position and status within
twentieth-century literary modernism.As McCarthy points out in his introduction, in 1937, Aiken,
when he saw a draft of it in Mexico, said that he found In Ballast “a joy to swim in.” This novel, in
its absence, provided Lowry with an infinite alibi of pursuing dreams of Paradise in an ever-
deferred Dantean trilogy; today, in its presence, we savour the realities of Lowry’s dream with a
newness of immediacy, clarity, and admiration.VIK DOYENKatholieke Universiteit
LeuvenMIGUEL MOTAUniversity of British ColumbiaPAUL TIESSENWilfrid Laurier
UniversityAcknowledgmentsVarious people in several countries (Australia, Belgium, Canada,



France, New Zealand, Norway, the United Kingdom, the United States) have contributed to this
book, but there would have been no book at all if it were not for Dean Irvine, who in 2006 invited
me to participate as a collaborator in Editing Modernism in Canada (EMiC), suggesting, as a
project, an edition of Malcolm Lowry’s In Ballast to the White Sea. Without his encouragement
and support, I probably would not have undertaken this edition, which turned out to be even
more interesting (and far more complex) than I expected. I am also indebted to Jan Gabrial for
preserving a novel that Lowry scholars had long thought lost, and to Peter Matson of Sterling
Lord Literistic, representatives of the Estate of Malcolm Lowry, for his support of this edition and
Lowry scholarship in general. For access to the manuscripts and notebooks on which I have
based this edition I am grateful to the Division of Manuscripts and Archives, New York Public
Library (for the Jan Gabrial Papers), and to Special Collections at the University of British
Columbia (for other materials, including notebooks for In Ballast). At this point I should thank the
inventors of the Internet, without which the collaborative long-distance scholarship this book
required would have taken far longer, if it were possible at all. On a regular, and often a daily,
basis I have relied on Chris Ackerley not only for his remarkable annotations but for advice on
editorial questions. He and the other members of our EMiC Lowry support group—Vik Doyen,
Miguel Mota, Paul Tiessen—made innumerable suggestions that have led to improvements in
the edition; they also sent me files that broadened the range of my research, and Paul even
managed to hire a typist to help with the early preparation of the text. I am deeply indebted to all
of them. Special thanks to Sherrill Grace and to Stephen W. Kramer (Jan Gabrial’s attorney) for
answers to my questions about Jan and the typescripts of In Ballast, and to the two anonymous
reviewers of the manuscript for their detailed evaluations of the manuscript and their
suggestions for revision. The University of Miami provided essential support in the form of a
travel grant that enabled me to spend time at the New York Public Library and a year-long
sabbatical leave that gave me time to write. Among my Miami colleagues there are three whose
contributions to the book have been especially important: Phyllis G. Robarts (Otto G. Richter
Library) for resources; John Kirby (Department of Classics) for invaluable help with Lowry’s
Greek; and Frank Stringfellow (Department of English) for many matters, especially in
connection with German writings. I am also indebted to Kay Voss-Hoynes (Orange High School,
Pepper Pike, Ohio) for her commentary on Lowry’s unreliable Norwegian. Finally, thanks to my
wife Yolanda for her patience, love, and support.Below, Chris has described the important
contributions to this edition made by Colin Dilnot and David Large. Here, I add my thanks to
his.PATRICK A. MCCARTHYUniversity of MiamiI am grateful to my colleagues of the Editing
Modernism in Canada editorial team: Pat McCarthy was an ideal collaborator, while (as Pat
notes, above) Miguel Mota, Paul Tiessen, and Vik Doyen were unwavering in their support and
hospitality. The Royal Society of New Zealand, through the generosity of the Marsden fund,
provided both time and funding; the University of Otago and two Heads of my Department, Lyn
Tribble and Chris Prentice, supported the various research trips that were required; and my
friends, Lisa Marr, Simone Marshall, and Paul Tankard, made useful contributions. Robin



Ramsey was a generous host in Vancouver, as was Minou Williams in the United Kingdom, but
many others responded to my often esoteric inquiries. These include: Sue Sampson (Shire Hall),
for details of Cambridge Castle; Peter Moore (Cambridge), for identifying his namesake’s music
shop; Ralph Crane (University of Tasmania) for taking me on a guided tour of Preston; and
Annick Drösdal-Levillain (France) for assistance with Lowry’s Norwegian. The staff of the UBC
Special Collections, particularly Sarah Romkey, offered ongoing support; Renu Barrett, archivist
at McMaster University, responded immediately to a cry for help; Einar Gustafsson,
historieforteller of the Ålesund Museum, identified references to (and gave me a map of) the
town in the 1930s; the staff of Oslo’s Nasjonalbiblioteket facilitated my work on Nordahl Grieg;
and the Library and Department of Foreign Languages at the University of Bergen offered both
hospitality and assistance. I am particularly grateful to Erik Tonning for his help with the
Norwegian elements of the book, for his encouragement of the project, and for his generous
sponsorship of my time in Norway. I would also like to thank Erik, Matthew Feldman, and my
editors at Continuum Press for their forbearance in allowing me to defer another commitment to
finish this project, even though it took much longer than I had estimated.My deepest debts,
however, are to David Large (Universities of Sydney and Otago), for his unfailing interest and
help, his close readings of my drafts, and his tenacity in tracing some of the obscurities that had
eluded me; and to Colin Dilnot for identifying so many of Lowry’s ships and locations, for taking
me around Liverpool and the Wirral, and for his generosity, not simply as a host, but in sharing
with me his vast cornucopia of information about the early Lowry. The first 75 percent of any set
of annotations is relatively easy; the next 20 percent increasingly more difficult; and the last 5
percent almost impossible—but that last 25 percent is what matters most, and the greatest thrill
of annotation is the revelation of the seemingly impossible. As Napoleon reputedly said, if it is
impossible it will take a little longer: this has been, without doubt, the most challenging text that I
have ever annotated, and without the unflagging support of these two compañeros my
commentary would have taken much longer and would have been very much the poorer.CHRIS
ACKERLEYUniversity of OtagoIntroductionI.In August 1952 Malcolm Lowry told his editor,
Albert Erskine, that the manuscript of his unpublished novel Dark as the Grave Wherein My
Friend Is Laid had been “deposited in the bank,” adding, “it hadn’t occurred to me till very
recently that there were things called safety deposit boxes”; three months later he assured
Erskine that two more works in progress, La Mordida and The Ordeal of Sigbjørn Wilderness,
would be deposited the next day (CL 2:593, 608). In safeguarding these manuscripts Lowry
demonstrated that he had finally learned a lesson that should have been impressed upon him
two decades earlier when the typescript of his first novel, Ultramarine (1933), was stolen along
with the briefcase in which an editor for Chatto & Windus had placed it. Although Lowry had not
retained a carbon copy, the book was unexpectedly rescued by his friend Martin Case, who had
held onto a late draft that its author had discarded (Day 158–60; Bowker 143–44). Even after this
experience, however, Lowry would suffer another, far more traumatic, loss of a manuscript long
before he finally began to rely on “safety deposit boxes.”On the morning of 7 June 1944 a fire



broke out in the squatter’s shack in British Columbia where Lowry and his second wife,
Margerie, had lived for three years. They managed to rescue most of his papers, including
manuscripts for Under the Volcano, but all that remained of another novel, In Ballast to the White
Sea, were the few papers now stored in Box 12, Folders 14 and 15, of the University of British
Columbia’s Malcolm Lowry Archive: two small notebooks with preliminary notes for In Ballast,
the first two pages of a 1936 typescript, a notebook with an earlier draft of Chapters I and II, and
several small, circular pieces of charred paper from a handwritten draft and another typescript,
both otherwise lost. Lowry never attempted to recreate the novel; instead, he mourned its loss
and, in time, romanticized it as a (potentially) great book, its destruction one of the central
tragedies of his life. He also referred to In Ballast and the fire in later writings, notably Dark as the
Grave, whose drafts (also at the University of British Columbia) include a long discussion by the
protagonist, Sigbjørn Wilderness, of his own lost novel, also called In Ballast to the White Sea
(UBC 9:5, 341–59).1 In their discussions of Lowry’s work, critics have relied mainly on these
materials and two letters that Lowry sent in August 1951 to David Markson, who was then writing
a master’s thesis on Under the Volcano (CL 2:417–20, 423–30). In the first letter he told Markson
that In Ballast was “once the sort of Paradiso of the trilogy of which the Volcano was the first, or
‘Inferno’ section” and claimed that it was “now incorporated hypothetically elsewhere in the
whole bolus of 5 books— I think—to be called The Voyage that Never Ends” (CL 2:417). Despite
Lowry’s intriguing plans to include a new version of In Ballast in this projected sequence of
books, there is no evidence that he spent any time on that act of reconstruction.Yet during the
years when Lowry told one and all that the only draft of his second novel had been lost there
was someone who knew otherwise, much as Martin Case had when the manuscript of
Ultramarine was stolen. That was Lowry’s ex-wife Jan Gabrial, an American whom he had met in
Granada, Spain (summer 1933), married in Paris (January 1934), and followed to New York
(August 1934). Two years later, when they left for an extended stay in Mexico, Lowry and Jan
entrusted a carbon copy of In Ballast to her mother, Emily van der Heim.2 Although the trip was
planned, in part, to save their marriage, by December 1937 the Lowrys’ relationship had
deteriorated so much that Jan moved to Los Angeles. Lowry followed in July 1938 and remained
for almost a year before moving to Vancouver, soon to be joined by Margerie Bonner, whom he
had met in Los Angeles; they married at the end of 1940, a month after he and Jan were
divorced. Lowry and Jan never met or spoke after he left Los Angeles, and he rebuffed her
attempts to remain on friendly terms. A few months before the divorce, when Jan wrote to say
she might visit Vancouver and would like to see him, he responded curtly, implied (unfairly) that
she had used his work as the basis for a story she had published, and refused to see her. Her
reply (Gabrial 197–98) was, it appears, the end of their correspondence.In her memoir Inside the
Volcano, Jan says that she almost contacted Lowry in 1947, after he published Under the
Volcano, but she was deterred by “the thought that he might view my letter … as self-serving,
even opportunistic, and … by the memory of his final harsh, accusatory note” (Gabrial 198). In
fact, she did write such a “letter”: a message typed on a postcard with a picture of a Diego



Rivera fresco on the other side. Jan congratulated “the big cat”—a pet name for Lowry—on the
success of Under the Volcano, which she had read three times, and she called the novel “a
shattering and miraculous and beautiful and very great book.” She also expressed hope that
both In Ballast to the White Sea and The Last Address (the early title for a novella that was
posthumously published, in a badly patched together edition, under the title Lunar Caustic)
would soon be published.3 Having written this tribute to Lowry’s work, however, Jan scribbled
over it and set it aside, her dread of a negative response outweighing her desire to congratulate
him.4Had Jan sent her message of congratulations it is conceivable, although far from certain,
that Lowry would have answered and would have told her about the loss of In Ballast. In that
case, surely Jan would have remembered having left a typescript at her mother’s house eleven
years earlier and would have reminded him that the book was not irrevocably lost. Yet it is also
quite possible that even as he wrote letters to David Markson about his “lost” novel Lowry
himself remembered having given his former mother-in-law a full copy of In Ballast, as it then
stood, eight years before the fire. Of course there is no way of knowing for certain, but I believe
that Lowry did in fact remember, and that he preferred the legend of the tragically burnt novel5 to
the difficulties of revising an incomplete typescript without access to his later revisions (even if
they were not extensive). Another, more intractable, difficulty was that since In Ballast was
shaped by the politics of mid-1930s Europe it would have required considerable rewriting to
accommodate the very different world situation of the mid-1940s. Lowry could also have had
personal reasons for not returning to the project: he might have wanted to avoid angering his
rather volatile second wife by making contact with his first wife or her mother, even over such an
important matter, and he clearly wanted to break with his own past and with a novel that was
closely associated with Ultramarine, which by then he had disowned.6 Whatever the reason, if
Lowry remembered the earlier draft of In Ballast to the White Sea, he seems to have told no
one.7II.In its focus on the development of an artist figure, In Ballast to the White Sea is a
modernist Künstlerroman in the tradition of Mann’s Tonio Kröger (to which one of the characters
alludes in Chapter V), Proust’s In Search of Lost Time, Joyce’s A Portrait of the Artist as a Young
Man, and Lawrence’s Sons and Lovers. However, it differs from these familiar examples in
several ways, one being that In Ballast does not follow the life of its protagonist, Sigbjørn
Hansen-Tarnmoor, over the course of many years but focuses on his response to a crisis, or
series of crises, over a few months. In this way it resembles Ultramarine, for which it was
conceived as a sequel and justification. Like Dana Hilliot in Ultramarine, Sigbjørn struggles with
issues of authenticity and originality; moreover, Dana and Sigbjørn are younger versions of the
typical Lowry protagonist. Whether he is named Sigbjørn Lawhill, Bill Plantagenet, Geoffrey
Firmin, Martin Striven, Martin Trumbaugh, Sigbjørn Wilderness, Ethan Llewelyn, Sigurd
Storelsen, Tom Goodheart, Kennish Drumgold Cosnahan, or Roderick McGregor Fairhaven, the
Lowryan protagonist is, inevitably, a portrait of the artist.The early chapters of In Ballast focus on
Sigbjørn (known within his family as Barney) and his brother Tor, two Cambridge undergraduates
who were born in Norway but raised in England. Their mother died some years ago; their father,



Captain Hansen-Tarnmoor (“Hansen” is usually dropped), is the head of a shipping company.
The novel opens in early winter, with the brothers standing on Castle Hill in Cambridge, opposite
a prison and allegedly on the spot where “the last hanging on the mound” had taken place.
There are several ominous references to hanging and to other disasters, including one that has
brought the brothers together, despite their “chemic dissimilarity” and unspecified “former
differences”: the sinking of a ship, the Thorstein, owned by their father’s company. Sigbjørn has
been a sailor and now wants to be a writer, beginning with a novel about his experiences;
unfortunately, as he tells Tor, a Norwegian writer named Erikson “took the sea away from me.” To
confront his anxieties Sigbjørn would like to travel to Norway to meet Erikson and secure
permission to adapt his novel as a play.When the scene shifts to the streets of Cambridge, their
conversation reveals several reasons for the tension between Tor and Sigbjørn, including
intellectual differences—Tor regards life as meaningless, “standardless,” a matter of “accident,”
while Sigbjørn believes in “a power for good watching over all things”—and rivalry over Nina, a
young woman whom Sigbjørn loves. While the brothers are in a bar they learn that another
Tarnmoor Line ship, the Brynjaar, has sunk and that human error seems to have been to blame.
In Chapter III, at Tor’s lodging house, they place a telephone call to their father to assure him of
their support; then they go to Tor’s room, to talk and drink Irish whiskey. The latest sinking seems
to Tor symbolic of the universe, and as his mood turns darker he says that he has thought of
committing suicide. Still, he also believes in the importance of social action, of escaping the
prison of self through an identification with “the virile solidarity of the proletariat.” Later, as Tor
plays his violin, Sigbjørn falls asleep, waking up two hours later when Tor shakes him. It is almost
time for Sigbjørn to leave, so as not to violate curfew, but first Tor shows him the room where he
says he plans to turn on the gas and kill himself. Sigbjørn tries to convince himself that Tor must
not be serious, but as he gets back to his own lodging house he feels that he is in a prison.Given
the ending of Chapter III, the form of Chapter IV, a series of letters from Sigbjørn to Erikson, is
unexpected, and the movement away from narrative at this juncture means that Tor’s suicide
looms over the chapter as an unresolved narrative possibility. Yet, in his second letter to Erikson,
Sigbjørn appropriates Tor’s phrase when he says that his “duty is with what is popularly called
the virile solidarity of the proletariat.” The phrase establishes a connection among Tor, Erikson,
and (now) Sigbjørn as socialists. The fact that this letter breaks off with the words “My brother—”
and two other letters end similarly is the clearest sign in this chapter that Tor did kill himself, and
that Sigbjørn, guilt-stricken, has begun to adopt some of his values.By the end of the novel
Sigbjørn will seek out and find Erikson. In the meantime there are scenes in the Liverpool area in
which Sigbjørn meets with his father or with Nina, followed by a train ride north from Liverpool to
Preston, during which Sigbjørn happens to be seated across from Daland Haarfragre, the
captain of a freighter on which he will be working. Later there are scenes in Preston, where a
constable and a taxi driver try with mixed success to keep Sigbjørn out of trouble, and aboard
the freighter, which was supposed to sail to Archangel (on the White Sea) but is redirected to
Aalesund, Norway. Only seventeen chapters are numbered in the typescript, which continues



with an unnumbered rough draft of Chapter XVIII, in which Sigbjørn finally arrives in Norway, and
further notes.Like Ultramarine, which he based on his experiences in 1927 as a crew member on
a freighter, the SS Pyrrhus, prior to his first year at Cambridge, In Ballast grew out of Lowry’s life:
in this case, his experience as a Cambridge student whose attempt to write a novel based on his
own life at sea is complicated by a growing sense of identification with another author. Around
the time when he began writing Ultramarine, Lowry read two novels, each published in 1927,
that immediately captured his imagination: Blue Voyage, by Conrad Aiken, and The Ship Sails
On, a translation of Skibet gaar videre (1924) by the Norwegian writer Nordahl Grieg. Lowry
would later tell Markson that Blue Voyage “was an enormous influence on me” (CL 2:412), and
so it was; but the fact that in the same letter he could not bring himself to name either Grieg or
The Ship Sails On is a sign that his anxiety over Grieg’s influence went even deeper. Lowry
borrowed narrative strategies, phrases, and the like from Aiken, but his emotional attachment to
The Ship Sails On led him to imagine that his own novel, and perhaps even his life, had already
been “written” in Grieg’s book. In 1931, he attempted to come to terms with his identification with
Grieg by sailing to Norway, where, through a set of improbable circumstances that were
probably much like those described in In Ballast, he managed not only to meet Grieg but (he
claimed) to secure permission to adapt The Ship Sails On for the stage—perhaps because
Grieg, a successful playwright as well as a published poet and novelist, was more interested in
working on new projects than in dramatizing his own novel; possibly also because Grieg wanted
to humour Lowry. While he was still in Oslo, Lowry wrote a long letter to Grieg (CL 1:102–10),
much of it devoted to Rupert Brooke, a subject of Grieg’s current writing project. It appears that
in a later note Lowry said he hoped to meet with Grieg again, but Grieg declined, citing the press
of his creative work and saying, “as a fellow writer I know you will understand and
forgive” (Bowker 130).Lowry often exaggerated the extent to which Ultramarine was based on
The Ship Sails On, even writing, in a 1939 letter to Grieg, “Much of U. is paraphrase, plagiarism,
or pastiche, from you” (CL 1:192). Yet, despite his anxieties (or, perversely, because of them),
Lowry borrowed from Grieg, as when he ended the fifth chapter of Ultramarine with the final line
of Grieg’s second chapter: “Outside was the roar of the sea and the darkness” (Grieg 26;
Ultramarine 235 [1933 ed.]). He even smuggled part of the line into Chapter VII of In Ballast:
Sigbjørn tells Nina, “Where I’m going to is the roar of the sea and the darkness, and the night.”8
Both Lowry’s anxiety about borrowing from other writers and his determination to keep on
borrowing are evident in a 1933 letter to Aiken about Ultramarine. After admitting that his novel
could be classified as a “cento”—a patchwork of quotations from other writers—Lowry contends
that “under the reign of [James Joyce’s] Bloom & [T. S. Eliot’s] Sweeney, a greater freedom
seems to be permitted.” In any case, according to Lowry, he could not help borrowing from
Aiken: “Blue Voyage, apart from its being the best nonsecular statement of the plight of the
creative artist with the courage to live in the modern world, has become part of my
consciousness, & I cannot conceive of any other way in which Ultramarine could be written” (CL
1:116–17).Still, after his trip to Norway, Lowry seems to have felt reassured that his fixation on



Grieg and his identification with Grieg’s protagonist Benjamin Hall need not deter him from
continuing to work on Ultramarine: after all, Grieg had called him “a fellow writer.” Besides,
meeting Grieg gave him the basic plot for a second novel, In Ballast to the White Sea, in which a
Cambridge undergraduate who wants to write a book finds that a Norwegian writer has already
written such a book, and has done it better than he can. With its focus on a writer’s dilemma and
its fictionalization of Lowry’s first novel as a book written by Sigbjørn Tarnmoor, In Ballast
anticipates some of Lowry’s post-Volcano fictions, including Dark as the Grave, La Mordida, and
“Through the Panama,” whose protagonist, Sigbjørn Wilderness, is Lowry’s fictional counterpart
and author of a version of Under the Volcano entitled The Valley of the Shadow of Death. In each
of these later narratives the protagonist-writer echoes Lowry’s sense, when he returned to
Mexico in 1945–1946, that he was trapped within the world he had created in Under the
Volcano, much as Sigbjørn Tarnmoor finds himself already “written” in Erikson’s novel, Skibets
reise fra Kristiania (“The Ship’s Voyage from Kristiania,” fictional counterpart to Grieg’s The Ship
Sails On). Formerly haunted by another author’s novel, Lowry in his later works came to be
haunted by his own novel, as descriptions like “[Sigbjørn] went down through the patio haunted
by his characters” indicate (DATG 192).The parallels between In Ballast and Lowry’s post-
Volcano (meta)fictions become especially interesting in passages such as this one from
“Through the Panama,” a story that consists of extracts from Sigbjørn Wilderness’s journal:The
further point is that the novel is about a character who becomes enmeshed in the plot of the
novel he has written, as I did in Mexico. But now I am becoming enmeshed in the plot of a novel I
have scarcely begun [Dark as the Grave]. Idea is not new, at least so far as enmeshment with
characters is concerned. Goethe, Wilhelm von Scholz, ‘The Race with a Shadow,’ Pirandello,
etc. But did these people ever have it happen to them? (Hear Us 30)In his description of In
Ballast for David Markson, Lowry also connected Goethe with von Scholz’s play, noting that
among the very few literary works that develop the theme of someone’s “growing sense as of
identity” with a fictional character is “a sinister German play running in England called The Race
with a Shadow by one Wilhelm von Scholz, based on an idea by Goethe” (CL 2:418).9 The point
is also made explicitly in one of Sigbjørn’s letters to Erikson in Chapter IV of In Ballast:I am well
aware that Goethe said the relation of an author with his principal character may be a race with a
shadow: I am familiar with von Scholz’ play—it was playing in Cambridge not long ago—and I
know the scenical idea of the doppelganger to be an old adage; and more mundanely one has
heard of people writing to authors saying “I am your character Smith” or “I am your character
Jones.” I have also read, in a review, an account of a novel, which I have purposely for that
reason refrained from reading, on a similar theme, by Louis Adamic. And there is a story by A.
Huxley. But this is real, is happening, now, to me— (46–47)These references to von Scholz point
to Lowry’s awareness that his themes have been anticipated by other writers, who in turn are
dependent on still earlier writers, as when von Scholz “based [his play] on an idea by Goethe.”
Hence Sigbjørn’s revelation that he has been influenced by Erikson’s novel is followed
immediately by a defence: the situation is not unique (although it is rare enough that Sigbjørn,



and therefore Lowry, can claim some measure of originality after all!). Moreover, he says, this is
not something happening in a book: instead, “this is real, is happening, now, to me—.” Of course,
in Lowry’s case it was happening in a book, as well as in his life. Indeed, there was not much
difference between the events of his books and of real life, as he set out to demonstrate in this
novel and others.Lowry alluded to von Scholz’s The Race with a Shadow in an unpublished
1934 letter to Grieg: “So our destiny takes us—is it a race with a shadow?”10 This letter is very
strange; or would be, had it been written by anyone but Malcolm Lowry. After mentioning
Ultramarine, which he claims (falsely) is being translated into French, he says that he has
included in that novel “a kind of pastiche of one or two of your very earliest poems, which pass
through the consciousness of my character,” adding that if Grieg is unhappy with what Lowry
intended as a “tribute,” he will delete the passages from subsequent editions. He also defends
the inclusion of passages from Grieg as unavoidable, since “I could not make my protagonist,
my or Benjamin’s doppelganger, think anything else. That was what he thought even if you wrote
it.” (Note the similarity to Lowry’s claim, in the letter to Aiken cited earlier, that his absorption of
Blue Voyage into Ultramarine was unavoidable.) Later, he says he has finished dramatizing The
Ship Sails On, although he needs Grieg’s help to make the play better; toward the end he refers,
almost as an afterthought, to his marriage to Jan. Given his elaborate explanation and defence
of his appropriation of “one or two” poems by Grieg, it is noteworthy that Lowry apparently did
not send a copy of Ultramarine to the man whose book had been such a strong influence on it;
moreover, like Sigbjørn, Lowry probably never sent the letter itself. Yet this letter is nonetheless
significant, not only for what Lowry says in it but for what he omits: he confesses to plagiarism
but provides no details, and mentions using lines from Grieg’s poems but is vague about his
more significant indebtedness to The Ship Sails On. The letter is typical of Lowry’s tendency
both to appropriate the language of other literary texts and to be so anxious about his
borrowings that he has to defend himself against possible charges of plagiarism. Years later the
same impulse would surface in a letter to Erskine about Under the Volcano in which Lowry said
that he had considered “appending a list of notes to the book,” to help readers to interpret it and
also “to acknowledge … any borrowings, echoes, design-governing postures, and so on, as
used to be the custom with poets, and might well be with novelists” (CL 1:595).Michel
Schneider’s observations that “viewed from a certain angle, the history of literature is a history of
repetitions, of the already written” and that “intertextuality not only affects but constitutes literary
writing” seem especially relevant to modernist writers like Eliot, Pound, and Joyce who tend to
incorporate other works within their own, in the form of parallels, allusions, or even direct
quotations.11 Lowry saw himself as part of the contemporary literary scene (he was of course
living “under the reign of Bloom & Sweeney”), but his appropriations sometimes extended well
beyond the modernist allusive technique that Eliot’s friend Aiken had described in a review of
The Waste Land, where he argued that Eliot and Pound attempted “to make a ‘literature of
literature’—a poetry not more actuated by life itself than by poetry” (“An Anatomy of Melancholy”
99). Aiken’s characterization of The Waste Land and the Cantos as products of a “very complex



and very literary awareness able to speak only, or best, in terms of the literary past, the terms
which had moulded its tongue” would have applied with equal force to Lowry, for whom Aiken
was also part of the “literary past” that shaped Ultramarine. According to Clarissa Lorenz, Aiken’s
second wife, as Lowry wrote and revised his first novel he showed Aiken numerous drafts, from
which Aiken repeatedly excised imitations of passages from Blue Voyage. Even worse, when
Lowry read a draft of Aiken’s next novel, Great Circle, which included Aiken’s dream of eating his
father’s skeleton, Lowry wanted to appropriate the dream as his own.12 Of course, it is possible
that Lowry played at testing the limits of influence with Aiken, appropriating material that he
knew Aiken would recognize and delete from the manuscripts, but his very different relationship
with Nordahl Grieg, whose name he would later conceal from David Markson, made it
impossible for him to play the same game with the Norwegian writer. The result was not only that
a passage like “Outside was the roar of the sea and the darkness” could make its way intact from
Grieg’s novel into Ultramarine but that Lowry would then write In Ballast to the White Sea,
confronting and overcoming his sense of indebtedness to Grieg without acknowledging any debt
to Aiken in the novel.Elsewhere I have argued that Lowry’s open acknowledgment of Aiken’s
influence might be read as an attempt to create his literary father—a father whom he believed he
would eventually overcome (Forests 24). Grieg was too geographically distant from Lowry, and
too close to him in age, to be a father figure, but Lowry certainly regarded Grieg as a kindred
spirit. In any event, he was fully aware of how much he owed to the writings of both men. It is
therefore ironic that the charge of plagiarism that Lowry always feared would come from Burton
Rascoe, an author who had not influenced him and to whom he owed virtually nothing.III.Apart
from the fire that destroyed his manuscript, the most traumatic event for Lowry during the years
when he worked on In Ballast to the White Sea occurred in 1935, after his agent, Harold Matson,
submitted the novel-in-progress to Doubleday, along with a copy of Ultramarine to demonstrate
that Lowry was a published novelist. The materials were passed along to Rascoe, an editor at
Doubleday, who looked into Ultramarine just long enough to decide that it was largely
plagiarized from his story “What Is Love?” When the two met, Rascoe subjected Lowry to
grossly exaggerated claims that an author less sensitive than Lowry to the charge of being
derivative, one who had not already written a novel on the subject of his indebtedness to another
writer, would have dismissed out of hand, perhaps with the threat of a lawsuit for slander.
Instead, Lowry was “in a state of shock” (Bowker 193). In fact, he appears to have read “What Is
Love?” and to have borrowed a few lines from it, all of them quotations from other works that
amount to very little. Although both narratives use a stream-of-consciousness technique that
neither Rascoe nor Lowry invented, their plots, locales, themes, and characters have almost
nothing in common. Still, Rascoe threatened to expose Lowry as a plagiarist, and according to
Rascoe, Lowry signed a confession to that effect. Rascoe’s claim cannot be confirmed, and
Jan Gabrial told Sherrill Grace she did not believe Lowry ever signed such a confession (CL
1:330). Nonetheless, there is no doubt that Lowry was deeply shaken by the
accusation.13Nearly two decades later, Rascoe, still claiming he had been victimized by Lowry’s



“plagiarism,” wrote to a friend about the incident.14 In the letter he mentioned in passing that
when Lowry had gained some fame for a novel either entitled “Beneath the Volcano” or “Under
the Volcano” (Rascoe used both titles), he had not read it, so he did not know whether that was
the novel Lowry had submitted to Doubleday in 1935. Although by his own admission Rascoe
had not read much of In Ballast, and could not remember its title, he recalled telling Lowry that
the novel was clearly a version of Charles Morgan’s The Fountain, with some borrowings from
Céline and Malraux. Before Jan revealed that a manuscript of In Ballast had survived, there was
no way of testing the veracity of Rascoe’s claim that Lowry had copied Morgan, although a
perusal of The Fountain would have shown that its style and themes were quite unlike anything
in the Lowry canon. Now that the two novels can be compared, it is hard to imagine what
connection Rascoe saw between them, unless it is that in each case the protagonist of the novel
is himself writing a book or that both Lowry and Morgan use epigraphs to preface parts of their
novels.15 However, given that the volumes the protagonists are writing are quite different (Lewis
Alison’s archivally based study of “the development of spiritual concepts in England since the
Renaissance” [Morgan 26] is a project unattended by the anxieties that plague Sigbjørn), and
that Morgan and Lowry never use the same—or even, as far as I can tell, similar—epigraphs,
these connections only underscore how fundamentally different the two novels are. It is possible
that Lowry read The Fountain, but he did not plagiarize from it.Rascoe’s obsession with
plagiarism seems to have equalled Lowry’s, but his charges were always directed at other
writers, never at himself: in Titans of Literature, for example, Rascoe accepted without question
Norman Douglas’s eccentric claim, in Old Calabria, that John Milton plagiarized almost all of
Paradise Lost from Serafino della Salandra’s Adamo Canuto (Titans 281). Lowry noted the
charge against Milton in May 1940 when he wrote to Rascoe, apologizing once again for “the
matter of the Latin Quotations, which, I assure you again, was not deliberate plagiarism on my
part”; even so, he admitted that Ultramarine “was hopelessly derivative.” At the end he added, “I
reread the other day, and with delight and profit, ‘Titans.’ Milton absolved me a little” (CL 1:329–
30). As Doyen (215) suggests, there was surely a connection between Lowry’s decision to send
Rascoe a conciliatory letter at this time and his concerns, as he prepared to submit the 1940
manuscript of Under the Volcano to his agent, that his writing might again come to Rascoe’s
attention. Doyen’s suspicion seems to be confirmed by Lowry’s letter of 27 July 1940 to Harold
Matson in which he asks Matson to read the manuscript of the new novel, adding, “It is ‘original:’
if you fear for past Websterian, not to say Miltonian minor lack of ethics on my part …. It is as
much mine as I know of” (CL 1:342). It is not clear how Lowry expected Matson to follow his
allusion to Rascoe’s claim that Milton was a plagiarist—a charge that, as Lowry put it, might
absolve him a little—but the context is clear enough for readers who have access to both letters.
The allusion to John Webster, however, takes us back to Nordahl Grieg.In her remarkable essay
“Respecting Plagiarism: Tradition, Guilt, and Malcolm Lowry’s ‘Pelagiarist Pen’” (1992), Sherrill
Grace laid the foundation for subsequent studies of plagiarism and intertextuality in Lowry’s
work, including the “intense identification” with another writer that often led him to adopt the



other writer’s identity, “at least for his creative purposes” (466).16 In this article Grace also used
an analysis of Lowry’s September 1931 letter to Grieg, which had only recently been discovered,
not only to explore the Lowry–Grieg relationship but to bring three scholarly books into her study
of Lowry’s imagination. Two are theoretical texts written long after Lowry’s death: Gérard
Genette’s Palimpsestes: La littérature au second degré (1982), which investigates forms of
“transtextuality,” and Michel Schneider’s Voleurs de mots: Essai sur le plagiat, la psychanalyse et
la pensée (1985), a psychoanalytic study with numerous insights into Lowry’s obsession with
plagiarism. The third book, however, is one Lowry had read and had discussed in the letter to
Grieg: Rupert Brooke’s John Webster and the Elizabethan Drama (1916). The letter to Grieg,
written while Lowry was still in Oslo (CL 1:102–06), makes it clear that Grieg had told Lowry of
his plans to go to Cambridge to carry out research for his book De unge døde (Youth Died,
1932), a study of poets who died young: Rupert Brooke, for example, and John Keats. Lowry
mentioned both poets in his letter, but he devoted much more space to Brooke than to Keats, for
his purpose in writing the letter was to make a strong impression on Grieg by demonstrating his
knowledge of Brooke, and particularly of Brooke’s study of John Webster. As he says in the
letter, Lowry had no copy of John Webster and the Elizabethan Drama in Oslo. Thus, his ability
to recall and even quote from Brooke’s writing and from T. S. Eliot’s “Whispers of Immortality” is
indeed impressive, despite the fact (as Chris Ackerley has discovered—see annotations
XVIII.47 and XVIII.49) that much of the letter derives directly from Houston Peterson’s
The Melody of Chaos (1931), which Lowry must have carried with him on his trip to Norway.17
Still, it is clear that Lowry had read Brooke’s study, and his fascination with John Webster and
the Elizabethan Drama makes what Brooke has to say about allegations of plagiarism against
Webster especially interesting for Lowry scholars. Toward the end of his Chapter V, Brooke
draws on recent discoveries of Webster’s sources to comment on Webster’s reworking of
phrases borrowed from other writers. Brooke says it is clear that Webster used notebooks to
record passages from works he read, and later drew on those notebooks for his plays; this
practice, he observes, does not mean that Webster was either a greater or a lesser artist than
other writers, only that he had a poorer memory. Brooke’s argument that complete originality is
an unattainable, even an absurd, goal— “The poet and the dramatist work with words, ideas,
and phrases. It is ridiculous, and shows a wild incomprehension of the principles of literature, to
demand that each should use only his own; every man’s brain is filled by thoughts and words of
other people’s” (Brooke 151)—is similar to Schneider’s point that all literature is intertextual.
Moreover, Brooke argued, great writers use other people’s words imaginatively, and he cited
examples of how “Webster reset other people’s jewels and redoubled their lustre,” even, in one
case, improving a line he borrowed from John Donne (Brooke 152).Although Grace had no
opportunity to see the typescript of In Ballast to the White Sea when she wrote “Respecting
Plagiarism,” she recognized the potential importance of the 1931 letter to Grieg, with its
commentary on Brooke’s study of Webster, in relation to the “lost” novel:Given what we know
about Lowry’s own life and writing, it is possible to see in this letter to Grieg the earliest seeds of



“In Ballast to the White Sea.” Moreover, this letter outlines the “poetic theory” that informed that
work and everything else that Lowry wrote. “In Ballast” represented Lowry’s surrounding of
Grieg’s position as author … by … incorporating Grieg’s text, Grieg’s conversation, Lowry’s
letters to Grieg—and hence Lowry’s construction of his relationship with Grieg—into his own
text. (470)Lowry’s letter to Grieg is directly related to two crucial references to Brooke in the
novel. The first occurs in one of Sigbjørn’s letters to Erikson (Chapter IV):Uprooted and lost
myself I had to find others who had suffered similarly in literature as well as in life which meant
that I could not pass the stage of ‘hysterical identification’ which … is no more than a stage in,
although an important experience of, the adolescence of a creative writer …. I discovered that
my approach to literature had always been the same: I had been devoted more to the idea of
Chatterton and Keats, the idea of their dying young, and to that being the most proper thing a
young writer can do, than to their work; in fact I discovered a further illustration of this in myself
when I suddenly found within myself the same attachment growing for Rupert Brooke, a passion,
in fact, for his death, his fate whereas—although as a man and as a critic I found him worthy of
respect—as a poet he is to my mind something of a cold potato, or could we say perhaps, a
ghost laid by Old Leysians at Byron’s pool? (48, ellipses added)Here, Sigbjørn (Lowry)
introduces the subject of poets who died young, including Brooke, but confesses to being more
interested in the idea of the poet who dies young than in the poems themselves. In this way he
anticipates the subject of the study that Erikson is just then undertaking, or planning to
undertake. This is what most of us would regard as a coincidence: Sigbjørn has no way of
knowing that Erikson plans to come to Cambridge, to his university, even as Sigbjørn hopes
someday to meet with Erikson in Norway; he also has no way of knowing that Erikson shares his
interest in Brooke. For Lowry, however, what appears to be “coincidence” is often a sign of an
underlying affinity, as Ackerley has shown (“Coincidence and Design”).The second reference to
Brooke in the novel occurs much later, when Sigbjørn finally meets Erikson and learns of his
interest in Brooke’s John Webster and the Elizabethan Drama. A note inserted toward the end of
the typescript of In Ballast indicates that Lowry planned to reinforce the connection between his
own experience and Sigbjørn’s by having his character write the very letter that Grace would cite
in her article: “Seated in the Røde Mølle ‘under the geraniums,’ Sigbjørn, drinking sherry and
writing a long letter to Erikson about Rupert Brooke and the Elizabethans, is battling an alcoholic
confusion as to whether a further meeting with the Norwegian writer actually took place.”18 The
evidence of In Ballast confirms what Grace already knew:Brooke’s remarks are such an
uncannily accurate gloss on the methods, preoccupations, and psychology of Lowry that it is not
hard to imagine how Lowry (plagued by his fear of plagiarism from his teens) must have felt
while reading them, or why he would privilege Brooke the interpreter of Marston and Webster
over Brooke the cult poet, and see in the former a vital link between himself and Grieg or
between himself and the great Elizabethan tradition of English literature. (“Respecting
Plagiarism” 472)IV.One final traumatic event in Lowry’s life that was directly related to In Ballast
occurred a few weeks after the fire destroyed his shack and his manuscript: six months after the



fact, Lowry finally heard about Nordahl Grieg’s death. Having escaped from Norway when his
country was invaded by Germany, Grieg died when the RAF bomber in which he had been riding
as an observer was shot down during a raid over Potsdam, Germany. Outside Norway, Grieg
was not well known, and Lowry was living in a remote place, so it is hardly surprising that he
learned of Grieg’s death only much later, when he travelled to Ontario after the fire to stay with
Gerald Noxon. Three years later, writing to John Davenport, Lowry followed a lamentation on the
death of another friend, James Travers, with this description of earlier events: “And Nordahl [is
also dead]—so is my book about him, died with our house June 7th 1944, in flames. We went
East to discover Gerald Noxon doing a broadcast for Free Norway about [Grieg’s] death six
months before; he died on our third wedding anniversary, Dec 2 [1943]” (CL 2:47). For Lowry, the
coincidences (Grieg’s death on the Lowrys’ anniversary and the destruction six months later of
the manuscript that recorded Malcolm’s identification with Grieg) were an ominous
concatenation of events, what he often called the Law of Series. Even if (as I suspect) Lowry
remembered the carbon typescript of In Ballast, Grieg’s death would have given him yet another
reason not to return to a novel that had been intended as a confrontation with, and exorcism of,
his demons.Yet, ultimately, Lowry planned for In Ballast to conclude happily, despite Jan’s
conviction that “the book would end with the cry which epitomized those nightmare visions Malc
both fled and craved: ‘My God! What shall I do without my misery?’” (Gabrial 80).19 That it was
meant to end on a positive note, an affirmation of life rather than a downward spiral, is made
clear by Lowry’s references to In Ballast in his letters. At least as early as 1942 Lowry said he
was writing a trilogy, structured on the Divine Comedy, entitled The Voyage That Never Ends, in
which Under the Volcano was the Inferno; The Last Address or Lunar Caustic or Swinging the
Maelstrom (three names for different versions of a novella set in a psychiatric ward in New York’s
Bellevue Hospital) the Purgatorio; and In Ballast the Paradiso.20 The burning of Lowry’s
Paradiso led to his abandonment of the original idea for The Voyage That Never Ends; later, he
used the same title for a much longer series framed by the two parts of a dream vision, The
Ordeal of Sigbjørn Wilderness, a voyage into death and rebirth that in turn ended positively, with
a simple scene of marital love.21 In a letter to Markson, Lowry said that In Ballast, and thus the
early version of The Voyage as a trilogy, would have had “a triumphant outcome” in which both A
and X (Sigbjørn Tarnmoor and William Erikson) are “realigned on the side of life” (CL 2:420,
428). Moreover, according to Lowry, “with a few exceptions like the brother’s death etc,” In Ballast
was based on events he had lived through (CL 2:428).Since 1965, when the two letters to
Markson about In Ballast were published (as one) in Lowry’s Selected Letters, critics have relied
on these descriptions of his lost novel. By contrast, readers of the present edition who compare
Lowry’s statements with the details in the narrative will find crucial differences: in the surviving
text there is no “stormy love affair with an older woman” for which Sigbjørn risks being sent down
from Cambridge, nor a “gigantic lawsuit” between his father and the Peruvian government, a
“blind medium” who predicts the questions on Sigbjørn’s Dante exam, or a pilgrimage by
Sigbjørn to his mother’s grave (CL 2:418, 419, 426, 427). Of course, this edition records only one



stage in the composition of In Ballast, and it is possible that those details were all taken from
other stages; it is also possible that they are related to the planned revision of In Ballast that
Lowry claimed would have been part of the greatly expanded version of The Voyage That Never
Ends, or even that he invented some details as he wrote to Markson. Other references in the
letter, however, correspond to the text we have, and Lowry’s explanations, although at times
overly complicated and plagued by digressions, are immensely helpful.One crucial scene of In
Ballast that Lowry describes in terms that differ from its presentation in the novel involves the
death of Tor, who is referred to in the letter only as A’s (Sigbjørn’s) brother. According to Lowry,
A, unable to cope with his sense of identification with the Scandinavian writer, X, tells his brother
about his dilemma. The result is that “he—the brother—derides X’s book which enrages A to
such an extent that inadvertently he causes his brother to turn all his venom on himself in a
Dostoievskian scene that leads to the brother’s death” (CL 2:426). In the surviving draft of the
novel Tor does commit suicide, but the tension between the brothers has nothing to do with an
argument about Erikson or his book. On the contrary, Tor tells Sigbjørn, “your experience [of
identification with Erikson] is only an interesting recurrence of an eternal process. But you ought
to get in touch with Erikson just the same” (Chapter I). The letter is also misleading in another
way: Lowry’s claim that the brother’s suicide was one element of the plot that he had invented
(CL 2:428), while basically true, is not the whole truth. For while none of Lowry’s brothers
committed suicide, Tor’s death is based on the unhappy end of Paul Fitte, one of Lowry’s
Cambridge friends.According to the Cambridge Daily News for Saturday, 16 November 1929,
Fitte committed suicide on the previous day by sealing up his room and turning on the gas—
exactly as Tor does in In Ballast.22 Several of Lowry’s unpublished or posthumously published
writings, including October Ferry to Gabriola, Dark as the Grave, and The Ordeal of Sigbjørn
Wilderness, record his enduring sense of guilt over Fitte, who is disguised as Peter Cordwainer
in October Ferry and as Wensleydale elsewhere. In these versions, typically, the protagonist
recalls having treated the Fitte character callously or at least having failed to take a suicide
threat seriously. It is hard to say how much truth there is in this narrative, or for that matter in the
earlier fictionalized version of Fitte’s death: in Charlotte Haldane’s 1932 novel I Bring Not Peace,
where Lowry is only slightly disguised as James Dowd and Fitte as Dennis Carling. Dowd tries to
help Carling deal with a blackmailer, but when Carling threatens suicide, Dowd tells him, “If you
kill yourself … I shall never forgive you” (Haldane 286). Elsewhere (Forests 127) I have
suggested that Lowry’s involvement in Fitte’s death, as he represented it in his fiction, might
have been shaped as much by Haldane’s novel as by Fitte’s suicide itself. It is also quite
possible that the scene in the third chapter of In Ballast, where Tor’s threat of suicide is obviously
serious but Sigbjørn manages to tell himself otherwise, owes as much to I Bring Not Peace as to
Lowry’s personal history with Fitte. If this is another example of Lowry’s art imitating art, then
Tor’s statement that “They’ll find me in the morning: lying, as you put it, all dead. It’s a literary
fashion” takes on another (probably unintended) meaning.Tor’s suicide is not, however, merely a
fictional version of Fitte’s (or Carling’s): it is also a crucial element in the novel’s archetypal



pattern, the journey into death, or winter, followed ultimately by rebirth in spring (the narrative
ends not long after Easter). Tor seems to have been introduced as a character in this novel so
that he can serve as Sigbjørn’s double, or his other self, much as Septimus Smith is Clarissa’s
double in Virginia Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway. In Lowry’s novel, the death of one brother (or one part
of Sigbjørn) allows the other to live. In this respect Tor’s successful suicide bears comparison
with a scene in Dark as the Grave in which Sigbjørn Wilderness cuts his wrist with a razor but is
saved by his wife (DATG 187). The latter scene is based on Lowry’s own attempt to take his life
in January 1946, when the chances that Under the Volcano would be published appeared
remote (Day 350, Bowker 355), but it parallels the In Ballast scene, and Dark as the Grave,
which ends in a vision of the world as a fertile garden, has a pattern of psychological descent
and ascent much like the earlier novel. The turning point of In Ballast occurs when Sigbjørn pulls
himself together after Tor’s suicide and finally makes the journey to Norway that his brother had
recommended. In Dark as the Grave, a different Sigbjørn will pull himself together after his own
suicide attempt and will continue his journey toward regeneration.V.Ultimately, all of these
themes would have been developed, connected, clarified, interwoven in the ideal text of In
Ballast to the White Sea: one written by Malcolm Lowry after several more years of revision,
based either on a manuscript that somehow survived the 1944 fire or on the carbon typescript
entrusted to Emily van der Heim. In all likelihood, the text would have been strikingly different
from the one in this edition, if Lowry’s revisions of In Ballast were as extensive as those that
transformed the 1940 manuscript of Under the Volcano into the brilliant novel published in
1947.23 In the absence of a text revised by Lowry, however, the best possible edition of In
Ballast would have been based directly on the 1936 typescript that Jan Gabrial mentioned in her
memoir when she wrote, “Some 265 pages of In Ballast still survive in carbon” (Gabrial 80). The
1936 typescript of In Ballast was presumably a nearly complete draft of the novel, at least
through seventeen chapters, and somewhat more fully revised than the manuscript whose
submission to Doubleday a year earlier had led to Rascoe’s charges of plagiarism. Above all, it
was Lowry’s work, for better or worse, the last extant version of the novel that he had a chance to
proofread and correct.My expectation when I undertook this project was that the editing would
be relatively straightforward: there would be none of the dilemmas posed by competing theories
of copy text—for example, whether an author’s final manuscript or the first edition of a novel or
poem provides the best evidence of an author’s final intentions, or even whether “final intentions”
should be the primary basis for a scholarly text—nor would more recent debates about the
concept of copy text itself play a crucial role in my approach to the edition. The existence of a
single manuscript for In Ballast would render such questions moot. Yet as soon as I began
looking at the New York Public Library’s Jan Gabrial Papers I realized that the situation was
considerably more complex, challenging, and intriguing than I had expected and that, as far as I
could tell, the editorial problems I faced were unlike those typically addressed in studies of
textual editing. As a result, I have come more and more to appreciate Jerome McGann’s
contention that “the best scholarly editions establish their texts according to a catholic set of



guidelines and priorities whose relative authority shifts and alters under changing
circumstances” (McGann 94). Even more relevant, in my view, is A. E. Housman’s striking
description of the textual critic’s role:[T]extual criticism is not a branch of mathematics, nor
indeed an exact science at all. It deals with a matter not rigid and constant, like lines and
numbers, but fluid and variable; namely the frailties and aberrations of the human mind, and of
its insubordinate servants, the human fingers. … A textual critic engaged upon his business is
not at all like Newton investigating the motions of the planets: he is much more like a dog hunting
for fleas. If a dog hunted for fleas on mathematical principles, basing his researches on statistics
of area and population, he would never catch a flea except by accident. They require to be
treated as individuals; and every problem which presents itself to the textual critic must be
regarded as possibly unique. (Housman 3:1058–59, my ellipsis)A brief description of the primary
materials in the Jan Gabrial Papers that form the basis for this edition will indicate why
Housman’s warning about the need to treat textual problems as individuals rings so true. To
begin with, for the most part, the 265-page carbon typescript that Jan mentioned has
disappeared. All we have left of the 1936 typescript are photocopies of Chapters I, II, IV, and XII
and roughly half a page from Chapter XIV (NYPL 3:1, 3:6); what happened to the rest of the
typescript is unclear.24 There is of course no holograph manuscript for In Ballast, so the only
complete manuscripts are two typescripts (rough and clean copies) edited in 1991 by Jan
Gabrial. The survival of some textual evidence from the 1930s is, however, fortunate, since it
enables us to compare Jan’s edited version with her source, for part of the novel, and to see if
she made any changes other than the correction of errors.The answer is somewhat reassuring,
at least for Lowry scholars who are familiar with the problems associated with such posthumous
publications as the Selected Poems, Selected Letters, Lunar Caustic, Dark as the Grave, and
October Ferry. However, when Jan retyped the earlier manuscript she often made changes in
paragraphing, punctuation, and even phrasing.25 In so doing, she would have been acting in a
manner prescribed, in 1936, by Lowry himself: according to Gordon Bowker, just before the trip
to Mexico Lowry wrote a will in which he made Jan his sole beneficiary and also specified that
she should “try, in her own time, to make something out of the inchoate notes for the novel [In
Ballast] I have left behind on the lines I have sometimes suggested in conversation with
her” (Bowker 202). Although Jan’s intentions were good, the result is that the text differs in many
ways from the one Lowry appears to have intended. The changes are mostly small ones that
have little effect on the narrative as a whole, but often they alter the tone or even the meaning of
a passage.An extreme example of Jan’s revisions may be seen in a paragraph from one of
Sigbjørn’s letters to Erikson in Chapter IV. In the present edition, the passage appears as
follows:Whatever it was therefore, and in the eclecticism of these alternatives its object must in
some way be present by implication, I am left now, as I was three years ago, before ever I went to
sea at all, as most of my generation, a sufferer from , with an unconquerable aspiration towards
a completion, a fulfillment of present existence. And I am left at the stage where it becomes
necessary to set out again— (43)This version of the passage is identical with the 1936



typescript except in minor matters: I have changed Lowry’s to , adding an acute accent over the
alpha, and substituted “left now” for the typescript reading in which “leftnow” is typed as one
word (with a slash inserted by hand to indicate that the words should be separated); at the end
of the quote and elsewhere in the novel I have made a distinction between hyphens and dashes
that Lowry probably assumed a printer would make (he uses hyphens for both); and a double
space before “as most of my generation” has been reduced to a single space.Here is the same
paragraph in Jan’s 1991 typescript:Whatever it was, therefore, and in the eclecticism of these
alternatives, its object must in some way be present by implication, I am now left as I was three
years ago, before I ever went to sea at all, as most of my generation…with an unconquerable
aspiration towards a completion, a fulfillment of present existence. And I am left at the stage
where it becomes necessary to set out again- (NYPL 4:1, 75–76; ellipsis in typescript)Jan added
a comma after “Whatever it was,” deleted one after “I am left now,” and changed “left now” to
“now left”; on the other hand, she did not alter Lowry’s hyphen, or short dash. These are
reasonable editorial decisions, albeit not ones I made. Yet the ellipsis in her typescript, which a
reader might interpret as part of Sigbjørn’s letter to Erikson, covers up a gap that we can
recognize as such only because the 1936 typescript reading is still available. Apparently, Jan
could not read the Greek word that Lowry inserted by hand, and since she had no idea what it
meant she simply eliminated it, along with the rest of the phrase in which Sigbjørn identifies
himself as “a sufferer from .” He means that he is an ascetic, a sufferer from áskēsis or religious
self-discipline. The omission of this part of the passage eliminates not only the element of
áskēsis from the image of himself that Sigbjørn hopes to create but also the intended religious
context for his “unconquerable aspiration towards a completion, a fulfillment of present
existence.” Here, Jan’s omission of part of the text distorts its meaning.In the few chapters for
which we have the 1936 typescript and both of Jan’s 1991 typescripts, this is probably the most
damaging change even though some others involve larger deletions of text. Had the 1936 text
not been preserved for Chapter IV, it would have been impossible to tell that this passage had
been altered: instead, the ellipsis might have been regarded as Lowry’s attempt to represent the
text itself as an edited (or an incomplete) document, or perhaps as Sigbjørn’s acknowledgment
that he has lost his train of thought. If there are similar problems in chapters for which we no
longer have the 1936 typescript, most of the lost or altered text probably cannot be recovered.
Still, at many places in the text it has proved possible to make emendations that restore the
sense of Lowry’s earlier typescript even when we do not have a 1936 typescript for comparison.
Thus, in Chapter VIII, as Sigbjørn and his father play golf, the 1991 typescript tells us, “Dark
clouds were blowing up from the sea, from the point of air: beyond, on the other side of the river
in Flintshire, the Welsh mountains loomed leaden-grey” (NYPL 4:3, 233). Perhaps “the point of
air” makes sense in another context, but in a scene in which someone stands on a golf course
on the Wirral, looking across the Dee toward the Welsh mountains, it is clearly an error for Point
of Ayr, the Welsh peninsula just north of Flintshire. Jan’s unfamiliarity with places named in the
novel led to other such errors in her typescript, many of which have been spotted through the



annotations. In such cases, we can reasonably assume that Lowry would have corrected the
names, or at least that he would have wanted an editor to do so.The principles of emendation
followed in this edition are described in the Textual Notes. Here, it will suffice to say that in
general I have kept in mind G. Thomas Tanselle’s warning that although even unpublished
literary works normally should be edited as if they were intended for publication, “there are
borderline cases: deciding, for instance, whether the manuscript of an unpublished novel is
finished enough to serve as the basis for a critical edition or whether it is so rough and
fragmentary that it must be regarded as a private paper” (“Texts” 17).26 Given that the basis of
this edition is, ultimately, a revision of a manuscript that Lowry submitted to Doubleday—albeit
with disastrous results—it would seem to fall into the first category, but the typescript is also
clearly that of a work in progress, so a scholarly edition of the novel should not regularize its
features in ways that would make it seem far more “finished” than it actually is. For example,
Lowry used more than one system to represent dialogue and quotations in this novel, an
inconsistency that is evident in the remnants of the 1936 typescript. In the first two chapters
dialogue is introduced by dashes (or by hyphens); there are no quotations in Chapter I, but in II
there are a few quotations, all of them enclosed within single (British) quotation marks. There is
no dialogue in Chapter IV, but, in the early part of the chapter, quotations, including single words
treated as quotations, are placed within double (American) quotation marks. Later, however, the
quotations (all brief, mostly single words) are placed within single quotation marks. The
typescript of Chapter XII and the partial page from Chapter XIV use double quotation marks
throughout, except that on one copy of a page from XII (the file has two copies of some pages
from that chapter) Lowry added, by hand, a brief dialogue—using single quotation marks. Since
there is no strong evidence that one system of punctuating dialogue should be used throughout
the text, the inconsistency has been retained in the edition, with exceptions for obvious errors
such as a quotation that begins with a double and concludes with a single quotation
mark.Likewise, the epigraphs to chapters of In Ballast have generally been allowed to stand as
they are presented in the 1991 typescript except when an erroneous transcription obscures the
epigraph’s meaning or its relation to the main text.27 This is most obviously the case with the
epigraph for Chapter XV, a passage from Melville’s Moby-Dick which in Jan’s typescript reads,
“Forehead to forehead I meet thee this time, Moby Dick!” In this edition the epigraph has been
emended to the phrasing in the novel itself: “Forehead to forehead I meet thee, this third time,
Moby Dick!” (Chapter CXXXV). Jan’s reduction of “I meet thee, this third time” to “I meet thee this
time” seems a small matter, and her reading would have been allowed to stand if it were likely
that this was Lowry’s preference. However, Lowry almost certainly used the Melville passage as
an epigraph in that place in the novel to signal the theme of recurrence, which continues with the
chapter’s first two sentences, each of which begins with the words “Once more.” Jan’s omission
of “third” was probably inadvertent, and in any case it obscures the relationship of epigraph to
chapter.On the other hand, the erroneous attribution of Chapter IV’s epigraph to C. K. Ogden
and I. A. Richards has been allowed to stand in the text itself while being corrected in a textual



note. The reason for this decision is complex, and some background is necessary. Of the four
chapters for which we have the 1936 typescript, this is the only one that has an epigraph; but
instead of being part of the typescript itself, this one is written in Jan’s hand on a separate page.
We do not have a manuscript, notebook, or other document that authorizes the use of this
epigraph, or any other, in the novel, but there is little doubt that Lowry chose the epigraphs: they
are typically derived from works by authors to whom he was attracted, and they reflect the
eclectic range of interests he brought to all of his fiction. In this case, the ultimate source of the
epigraph is not a work by Ogden and Richards. Rather, the epigraph comes from the
introduction by F. G. Crookshank to Charles Blondel’s The Troubled Conscience and the Insane
Mind, a volume with translations of two long papers, originally published in French, by Blondel, a
professor of psychology at the University of Strasbourg. In his introduction Crookshank explains
that “Blondel’s persistent use of the French word conscience” in the context of “right and wrong
in the sphere of intellect rather than … in the sphere of morality, or ethics” might pose problems
for English readers. Even so, he notes that modern psychological theory is consistent in some
respects with the English emphasis on morality, as in the position of “[Joseph] Butler, in his
famous First Sermon [who] lays it down that we were made for society and to promote the
happiness thereof just as we are intended to take care of our own life and health and private
good” (Crookshank 14–15).28 Soon after, Crookshank writes:So, after all, there may be
fundamentally something more in common between the eighteenth-century Anglican bishop
[Butler] and the twentieth-century psychologist at Strasbourg than an academician would—very
properly—be disposed to allow. In fact, to use the terminology of Messrs. Ogden and Richards
(in the Meaning of Meaning) two observers remote in time and space, each subservient to
special social experiences and languages, while observing the same set of referents, have
come to construct vastly differing references and yet, ultimately, to approximate very closely in
matter of verbal symbolization. (15–16)As to how a passage that refers to Ogden and Richards
came to be attributed to them, my best guess, at this point, is that Lowry quoted it (from “two
observers” to the end) in a notebook and added a note about its connection with Ogden and
Richards—a note that he (or, more likely, Jan) later misinterpreted as indicating that they were
the authors of the passage, not that it used the terminology of their book The Meaning of
Meaning. In any case, the error will be identified, and the true author of the epigraph (which
begins, “Two observers”) named, in a textual note, but the epigraph will not be corrected in the
text itself. Instead, the misattribution will be allowed to stand as a reminder that the current
edition cannot be fully “corrected” because it is the product of earlier documents, including notes
and drafts that might at times have been unreliable and that, for the most part, have been lost
forever.29In addition to the epigraphs there is other evidence that when Jan began retyping the
manuscript she had access both to the 1936 typescript of In Ballast and to other papers whose
exact nature can no longer be determined. The conversation toward the end of Chapter XIV
provides us with another small piece of evidence: when Sigbjørn expresses surprise at how few
people have been arrested for drunkenness at Easter, Constable Jump answers, “Celebrating



the birth of a royal babe exhausted them at Christmas.” The passage refers to the birth on 25
December 1936 of Princess Alexandra (later the Honourable Lady Ogilvy), a granddaughter of
King George V. Lowry’s reference is quite clear, but the passage could not have been included in
the typescript that he left with his mother-in-law when he and Jan departed for Mexico several
months before the birth of this particular royal babe. Most likely, the passage was written while
the Lowrys were both in Mexico at the end of 1936 or in 1937, a time when the birth would have
been in the news. Jan says that in September 1938, while she and Malcolm were both living
(separately) in the Los Angeles area, Benjamin Parks, an attorney working for Lowry’s father,
had Lowry admitted to a sanatorium. After three weeks Lowry wrote to her, seeking pity and
mentioning “the loss of In Ballast together with its notes (sent registered and insured from
Mexico)” (Gabrial 189–90). She does not specify what later became of those notes, but if she
had access to them, that might explain not only the epigraphs but the “royal babe” reference.The
folder with Jan’s first printout of the final chapter also contains a typescript entitled “Notes for
Last Three Chapters of In Ballast (from Malcolm Lowry),” the title indicating that the typescript is
based on Lowry’s own notes. Much of the final chapter, numbered XVIII in this edition, is based
on that typescript, whose notes in turn are at least partly derived from documents that cannot
have been part of the 1936 typescript or left with Jan’s mother along with it. On pages 8–9 of the
1991 typescript Jan pointed to a major source for the notes that follow: “From Malcolm’s notes
on In Ballast as discussed with a Dr. Hippolyte in Haiti.” This is both revealing and misleading. Dr.
Hippolyte, a character in Lowry’s Dark as the Grave Wherein My Friend Is Laid, is indeed
Haitian, but the scene described here is set in Cuernavaca, Mexico.30 Dark as the Grave is
based on Lowry’s second trip to Mexico (1945–1946), with his second wife, Margerie. In the
novel, Sigbjørn Wilderness returns with his second wife, Primrose, to the scene of his
unpublished novel The Valley of the Shadow of Death (Under the Volcano) and is haunted by
reminders of his past. Not that he does much to try to put the past behind him: packed in his
luggage are “fragments of manuscript, piles of it, even burned and unintelligent manuscript that
Sigbjørn could never hope to put together again but which, equally, seemed too precious to be
left behind, or to be trusted with anyone else.” These fragments include “the burned remnants of
the manuscripts of In Ballast to the White Sea … that had once contained his portrait of
Erikson” (DATG 34).Jan probably read the published text of Dark as the Grave, as edited by
Douglas Day and Margerie Lowry, but she would not have found the scene she mentions in that
version of the novel since the editors deleted it from their text. The scene does appear, however,
in the typescript of the novel in the Malcolm Lowry Archive at the University of British Columbia
Library (UBC 9:5, 345–52). Either Jan read Lowry’s manuscripts for Dark as the Grave in
Vancouver (unlikely but, I suppose, possible) or someone provided her with photocopies from
the archive that she drew on for her notes on the ending of In Ballast. These manuscripts were
not her only source—there are pages that I cannot trace to an archival document—but the
incorporation of this material into the most nearly complete typescript we have for In Ballast
raises the question whether or not to include in an edition of the novel passages that exist only



as a result of Lowry’s attempt, in his later fiction, to come to terms with the loss of In Ballast by
passing that loss on to his protagonist and then letting the character find a way of coping with
the guilt Lowry associated with his doomed novel. Lowry’s life was so entangled with his works,
and his works with one another, that editorial problems of this sort are probably inevitable. In any
event, I have included the notes and drafts that Jan adapted from Dark as the Grave and from
other sources that are not yet identified. These passages are part of the textual history of In
Ballast even if they were composed with other ends in mind.31My intention has been to produce
a text as close as possible to the one Conrad Aiken read during a trip to Mexico in May and June
1937, a book he described in glowing terms:I’m reading Malcolm’s really remarkable new novel,
unpublished, very queer, very profound, very twisted, wonderfully rich—In Ballast to the White
Sea. Gosh, the fellow’s got genius—such a brilliant egocentric nonstop selfanalysis, and such a
magnificent fountain, inexhaustible, of projected self-love I never did see. Wonderful. Too much
of it, and directionless, but for sheer tactile richness and beauty of prose texture a joy to swim in.
(Selected Letters of Conrad Aiken 218)The (re)creation of this text has remained my goal, but of
course it is an unrealizable one, since many chapters of the novel as it then stood are available
only through Jan’s 1991 typescripts, which simultaneously preserve and transform Lowry’s text.
Those typescripts are the only possible starting point for an edition of In Ballast, since there is no
other text available for most of the chapters. However, the clear evidence that Jan made
changes in the text and that she introduced versions of passages that Lowry wrote for a later
novel into this one, as a substitute for parts of In Ballast that had been lost (or perhaps had never
been written to begin with), means that in many cases the decision whether or not to emend the
typescript has depended on my subjective sense of what seemed the more likely reading, one
consistent with this work or Lowry’s corpus as a whole.The indeterminacy of Lowry’s text, at
least at some points, has been considerably reduced by the annotations, and by consultation
with notebooks and draft materials for In Ballast at the University of British Columbia. This is not
to say that readings that support interpretations developed in the annotations have been
favoured, only that the annotations have necessarily been taken into consideration. Two
examples may be cited from the opening chapter, the first being the epigraph, attributed to
Rainer Maria Rilke: “Perhaps we always nocturnally retrace the stretch we have won wearily in
the summer sun.” Since the 1936 typescript has no epigraphs, I have followed the 1991 reading,
which is either misquoted or altered from the first page of M. D. Herter Norton’s 1932 translation
of Die Weise von Liebe und Tod des Cornets Christoph Rilke as The Tale of the Love and Death
of Cornet Christopher Rilke: “Perhaps we always nocturnally retrace the stretch we have won
wearily in the foreign sun? It is possible. The sun is heavy, as deep in summer at home. But we
took our leave in summer” (Rilke 11). Rilke’s reference to a foreign sun might make more sense,
thematically, than the typescript’s reference to a summer sun, if we connect it to Sigbjørn’s
childhood in Norway, and the alteration of “foreign” to “summer” might be attributed to eyeskip,
given that “summer” appears twice in the next few lines. Yet apart from the substitution of a
period for the question mark, Lowry copied “Perhaps we always nocturnally retrace the stretch



we have won wearily in the foreign sun” correctly into one of his notebooks for In Ballast, as
Ackerley indicates in his annotation.32 The fact that Lowry copied only this one sentence into
the notebook means that if the notebook rather than the Rilke text itself was the immediate
source for the epigraph, the substitution of “summer” for “foreign” cannot have been due to
eyeskip. In this case, it appears likely that Lowry deliberately altered Rilke’s line, and the
alteration has therefore been allowed to stand.An equally problematic passage in the 1991
typescript is this paragraph from Chapter I:Or, was it as if each had to face the world separately
once again, with the icy courage childhood brings to the first walk alone? (Who can say who
guards him? What dangers threaten that white head in his first tremulous setting forth?) (NYPL
4:1, 4)In the present edition, the 1936 reading, in which the passage consisted of two short
paragraphs, has been followed:Or it was as if each had to face separately again, the world, with
the icy courage childhood brings to the first walk alone.Who can say who guards him? What
dangers threaten that white head in his first tremulous setting out? (NYPL 3:1, 3)Jan’s revisions
of the earlier reading are extensive: among other things, she changed the first sentence to a
question, making it parallel with the other sentences; she also collapsed two related paragraphs
into one, and then—perhaps to retain the distinction between the first sentence and the other two
—she placed the last two sentences within parentheses. These and other changes are
defensible if the aim is to improve the passage rather than to present it, to the extent that it is
possible, just as Lowry wrote it, or intended to write it. Yet it is the final change in the passage,
Jan’s substitution of “setting forth” for Lowry’s “setting out,” that gave me pause, for Jan probably
assumed (as I do) that Lowry intended an allusion to W. B. Yeats’s “Among School Children,” in
which Yeats wondered whether a young mother who could imagine her baby son as an old man
would still regard him as “A compensation for the pang of his birth, / Or the uncertainty of his
setting forth.” The allusion to Yeats is of course more obvious in the 1991 than in the 1936
typescript, but I have very reluctantly restored the 1936 reading on the grounds that there is no
evidence that “setting out” was erroneous or that Lowry planned to change it to “setting forth.” I
still believe Lowry had Yeats in mind (Lowry’s “white head” is the counterpart to the “sixty or
more winters on its head” that Yeats imagines have turned the baby into an old man) and that
Jan improved the passage, but all I can do is to attempt to restore the text, as much as possible,
to readings that are traceable to Lowry himself. The irony, of course, is that Lowry incorporated
so many writings of other authors into his text that distinguishing his writing from theirs is often
quite difficult. The parallel processes of editing and annotating this text have pointed repeatedly
to the element of indeterminacy in the novel, an element that renders absurd any claim for the
“definitive” status of an edition of In Ballast.Both the larger history of In Ballast and the
indeterminacies I have described are related to the dilemma of the artist as described by
Sigbjørn Wilderness in a scene in Dark as the Grave that reflects Lowry’s anxieties after the fire
destroyed his copy of In Ballast to the White Sea. Sigbjørn compares an author who is
composing a literary work to “a man continually pushing his way through blinding smoke in an
effort to rescue some precious objects from a burning building.” The building, he says,



represents “the work of art in question, long since perfect in the mind, and only rendered a
vehicle of destruction by the effort to realize it, to transmute it upon paper”; moreover, the writer
who returns to his creation after a night’s sleep finds it has changed, like a house in which,
during the night, “invisible workmen” replace a stringer with “one of inferior quality” (DATG 154–
55). When Dr. Hippolyte suggests that his attempt “to get too much in” his book is the source of
his problems and that “A little more selectivity might be in order,” Sigbjørn asks, “suppose that
you were in my position, haunted at every moment that a fire or some other disaster would step
in and destroy what you have already so laboriously created before you have a chance to get it
into some reasonably permanent form … would you not tend also to ‘get too much in’ … on the
basis that it’s better to get too much in than to get too little out[?]” (DATG 156). The relevance of
this discussion to In Ballast is evident from the references to fire, but anyone who reads the
novel will also recognize Lowry’s aesthetic of excess, his habitual attempt to “get too much in” for
fear of getting “too little out.” This pattern is particularly evident in the many allusions, all of them
at least potentially symbolic, within his narrative. When we also consider Lowry’s anxieties about
having his text changed by “invisible workmen” and the inevitable deterioration of an ideal work
from the perfect form it assumes in the mind to the debased condition of a work committed to
paper, along with those related to Nordahl Grieg, Paul Fitte, and Burton Rascoe, what seems
most miraculous is that somehow, in whatever form, In Ballast to the White Sea has survived at
all, and is now available for us to read and to compare with his other major projects of the late
1930s and early 1940s: The Last Address / Swinging the Maelstrom and the 1940 text of Under
the Volcano.NOTES1. This discussion, and much more, was omitted from the published
version of Dark as the Grave.2. Jan’s given name was Janine Vanderheim, according to the
biographical note for the NYPL Jan Gabrial Papers, which is probably based on Gordon
Bowker’s biography (153); Sherrill Grace’s note in her edition of Lowry’s letters cites Jan’s name
at birth as Jennie Bermingham van der Heim (CL 1:121 n1). In her memoir Jan spells the family
name “van der Heim” and says that she adopted the name “Jan Gabrial” as a stage name while
acting in summer stock (Gabrial 11).3. Vik Doyen’s critical edition of Lowry’s Swinging the
Maelstrom, the significantly different later version of The Last Address, includes the earlier story
as an appendix.4. Jan Gabrial Papers, New York Public Library (NYPL 1:2).5. It seems
strangely prophetic of the 1944 fire that in a scene from In Ballast Sigbjørn hands his own
manuscript to his girlfriend Nina, who was based loosely on Jan, and tells her, “And before I
forget it, here’s the manuscript of my novel. I didn’t know whether to burn it or to give it to you.”
Nina answers, “Why thank you! Why that’s like Hedda Gabler all over again, too.” The possible
burning of Sigbjørn’s manuscript, which Nina compares to Hedda Gabler’s burning of Eilert
Løvborg’s manuscript, foreshadows other burnings as well: most notably, in Under the Volcano,
Laruelle’s burning of the Consul’s letter (end of Chapter 1) and Yvonne’s hallucination of the
Consul’s burning book (end of Chapter 11).6. In June 1951 Lowry wrote to Markson,
“Ultramarine is very fortunately out of print (was never really printed as it was meant to be) and is
an absolute flop and abortion and of no interest to you unless you want to hurt my feelings” (CL



2:401). Lowry’s anxiety over Ultramarine was related to Burton Rascoe’s charge of
plagiarism.7. Jan probably learned about the 1944 fire and the loss of In Ballast much later,
from Lowry’s Selected Letters (1965), Dark as the Grave (1968), or Douglas Day’s biography of
Lowry (1973). Even then she kept the secret to herself, although she later told Gordon Bowker,
Lowry’s second biographer, and Sherrill Grace, who edited Lowry’s letters, asking them not to
reveal the existence of the typescript. Only in 1997, when Jan allowed excerpts from her memoir
to be read at the Malcolm Lowry conference (University of Toronto), could Grace reveal that a
draft of In Ballast still existed (see Grace, “Three Letters Home” 25n7.). I suspect that one of
Jan’s motives for not disclosing the survival of an In Ballast manuscript for so long was to keep it
from Margerie Lowry, who might have wanted to edit the novel for publication and, as Lowry’s
widow, might have had a legal right to do so.8. The phrase also appears at the end of Lowry’s
story “On Board the West Hardaway,” which he adapted from Chapters I and V of Ultramarine
(P&S 35), and in the title of one of his poems and the first line of another (CP 99, 107).9. In a
draft of Dark as the Grave Lowry again connected his identification with Grieg (whom he
renamed Guldbransen) with the theme of von Scholz’s Der Wettlauf mit dem Schatten (UBC 9:5,
355–56). I am indebted to Frank Stringfellow, who found the passage in which Dr. Martins,
having encountered a Stranger who believes his life is told in a novel Martins is writing, says,
“Goethe hat mal notiert, ihm begegneten immer mehr seine Gestalten” (“Goethe once noted
down that he was encountering his characters more and more”). What Lowry and Sigbjørn
“know” about the statement attributed to Goethe seems to have been what was said in the
English-language performance of The Race with a Shadow that each saw—Lowry in London,
Sigbjørn in Cambridge.10. Jan Gabrial Papers, New York Public Library (NYPL 2:11). Jan’s
suggested date of 1934 is confirmed by references to Lowry’s marriage (January 1934) and to
the publication a year earlier of Ultramarine (1933). Lowry gives his address as “Eure et Loire
[sic] Near Chartres,” at the Hotel du Pont St. Prést, from which he also sent Sylvia Beach a letter
that Grace dates to June 1934 (CL 1:152).11. Schneider 16 (“vue sous un certain angle,
l’histoire de la littérature est l’histoire des répétitions, du déjà écrit”), 311 (“L’intertextualité … non
seulement affecte l’écriture littéraire, mais la constitue”). Schneider also describes every author
as “in debt, not to the literary past but to his memory of it” (“Chaque auteur est en dette, non du
passé de la littérature, mais de la mémoire qu’il en a”; Schneider 320). Christopher Ricks, who
argues that it is easier to define plagiarism than to identify instances of it (150–51), nonetheless
says that “if credited, allusion is a defence that must stanch the accusation of
plagiarism” (160).12. Lorenz 73, 87, 103, 125. On the Lowry–Aiken relationship see the
biographies by Day and Bowker, passim; Sugars’s edition of the Aiken–Lowry letters; Durrant;
Grace, Voyage 123–27, 142–43; and McCarthy, Forests 20–24, 132–33. In a 1960 letter Aiken
reported that he had just looked at the manuscripts for Ultramarine and had found “the
description of the eating of the father’s skeleton [in Great Circle], copied out in Malc’s neat
pencilling—an appropriate appropriation!” (Selected Letters of Conrad Aiken 307).13. Studies of
Rascoe’s allegations began in 1973 with Vik Doyen’s dissertation, “Fighting the Albatross of Self:



A Genetic Study of the Literary Work of Malcolm Lowry” (46–47, 213–17). Doyen compared
Rascoe’s annotated copy of Ultramarine, in the Burton Rascoe Collection at the University of
Pennsylvania, with the text of Rascoe’s story and found that Lowry borrowed from “What Is
Love?” a passage that plays on lines from Ralph Waldo Emerson’s “Friendship” and Lewis
Carroll’s Through the Looking-Glass (“The rooty drop of manly blood the surging sea outweighs;
the world uncertain comes and goes, the lover rooty stays. Beware the pretty face my son and
shun the scrumptious chatter-box”) and two Latin quotations: “post coitum omnia animalia triste
est. Omnia?” (an abbreviation of the adage post coitum omne animal triste est sive gallus et
mulier, “after sex all animals are sad except the rooster and the woman”) and “supinus pertundo
tunicam” (from Catullus’s Poem 32, “nam pransus iaceo et satur supinus / pertundo tunicamque
palliumque,” a risqué passage translated by Swanson as “I’m lying, filled with what I ate, /
watching my tunic stand up straight”). “What Is Love?” 718, 722; for Lowry’s versions, see
Ultramarine 158 and 169 (1933 edition), 118, 125 (1962 edition). On Rascoe, see also Bowker
192–94, Gabrial 79–80, and McCarthy, Forests, 28–29, 220–221.14. UBC 3:13; photocopy of
letter from the Burton Rascoe Collection. Rascoe’s letter to “Edward” was accompanied by
Lowry’s letter to Rascoe (19 May 1940), on the recto and verso of which Rascoe typed a note,
more than three times the length of Lowry’s letter, characterizing what Lowry wrote as “a curious
letter, showing at once a deliberate attempt to put into writing a falsehood and an evasion
regarding a deliberate and conscious plagiarism” and claiming that Lowry took “whole
paragraphs, word for word” from his story. (Lowry did no such thing.) For Lowry’s letter, which I
discuss in this introduction, and an extensive excerpt from Rascoe’s note, see CL 1:329–31.15.
Since the surviving chapters of the 1936 typescript have no epigraphs except for one that Jan
apparently added later, there were probably no epigraphs in the 1935 typescript that Rascoe
saw.16. On Lowry and plagiarism see also Grace, “Thoughts,” “Play’s,” and CL 1:xxii–xxiv;
McCarthy, Forests; Schneider, 93, 296–99, 301–302, 352; Sugars, “Recuperating Authority”;
Vice, “Self-Consciousness” 162–70 and “Postmodern” 128–31. On Lowry’s resentment at
charges that he was a derivative writer and his work an “anthology,” or what he called a
“cento” (CL 1:116), see McCarthy, “Totality.”17. In a letter to Aiken three months earlier, Lowry
said he had passed the first part of the English Tripos with “a fairly good essay on Truth & Poetry”
in which he quoted Aiken as well as “Poe and the Melody of Chaos” (CL 1:95).18. Cf. Lowry’s
1931 letter to Grieg: “I was actually thinking out a letter to you when I met you in the Red Mill: and
now can’t be altogether sure about the meeting: it might have been imagination” (CL 1:102).19.
Jan made the same assertion in her “Introductory Notes to In Ballast to the White Sea,” a six-
page typescript collected in the Jan Gabrial Papers (NYPL 2:6).20. See Lowry’s May and August
1942 letters to his father and to Margerie’s sister and mother, as well as his June 1945 and
January and June 1946 letters to his British publisher, Jonathan Cape, and his American editor,
Albert Erskine (CL 1:396, 407, 479, 503–504, 580).21. For commentaries on The Voyage That
Never Ends and The Ordeal of Sigbjørn Wilderness, see especially Grace, Voyage 6–11 and
McCarthy, Forests 117–30. In the “Work in Progress” statement that Lowry sent to Harold



Matson in 1951, Lowry indicates that the “untitled sea novel” he planned to include in the
sequence would be “a complete rewriting” of Ultramarine (which he does not name but refers to
as “a twelfth rate and derivative and altogether unmentionable early novel of mine”) along with
“what can be salved in memory” of In Ballast to the White Sea (“Work in Progress” 73).22.
“Suicide of Cambridge Freshman,” photocopy, UBC 36:16. On Fitte’s suicide see especially
Bradbrook 113–16, 161–62; Doyen, “Fighting the Albatross” 15–16; Bowker 97–100, 190, 568;
and Gabrial 76–77, 157.23. The 1940 text of Under the Volcano was published in a limited
edition by Paul Tiessen and Miguel Mota, who are now preparing a scholarly edition of the text
with annotations by Chris Ackerley. Frederick Asals’s The Making of Malcolm Lowry’s “Under the
Volcano” is essential reading for anyone interested in Lowry’s revisions.24. In 2009 Jan Gabrial’s
attorney, Stephen W. Kramer, verified that all of the papers related to In Ballast that were in Jan’s
possession when she died were donated to the New York Public Library.25. It might be worth
noting that Jan almost certainly typed the 1936 In Ballast as well, since Lowry’s attempts at
typing were usually restricted to rough drafts. On Lowry’s resistance to the use of typewriters,
see Wutz.26. See also Tanselle’s astute observation that “if we wish to experience the texts of
works (or versions), and not simply the texts of documents, we must leave the certainty
(or relative certainty) of the documentary texts for the uncertainty of our
reconstructions” (“Editing” 259).27. Comparisons of the epigraphs with their sources may be
found in the Textual Notes.28. Crookshank does not further identity Butler or his sermon, but his
reference is clearly to “Sermon I: Upon Humane Nature” by Joseph Butler (1692–1752). Lowry
also mined Crookshank’s introduction for a passage in Chapter XVI dealing with cenesthesia,
which Lowry changed to cinesthesia. (Thanks to David Large for tracing the epigraph to
Blondel’s book.)29. The same principle has been followed with the epigraph to Chapter XVI, a
passage from Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus that Lowry attributed to Ben Jonson.30. In Dark as the
Grave, Lowry writes that “Dr. Hippolyte was a Haitian, had been the Haitian chargé d’affaires in
Mexico at one time, but for some reason had not returned and still lived in Cuernavaca” (DATG
147). In La Mordida he is named Dr. Amann.31. Jan’s addition of material from Dark as the
Grave into the typescript for In Ballast inadvertently points to the close connection between
these two novels: the feeling that one is inside a novel is a theme in both works, and in each
there are significant references to Melville’s Redburn, Julian Green’s The Dark Journey, and
Arthur Schnitzler’s Flight into Darkness, along with other novels. Sigbjørn Wilderness shares a
name with Sigbjørn Tarnmoor, and as the Lowry surrogate in Dark as the Grave the later
protagonist becomes the fictional author of In Ballast. The extensive discussion of the lost novel
in the manuscripts for Dark as the Grave may be part of what Lowry meant when he told
Markson that In Ballast was “incorporated hypothetically” in The Voyage that Never Ends.32.
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53–75.In Ballast to the White SeaSOURCE: RARE BOOKS AND SPECIAL COLLECTIONS,
UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA LIBRARY, AND ARE REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION
OF PETER MATSON (OF STERLING LORD LITERISTIC) ON BEHALF OF THE ESTATE OF
MALCOLM LOWRY.In Ballast to the White SeaIPerhaps we always nocturnally retrace the
stretch we have won wearily in the summer sun.RILKE1The two undergraduates looked down
from Castle Hill2 on the old English town. From their position on the grass mound opposite the
prison3 even the highest roofs of Cambridge4 were below them; in the afternoon light5 of winter
the streets appeared spotless and empty, but sun-haze swam on sun-haze among the walls and
towers and terraces far beneath. A brawling wind carried from the railway station,6 which never
slumbered, the racket of the acceleration of engines, shunting the drowsy carriages: but from
time to time this would relapse utterly, giving way then to the cries of rowers on the river or the
gunshot of traffic that now would be growing in volume as swiftly as the other sounds
diminished. Now the brothers inclined their ears7 to the cheering at a football match, now to the



sudden jaunty music—loud, loud—of the hurdy-gurdies on Midsummer Common:8 but again
these clusters of sounds, each of them a hail and farewell from separate worlds of objectivity,9
would die away almost in their swelling, as the groan of aeroplane engines quickly vanishes to a
sigh in the gale.Standing by the pole marking the spot of the last hanging on the Mound,10 their
fair hair blowing, their eyes bright with the sun and wind even when despair was behind them,
they were like two castaways on a raft, shading their eyes towards the flat world against some
vanishing hope, while all around them the surf broke, a spray not of sea but of dust and straw.
But to Sigbjørn,11 the younger, the wailing of the wind about the prison was like wind in the
rigging of a ship, in the telegraph wires above them he heard once more the threnody12 that the
wireless aerial sheathes in the Bay of Bengal13 and the banging of a loose shutter somewhere
might have been the groaning of the strakes14 of a boat labouring in a heavy swell; yet if he felt
within him again that special anguish of the sea, for Sigbjørn had been a sailor, he could detect
also within himself for the first time in some weeks today on Tor’s15 return from a brief stay in
London the schism between them and narcissistically much of the ebb and flow of the other’s
very different feelings.For between these two brothers there existed marked chemic16
dissimilarity. In fact it was the first time since an accident17 to them in childhood in Norway that
they had been brought close together in spirit. Only six weeks had elapsed since one of their
father’s ships, the Thorstein,18 had gone down off the coast of Montserrat19 with enormous loss
of life. Since that period, during the investigation and the resulting public obloquy, they had been
in spite of former differences inseparable. They drew together in defence. An armistice was
signed ceasing the spiritual hostilities20 between them. They accepted now what they had
formerly, and vainly, contested together or as against one another, the inner solitude of an
environment which no familiarity with the other students, the English language, the flat
countryside—after the mountain ranges and torrents of Norway their very hearts had to stoop to
walk it—the life, and the chilled climate, could change from the permanently alien. This quality
common to them both that separated them from the mass of students was not however implicit
in their foreignness. It arose rather from an inability to contact life at first hand, even if only to
connect21 was their deepest desire: rather was it that each had become by virtue of the other’s
existence one place removed from life as though the body of one brother lay across the opening
of the cave of self22 in which the other lay captured, obstructing the light, yes, existence
itself.Each term, the train they travelled down on from Liverpool to Cambridge23 gathered more
and more students on the way. There were long waits on the platform. And their two bare white
heads seen among the other golden brown English where they waited, might seem to an
onlooker as freakish as a pair of white swallows among their dun fellows awaiting the signal for
the summer migration. From Lincoln to Ely this term they had stood in the corridor, too shy to sit
down: yet resting it seemed in their common grief. And all this term, neglecting their work they
had stood together so: each walking every alternate day the two miles to the other’s rooms: all
the indignation of the past with each other melted away in this sorrowful, but warm fealty.24 But
now as the sea tugs at the very souls of the sister ships lying in harbour, or as the moon draws



the disconsolate twin tides of the day to herself from the shore, so a dual magnetism seemed to
be pulling these brothers out again towards the separate poles of their oceanic destiny.25Or it
was as if each had to face separately again, the world, with the icy courage childhood brings to
the first walk alone.Who can say who guards him? What dangers threaten that white head in his
first tremulous setting out?26—God knows, Tor was saying, I’m still frightened of something—
you know what Dostoievsky27 said—something I can’t conceive, which doesn’t exist, but which
rises up before me as a horrible, distorted, irrefutable, fact.—It may be the flood, who knows?
Sigbjørn said, and laughed for the first time that term. Or Dante.28 That Italian paper!At this
moment an object, evoked, Sigbjørn could not help thinking afterwards, by some evil malice, evil
more by virtue of what it did not divulge than by what it did, and which he now saw to be a
newspaper, had disentangled itself from a hedge below and was blowing towards them. Tor
trapping it absently with his stick and foot peered down at the muddied columns. Sigbjørn stood
by him looking over his shoulder.Mount Ararat29 in eruption. Thousands panic.Now as if
simultaneously released from the tension and shame of the last weeks both men started to
shake with laughter, and as they did so into Sigbjørn’s mind came a picture of two ships, their
ropes cast off from the wharf, but their immediate passage through the dock gate suddenly
obstructed.—So there won’t be anywhere to go at all now.—But let’s hope Dante is the only
irrefutable fact.—The old rascal is enough!—But the Inferno is child’s play to what readers of the
English Tripos30 must go through…—Yes, Tor, where shall we go now in that ark of yours you
always talk of building?—The only thing I shall have in common with Noah now is I shall get
drunk31 perhaps. But to be serious, it’s not that only, it’s not only the fear of the exam—Sigbjørn
looked up at the stake planted on the site of the old gallows.32 And for a moment he had the
nightmare notion that this hill where they were standing was actually Mount Ararat itself. Why
make any journey? But if that were true, if the papers could be believed, it was a dangerous spot.
Indeed, already in eruption without their being aware of it! He exclaimed:—Think of something
else, of the last man hanged on this hill, think what he must have suffered. Twenty-two years
ago! It’s nearly that since we were born, Sigbjørn went on, but there are unhappier places even
than this.But Tor was absorbed in his own private joke about Mount Ararat.—The station
platform for instance, Sigbjørn said, is an unhappier place than this, a roar coming, and
subsiding, as quickly as it had come, from that direction.—Yes, the station platform, Tor replied
at last. Where there are so many partings. Its heart cracked with grief, I used to think when a
child, he added, and went on laughing, for were they not, after their penance, free to laugh once
more? He peered down again at the trapped newspaper.—And all wharves, Tor. That smoke
which is so evanescent, so like pity, like love, like a dream of the sea.33 Ah my God if only—But
look here! The way must have looked just as easy and straight as it does now…don’t you think
so?—What way? Tor was laughing. To whom? What do you mean?—To him up there, of course.
Sigbjørn was looking up at the stake and adding impatiently, to that last hanged man of course.
Doesn’t it seem so easy? As though you could walk to the North Pole34 on a day like this. It
seems so simple, so folded over in peace, and there’s a kind of sea feeling to it too. Don’t you



see the meadows beyond; it’s like a calm on the line,35 blowing and furling…—Mount Ararat, Tor
shook, I’m sorry I can’t get over it. It’s the funniest thing I ever heard. And he laughed again,
crouching down and bending over the fouled newspaper. Sigbjørn pointed out over the fens36
towards the sea.—My soul turns like a compass needle37 towards the Pole.—Other things
lacking, it’s polite to have a soul, Tor said relapsing as he did sometimes, into the broken English
of his youth.Sigbjørn still pointed, staring with sea-gazing eyes over the flat world, as flat as the
grey sea which at noonday makes the sailor off watch dream of meadows at home. Now that his
heart was still he could think again of the chain of watches, the abysmal concentric
conversations38 reflecting in a torrent of words his own distraction, the back-breaking work of
coal-passing,39 the ship staggering and wallowing in a green sea, the immediate experience of
which had been intolerable with ecstasy; but the ecstasy was being withdrawn from him as
quickly as around him the ebb of one tide of sounds was displaced by the flood of another: and
as soon as he saw its exacting cause the mood disappeared altogether. How to break the circle
of self,40 even in the shadow of disaster, he knew that was the thought in the hearts of them
both, how to break from this hill on which they were standing, the cursed coward circle from
which neither had ever emerged.Below them the lamplighter,41 in hard daylight, like Diogenes,
lit the lamps with his long pike against the coming dark—but who could say for certain it would
curve towards them tonight? A sudden gust tore frantically at the hair of the grass: shadows
drifted before the sun, and swept the mound where they were standing: a mournful shadow
rested with them for a moment, enveloping them, as though they were its victims, then galloped
off to westward.—Darkness begins at midday,42 was all Tor said, laughing.—As the Chinese, is
it the Chinese, say?—You always bring in the sea, Tor said, temporarily controlled at last; I envy
you your suffering. In spite of all you say to the contrary that was your university.43 You had no
need to come here.Down below them a clock chimed,44 four or five; doom, doom, the strokes
came loud and each stroke was a curvature of sound, every odd one being inaudible: beyond
the clock the thick spire of a church was falling against the swiftly voyaging clouds. The raised
arm of Cain45 that fell every day in some part of the world.—But Erikson46 took the sea away
from me.—What you say today is being shouted on the housetops47 tomorrow anyway, you can
never escape that. Even Erikson could not escape that. But you had something there in that
experience, something intensely valuable to yourself, something that I needed more than you,
and something you made no use of. And now it’s too late for me to have it.—You talk as though
you’re an old man. You’re young yet.—Did you ever read of an old man aged twenty-one who
attained his majority in death?48—Besides, it seems that I’m the one to kick. If you’d ever had
the experience of writing a book, and then discovering it had been written by somebody else
better, as I have, you might have some reason to feel fatal.And just as the burden of the disaster
of the Thorstein was being lifted from his shoulders, the old and bowing weight of this discovery
replaced it. For here Sigbjørn’s inability to connect had stood him in the worst stead. Eight
months as a coal trimmer49 on a freighter before he came to the University, searing though it
must have been, socially revealing beyond all words as it might, it should, have been, Sigbjørn



had returned home with his experience having apparently done no more for him than to
convince him of what he already knew and of what everyone already knows, that life was as
deep and as infinitely terrible and mysterious as the ocean. And when he returned, fire-scarred,
thin, and hard and sleepless as he was at first, it was only to discover that his brother Tor while
remaining at home had attained greater maturity. And soon under the stress of the utter
incommunicability of his experience, and hence the ever increasing necessity to lie about it, the
mask of his adventure fell away, leaving a face with even softer lines than before. It was not
because he was a natural writer but because he was impelled to try even if the attempt were
foredoomed to failure, to connect, to communicate, somehow, that had driven him to make a
book of his experience. This was the way out. Otherwise nobody, perhaps not even himself,
would ever know what he suffered—and indeed he must have suffered—or even have any
related idea of what suffering he saw. For in reality he had found similar motives to those that
restrained Tor from accompanying him, when opportunity offered, were now behind himself
when he held away from giving himself over entirely to the workers. In a book this bridge might
be spanned. But the unfeasibility of this way out of the wood had been only too cruelly shown to
him. To discover that one’s book has been written better by someone else is a sinister
experience even to the untalented.—I feel fatal without that, Tor said. I’ve never written a book,
and I never shall. And I never want to. And your experience is only an interesting recurrence of
an eternal process.50 But you ought to get in touch with Erikson just the same.—I thought of
getting a Norwegian freighter this coming vac, and making Skibets reise fra Kristiania51 into a
play in my watch below. But can you tell me why when I think of Norway I always think of
Russia52 at the same time?—Isn’t it possible that for us, Russia is the future, and Norway the
past?—The future? To Dostoievsky’s Christianity belongs the next thousand years?—That’s the
worst kind of Spenglerian nonsense53. To Russia, perhaps. But to Dostoievsky’s—Again they
looked out over the fens and the meadows, over the blackened corn sheaves, the sad harvest of
that year, out beyond where the Cam wound through willows and poplars growing in the
marshes.—The past! Do you remember our underground railway, Tor, our Holmenkollen54 at
home in Norway? What do you suppose we were looking for in that old well shaft?—The
philosopher’s stone perhaps. Or the quadrature of the circle.55—The absolute.—Anyway it
always puzzled me how we escaped with our lives when it collapsed.Norway! Cambridge, the
fens, and beyond in the heart the world with its million ships and giant chimneys seemed to grow
further and further away, the people, the trees and the waters, the hundred distractions of
memory seemed to fade before the thought of this one single source of them both. They must go
back! But at this instant the town of Archangel56 rose before him in imagination, flat and
sombre, with miles of piled timbers along the wharves.—Would you come back to Norway, Tor?
—Why should I go back? Why do you go back or anywhere but to come home again?Sigbjørn
said nothing.Now the rowers were coming back from Chesterton,57 the river made its way
through the town: flying out over the fens was a solitary, landless, gull:58 and he felt the power of
water moving through the spirit of all these things, of water everywhere seeking the ocean, as it



is said the soul seeks Brahma.59For a short time longer the sun spun before them like a
thousand golden hoops afire: then its fierce light softened, it started to sink: the day drew in over
the plain with its small waves of land, tiny dunes which were the sea’s seal and small lakes, eyes
of the sea,60 and over the water which circulated invisibly there, threading all of this together
with a grey thread, woods, villages, and land that was itself ploughed brownly as water churned
by a steamer’s propeller.In the last light Sigbjørn said pointing:—Look Tor, the way must have
seemed easy and straight. Do you think that last hanged man saw the path stretched out before
him, that although he knew his body would soon be swinging in the air…—His soul went
marching,61 Tor began to laugh.—Yes, his soul still crept on, huddled, bent over his endless
walks like the Wandering Jew…62—Perhaps like the man in the Tarot63 pack he was hanged
upside down. An old time penalty. He saw truth.—Or perhaps, he saw himself.—The singing
slayer64 remained mirthful to the end, said Tor, it’s a fact. I read about him only yesterday in an
American paper65 in London. You know if I went anywhere I’d go to America!—But what do you
mean, singing slayer?Tor passed his hand over his hair.—Nattily attired, his black hair glowing,
meticulous in his preparations for death, etcetera…—Don’t be a damned fool!—As he sang,
then prayed, he paid strict attention to details until he dropped through the trap; and as he
stepped upon it——Come along, we ought to go, Sigbjørn said impatiently.—And as he stepped
upon it, Tor went on, and Tor executed a dance, he tested it with half a dozen light dancing
steps…Tor was dancing gloomily, a kind of death jig,66 on the mound, slowly revolving, clods of
dirt flying from his feet.—Tap-dance of death, he remarked.He stopped his dancing and with his
stick freed the newspaper wrapped round the stake:67 now it floated away. For a moment, like a
lost soul, the poor paper hovered uncertainly in the air, then it drifted away down the cold coast
of the houses.Sigbjørn gathered his gown around him but still they both lingered waiting as the
ship-boy on the masthead for the sun to sink.—Since the Thorstein went down, Sigbjørn said,
I’ve had terrible dreams. I dream of a figure being hanged in the snow, the executioner’s fingers
trembling, the death mask blowing away, it blows far away into the snow and the executioner
stumbles after it.—Like a man looking for his soul, said Tor, and put on his black gown.68—And
the other night I dreamt of the sisters of Le Mans;69 one of them was hanged in an apple tree;
her limbs were broken and the limbs of the apple tree were breaking.—Then there was Pink the
poet, Tor said. I’m dead as I ever will be, he said, to Dr. Styx70 on being cut down.—The
murderer, who said, on Monday, on being led to the gallows: this week is beginning well.71Now
it was night. They laughed; what on earth gave rise to all this? Tor shuffled down the grass hill,
laughing, digging his heels in the earth.72Sigbjørn ran after him.IIShut up talking, charming in
the best suits to be had in town,Lecturing on navigation while the ship is going down.W.H.
AUDEN1The two brothers kept close in beside the prison railings.2 The gravel path led to the
main road from Huntingdon.3 They started to walk down the hill towards the town and the world,
leaving the prison behind.—Do you remember the story of John Lee, the man they couldn’t
hang?4 Tor asked.But Sigbjørn could not attend to that, he was looking into the sunset. He had
already forgotten their terrible conversation on the gallows’ hill. For the time being even the



Thorstein was forgotten. He loved life once again with the same strong love he had given the
ocean. He even shivered, shaking the darkness from himself as a horse tries to shake off a whiff
of chemicals5 from a factory.—We don’t have enough sun. It would be good to build a house of
glass!6—The sun would shrivel you to a husk.—Isn’t that all we are, husks driven before the
storm.7—I prefer the dark.—God is the storm.The men laughed at their mutual disparagement
without gaiety or bitterness or indeed reality. They had reached the corner of Chesterton Lane8
and Sidney Street where at the cross-roads the ways led north, south, east and west. Facing
north, Sigbjørn said exultantly:—Don’t you feel sometimes the desire to rotate, to break away?
Don’t you ever feel the rondure9 of the earth in yourself?Tor was lighting a cigarette,10 cupping
the match against the wind.—Barney,11 I hate this unrelated energy, this glee, of yours, he said,
and the cigarette alight, obeying the same instinct that made him the moment night fell, don it,
an instinct that in a second-year man, betrayed an almost pathological fear of authority,12 he
struggled out of his gown,13 Sigbjørn doing likewise.They had walked on and were now passing
Magdalene College:14—but I envy you the sea—And he touched the iron-spiked railings:—
Tactile suffering,15 my boy! But if you’re a fraud, he said, what made you go to sea in the first
place? Perhaps I’m a fraud too but not such a gilded fake16 as yourself. I may be a prig—and he
struck a match for his brother, sheltering him from the wind—but perhaps, as has been
suggested, as Telemachus17 did in Menelaus, I meet an arch-prig in you.—What do you
believe, Tor? I often wonder…—Show me the starving man,18 Tor swung with his stick; quoting
he traced a hieroglyph19 with the ferrule20 on the sidewalk. Show me the starving man I pay no
attention to him. Show me the starving man on the point of dying, I grab up groceries and, he
added quickly, I jump on him! Yes I jump on him! He seized Sigbjørn laughing:—I cram bread
down his mouth and stuff his eyes and his ears with potatoes. He forced his brother to the wall:—
I rip open his lips to hammer down more food, and bung in his teeth the better to stuff him. The
explanation—it’s the godlike in me!He held him at arm’s length against the wall, looking at him
with a strange mingling of malice and dread.—What do you mean by that? Take your hands off
me. And don’t keep quoting that Ripley-like philosopher21 at me.—I don’t mean anything by that,
Tor said, calmly releasing him. But like Charles Fort22 who wrote it and who was no Ripley, I do
mean something by the godawful meaninglessness of that. I mean, that’s the law of supply and
demand. That’s the way it works. We’re in the helpless state of a standardless existence.They
walked on in silence.—I don’t agree that it’s standardless. There’s a power for good23 watching
over all things. Ens a se extra et supra omne genus, necessarium, unum, infinite, perfectum,
simplex, immutabile, immensum, eternum, intelligens.24 Only yesterday you said…—But I say
now, all is accident.25—As the infant Julian Green26 remarked in the meat-market: il y a
beaucoup d’accidents ici. That much may be admitted.—The goal of the seeker of wisdom27 is
the juncture of two obliterations. One is of knowing nothing and the other is of knowing there is
nothing to know. What do we learn in this damned place, only lies.—Perhaps you learned what
you just said. But don’t you think sometimes everything in the world hints of secret knowledge,28
buried somewhere? Yet there are no teachers for us, or we don’t qualify…—Nothing out of



nowhere answers that.—But only the other day you were saying…—How Voltaire29 would have
hated you!They walked on, nervously gesticulating30 with their hands, among the dense traffic
that hinted in vain, in spite of their awareness of it, of the magnificent thickness of things
elsewhere, continually shrugging their gowns around them at the approach of imaginary
proctors,31 who could not possibly be on their rounds so early, their white heads luminously
gliding,32 lighting and relighting cigarettes that were neither enjoyed for themselves nor
because they were forbidden. Since the dark ages millions of such men have threaded their way
gesticulating through the narrow streets of Cambridge. Whither? Whence? For these souls, in
spite of their reading, the serene brotherhood of philosophs might never have existed. For is not
the common absolute33 of the latter, the incommunicability of knowledge arrived at by intuition?
An observer who had also the advantage of listening to their conversation might have said that
the strangest thing about them was that like amateur scientists whose calculations have
suddenly proved to them that they are moving along a fault in the earth’s crust upon which any
stress might cause the elastic limit34 to be exceeded they were escaping from a danger which
only seemed real to themselves. And to that observer their conversation would seem equally
unreal and affected, the more so since as will shortly be seen part of its affectation always
consisted in being aware of its unreality. But the strangest presumption of all is—supposing that
earthquake should actually take place!The two brothers came to a bridge crossing the ‘backs.’35
Here all was desolate, deserted, the punts drawn up into the boathouses and the sluggish
stream, mournfully lit by gas-lamps, thick with fallen leaves. They leaned against the railings
looking down silently on the dull, soundless, water, not so choked however that it did not in the
infinitely tall depths below them shimmeringly reflect the hooded terrors that were themselves.
Bitter nights at sea came back to Sigbjørn. And then, many nights he had stood with Nina,36
leaning on a bridge, or on the rail of a deserted promenade.37 The river had swept past them
then and they had clutched each other with a sudden fear lest that rondure of the earth over
whose face their destinies were being carried would separate them like two whirling atoms: now
the movement of the river38 was infinitely slow, yet it seemed to him a part in the mind of that
other swift movement which in turn perhaps belonged to a single great movement outside either,
to the sum of things flowing like a stream. Water, which wanders to the sea through wide fens, a
bright certainty which feels its way cautiously, like a tendril parting out from a vine, through the
parched and hostile country of philosophy: the soul, but what was that?Something that flows
through the air, swims in the water, moves imperceptibly39 from mind to mind—And themselves
part of the stream being carried onwards to the sea!Sigbjørn glanced sideways at his brother,
who suddenly groaned aloud. He was about to say something, then hesitated. Tor really looked
as though he’d seen a ghost. Perhaps he had. Perhaps he had seen the ghost of dead summers
that lurked always in this place with its tenebrous memories of white and blue girls,40 but this
was a hovering misery nobody who knew Cambridge the year round could fail to see. He
glanced at Tor again, wondering if it was the thought of the disaster that still made him look like a
man who sees into hell41 and doesn’t know it. But this time Sigbjørn touched his shoulder.



Straightening themselves, the brothers walked on. Their pace involuntarily quickened. And now
Sigbjørn asked the question he had been avoiding.—By the way, how’s Nina? Did you look after
her in London?—Ah, Nina.—Why do you say Ah Nina like that? Did you look after her in London?
They were passing Moore’s Music Shop42 window in which there was a small exhibition of
manuscripts, spread out before a background of guitars and violins and glockenspiels. What is
philosophy, the universe is a scroll of music, the window seemed to say to them as they passed.
—She’s well!They walked on past Bridge Street and the corner of Newmarket Road into Sidney
Street.43 Sigbjørn looked up, postponing all feeling. In a hundred lighted rooms men were
working.Up there a light snaps off and a young face turns on the darkness, on the thousand
noises of the old town. What is there? Nothing. Only youth, birth, life, and death, ah, the women
of Sidney Street! He will follow this way? No: there is no secret, no message under the stone for
him, his desire is not that way. But suddenly he knows what he wants is in the room. It is in that
stir behind the bookcase, rather than in the turned pages of the books themselves, in the closet,
where is it? Imagination. No: there is some essence there, some hint of secret knowledge, some
code implicit in the special blackness of the occasion. Something is there, he thinks as he turns
away from the town and life and death, that will trouble him till the end of his days. And his mind
drops away in its pursuits.—She isn’t in love with you, is she? he asked.Tor was relighting his
cigarette cupping his hands the flames illumining his face, and for a moment appeared not to
hear. They walked on.—In love, out of love, in and out of love, what does all this mean, he said
then. Well if it comes to that I think we were all more or less in love with her. I remember that
night at the party at Marmorstein’s44—afterwards she was standing at the piano—and there was
something in spite of that unity you used to talk about, so broken about her, as well as how shall
I say, something absorbent—as if she would draw one into her own world…I longed to comfort
her, but ‘in love,’ he laughed. All that mechanism of ‘in love’!—For God’s sake, said Sigbjørn,
Nina and I were trying to make a go of it, why must you interfere? Why must the world always
break into something that’s lovely like that?—I didn’t interfere.—You have in some way interfered.
—I don’t think private grief, private considerations, are of the smallest importance when there
are so many——Nina used that phrase to me in a letter.—None of us thought you were the
person for her. She’s so alive, so fresh, so sane, and you with ‘my soul turns outward towards the
pole,’45 that fine soul which never turned anywhere but inwards, upon yourself.—After all, it’s not
for you to interfere, even if you hate me. Good God, if you only knew the heartbreak, the
foreboding, the lost hope which somehow or other was found again just in time, and hope…—
Creating, from its own wreck,46 the thing it contemplates, Tor interrupted with finality.—Hope
that you couldn’t share I was going to say: and the pilgrimage we made…—Where?—Where?
Well…Sigbjørn’s echo hung in the air helplessly and then drifted away on the wind like a
snowflake with no aim but with, philosophers maintain, infinite meaning.47—Well, we were
building something——Yes, yes, Tor said, you were. But there shouldn’t have been all that
struggle, struggle with false complications, towards an unreal goal.48 There was in her I repeat
too much ingrained sanity, like the sanity49 in one of Shakespeare’s comedies. Well, there’s a



good deal of theatricality in us, but of a fouler kind.—What do you mean?—In our lives and our
actions. And hence in the influences that recur in our lives. Our hold on life is insensitive, and our
view of spiritual problems anyway is so crudely external that we only appear to disagree, while
we fail to evoke the inner truths of either. We study philosophy yet philosophy might not have
existed for the arguments we indulge in. We’re like players in an old and bad drama that has
been on the road for years and years until the words we say no longer hold any meaning. We
love and speak and gesture automatically and the drama is coming off, Barney. This joyless
performance is definitely at an end.—What do you mean?—I mean that while in London I tried to
free Nina even if I could not free myself. I tried to make her aware of the decay all around her. In
short I gave her a manifesto of her whole life.—Free her from what?—But what are you worrying
about Barney? Tor suddenly changed his tone. Of course everybody knew she was your
possession…—Possession. What do you mean? There was nothing of the kind in our
relationship. There was only freedom.—Freedom!The brothers walked in gathering anger down
Sidney Street. Suddenly the clock in the Round Church50 struck 6. Opening time—51In the old
town six hundred doors opened and were fastened back.They increased their pace, now they
were walking so swiftly that it was impossible to talk at all. Avoiding the traffic congregated at the
foot of Market Hill,52 they crossed the pavement to Peti-Curi, where they mingled in the black
crowd of townspeople and students moving like a slow glacier up towards the Market
Square.The Market Square itself into which they now emerged was a separate existence of
coarse naked reality whose beings obeyed its own strong laws: only a few undergraduates were
present here, lurking guiltily near the naphtha flares53 and the gas jets steadily whirring,
seeming almost to be straining nervously towards this objective world where so many hard
bargains were struck.The two men cut over to the left, into Bene’t Street.At the Bath Hotel54
‘Family and Commercial,’ opposite the Friar House and the Art School, to which it was indeed a
pleasing alternative, the two men stopped. Here, with King’s and St. Catharine’s Colleges near
and Queens’ just beyond and Corpus and Pembroke55 at hand, the shadow of the old University
itself seemed to fall on them: it might have been an immense factory of knowledge where they
were the humblest menial workers, shuddering in the yard in their flimsies at night, knowing little
of its machinery or purpose.They stepped over the brass sill, an action which was like entering a
ship’s cabin, into the dark interior56 of the tavern.They walked in slowly, as was the custom,
looking for acquaintances, but with this departure from general practice, they were looking for
acquaintances to shun. It was difficult enough for here in a cramped space, the record of life was
playing wildly already, only twenty minutes after opening time. And as if torn from an electric fan
the conversations were propelled from the various barrooms into which they peered: and Jock
said to this little bum run and he ran like a stoat and got away with it: threw a bottle of
Worthington57 at old Jigger and you should have seen this little bum run and get away with it: he
ran like a bloody stoat and got away with it.They peered round into another bar. The Players!
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Tiessen (Wilfrid Laurier University). The other projects are Doyen’s edition of the novella
Swinging the Maelstrom (along with the distinct earlier version, The Last Address) and Mota and
Tiessen’s edition of the first complete manuscript of Under the Volcano (1940). Each edition is
annotated by Ackerley. Together, the three editions will give scholars detailed evidence of
Lowry’s intentions and achievement during the period 1936–1944, a time of transition when he
worked simultaneously on three books that he imagined as a Dantean trilogy: Under the Volcano
as the Inferno; Swinging the Maelstrom as the Purgatorio; and In Ballast to the White Sea as the
Paradiso.For their invaluable assistance, advice, and support, the editors of these volumes
would like to thank the University of Ottawa Press and Peter Matson. We would like to thank also
the late Anne Yandle at the University of British Columbia Library’s Rare Books and Special
Collections, whose early encouragement and guidance was so crucial to all who have worked



on this project. Production of these important editions has been made possible by the support of
a grant from the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada, through its
Editing Modernism in Canada project. For his ongoing support and advice as director of EMiC,
we owe special gratitude to Dean Irvine.MIGUEL MOTAUniversity of British
ColumbiaForewordWith the publication of In Ballast to the White Sea, Pat McCarthy and Chris
Ackerley invite us to a rare and most pleasurable literary event. They unveil a portrait of Malcolm
Lowry and his work that most of us have never imagined, revealing the restless literary energy,
the play of mind, and the political sensibilities of a barely known Lowry. This is the Lowry of
1929–1936: the Lowry of undergraduate days at Cambridge and, if we take the period of writing,
the Lowry up to and including his years in New York. With its emphasis on political commitment,
labour unrest, and widespread economic depression that helped to define the 1930s, In Ballast
underlines Lowry’s direct and passionate political engagement during that decade.In June 1931,
Lowry wrote Conrad Aiken, the American novelist who had become his mentor: “my fixation on
the sea is complete, & moreover I feel honestly I haven’t extracted all the juices from it yet” (CL
2:932). A twenty-one-year-old undergraduate at Cambridge, Lowry was writing his first novel just
then, based on his 1927 voyage as a deckhand on the cargo ship, SS Pyrrhus. Ultramarine
would appear in London in June 1933. But he was also preparing to carry his passion further,
with an August-to-September 1931 journey by sea to Norway in the offing. He would be in
search not just of writing material this time, but of a writer, the Norwegian novelist Nordahl Grieg,
whose The Ship Sails On had deeply affected him. This journey led to In Ballast to the White
Sea, his sequel to Ultramarine. During 1934–1936, having left the London and Paris of his post-
Cambridge years and settled in New York, he showed In Ballast to publishers, but did not gain a
contract. During the next eight years—precisely while he was writing the drafts of Under the
Volcano—he continued to actively think about and, especially during the latter years, modify In
Ballast: in Mexico (1936–1938), Los Angeles (1938–1939), and most fully in Vancouver and
Dollarton, British Columbia (1939–1944).However, in 1944 a fire engulfed his cabin on Burrard
Inlet, destroyed many of his manuscripts and ended his dream of rewriting In Ballast. Margerie,
his second wife, carried his Under the Volcano manuscripts to safety on the beach below, while
Malcolm fled the shack with some of her manuscripts and pieces of his own work, including his
Swinging the Maelstrom project. Still inside were a thousand pages of In Ballast, by then his
longest-standing novel-in-progress. Determined to rescue it, he “dashed back into the flames,”
according to his biographer Gordon Bowker, “and had to be dragged out when a burning beam
crashed down across his back.” In Under the Volcano (1947), in Yvonne’s dying vision at the end
of Chapter 11, he memorialized the loss of those thousand pages: “Geoffrey’s old chair was
burning, his desk, and now his book, his book was burning, the pages were burning, burning,
burning, whirling up from the fire they were scattered, burning, along the beach.”From June 1944
onward, In Ballast would live in Lowry’s mind as his great lost work, a marker of ambition and
vision left undone. As late as May 1957, one month before his death, he restated that loss.
Writing from his final home at the White Cottage in Ripe near Lewes, Sussex, to Canadian poet



Ralph Gustafson, Lowry spoke of In Ballast as the Paradiso in his projected Dantean trilogy,
The Voyage That Never Ends. In earlier letters, too, he referred to the disappearance of In Ballast
and also to its supreme importance in his imagined corpus, sending plot details of the story to
various correspondents: in 1950 to a book reviewer for the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation;
and in 1951 to the German translator of Under the Volcano and to David Markson, then a twenty-
four-year-old graduate student at Columbia University.For over twenty years, from 1944 to 1965,
the broader community knew virtually nothing of a lost Lowry novel. For readers, Lowry was the
author of one great book, Under the Volcano, with a much earlier but little-known first novel
(Ultramarine) to his name. It was only with the publication of Selected Letters of Malcolm Lowry
in 1965 that word of In Ballast, its relation to a Dantean project, and its tragic loss surfaced
widely for the first time. In fact, however, when he spoke in those letters about the absolute
obliteration of such a novel, Lowry was deceiving his readers. Through those posthumously
published letters, Lowry, whether deliberately or not, was in effect bamboozling the literary
community, which seemed prepared to accept a romantic interpretation of Lowry as doomed
artist. Quite simply, in the Selected Letters—and, for that matter, in Sursum Corda!, the two-
volume Collected Letters of Malcolm Lowry published in 1995/1996—he was not telling the
whole story.The recent discovery of the 1936 manuscript of In Ballast to the White Sea sets us
on a new path in reading Lowry, different from the one along which Lowry attempted to lead us.
What we know now is that in 1936 Lowry deposited a carbon copy of his then-current version of
In Ballast—what he had shown to New York publishers in 1934–1936—with the mother of his
first wife, Jan Gabrial, when he and Jan left New York for Mexico. Jan Gabrial later retrieved this
copy and—reclaiming the reader/editor role she had provided for Lowry during the mid-1930s—
typed a clean copy in 1991. In 2003, two years after her death and in keeping with her intent, the
overseer of her estate deposited the clean copy and related material in the Manuscripts and
Archives Division of the Humanities and Social Sciences Library of the New York Public
Library.With the present volume, Professors McCarthy and Ackerley construct a new Lowry,
productively active during a startlingly fertile period between the publication of Ultramarine and
Under the Volcano. McCarthy, who has edited Lowry’s La Mordida, responds to the material
qualities of the manuscript and to its literary contexts. Ackerley—continuing his tradition of
exemplary literary explanation—provides an encyclopedic range of scholarly annotation for In
Ballast, based on his wide reading and on multiple visits to key sites of the novel. McCarthy and
Ackerley have collaborated extensively in producing this volume; they uncover for us new ground
that will become central to our understanding of Lowry’s distinctive position and status within
twentieth-century literary modernism.As McCarthy points out in his introduction, in 1937, Aiken,
when he saw a draft of it in Mexico, said that he found In Ballast “a joy to swim in.” This novel, in
its absence, provided Lowry with an infinite alibi of pursuing dreams of Paradise in an ever-
deferred Dantean trilogy; today, in its presence, we savour the realities of Lowry’s dream with a
newness of immediacy, clarity, and admiration.VIK DOYENKatholieke Universiteit
LeuvenMIGUEL MOTAUniversity of British ColumbiaPAUL TIESSENWilfrid Laurier
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France, New Zealand, Norway, the United Kingdom, the United States) have contributed to this
book, but there would have been no book at all if it were not for Dean Irvine, who in 2006 invited
me to participate as a collaborator in Editing Modernism in Canada (EMiC), suggesting, as a



project, an edition of Malcolm Lowry’s In Ballast to the White Sea. Without his encouragement
and support, I probably would not have undertaken this edition, which turned out to be even
more interesting (and far more complex) than I expected. I am also indebted to Jan Gabrial for
preserving a novel that Lowry scholars had long thought lost, and to Peter Matson of Sterling
Lord Literistic, representatives of the Estate of Malcolm Lowry, for his support of this edition and
Lowry scholarship in general. For access to the manuscripts and notebooks on which I have
based this edition I am grateful to the Division of Manuscripts and Archives, New York Public
Library (for the Jan Gabrial Papers), and to Special Collections at the University of British
Columbia (for other materials, including notebooks for In Ballast). At this point I should thank the
inventors of the Internet, without which the collaborative long-distance scholarship this book
required would have taken far longer, if it were possible at all. On a regular, and often a daily,
basis I have relied on Chris Ackerley not only for his remarkable annotations but for advice on
editorial questions. He and the other members of our EMiC Lowry support group—Vik Doyen,
Miguel Mota, Paul Tiessen—made innumerable suggestions that have led to improvements in
the edition; they also sent me files that broadened the range of my research, and Paul even
managed to hire a typist to help with the early preparation of the text. I am deeply indebted to all
of them. Special thanks to Sherrill Grace and to Stephen W. Kramer (Jan Gabrial’s attorney) for
answers to my questions about Jan and the typescripts of In Ballast, and to the two anonymous
reviewers of the manuscript for their detailed evaluations of the manuscript and their
suggestions for revision. The University of Miami provided essential support in the form of a
travel grant that enabled me to spend time at the New York Public Library and a year-long
sabbatical leave that gave me time to write. Among my Miami colleagues there are three whose
contributions to the book have been especially important: Phyllis G. Robarts (Otto G. Richter
Library) for resources; John Kirby (Department of Classics) for invaluable help with Lowry’s
Greek; and Frank Stringfellow (Department of English) for many matters, especially in
connection with German writings. I am also indebted to Kay Voss-Hoynes (Orange High School,
Pepper Pike, Ohio) for her commentary on Lowry’s unreliable Norwegian. Finally, thanks to my
wife Yolanda for her patience, love, and support.Below, Chris has described the important
contributions to this edition made by Colin Dilnot and David Large. Here, I add my thanks to
his.PATRICK A. MCCARTHYUniversity of MiamiI am grateful to my colleagues of the Editing
Modernism in Canada editorial team: Pat McCarthy was an ideal collaborator, while (as Pat
notes, above) Miguel Mota, Paul Tiessen, and Vik Doyen were unwavering in their support and
hospitality. The Royal Society of New Zealand, through the generosity of the Marsden fund,
provided both time and funding; the University of Otago and two Heads of my Department, Lyn
Tribble and Chris Prentice, supported the various research trips that were required; and my
friends, Lisa Marr, Simone Marshall, and Paul Tankard, made useful contributions. Robin
Ramsey was a generous host in Vancouver, as was Minou Williams in the United Kingdom, but
many others responded to my often esoteric inquiries. These include: Sue Sampson (Shire Hall),
for details of Cambridge Castle; Peter Moore (Cambridge), for identifying his namesake’s music



shop; Ralph Crane (University of Tasmania) for taking me on a guided tour of Preston; and
Annick Drösdal-Levillain (France) for assistance with Lowry’s Norwegian. The staff of the UBC
Special Collections, particularly Sarah Romkey, offered ongoing support; Renu Barrett, archivist
at McMaster University, responded immediately to a cry for help; Einar Gustafsson,
historieforteller of the Ålesund Museum, identified references to (and gave me a map of) the
town in the 1930s; the staff of Oslo’s Nasjonalbiblioteket facilitated my work on Nordahl Grieg;
and the Library and Department of Foreign Languages at the University of Bergen offered both
hospitality and assistance. I am particularly grateful to Erik Tonning for his help with the
Norwegian elements of the book, for his encouragement of the project, and for his generous
sponsorship of my time in Norway. I would also like to thank Erik, Matthew Feldman, and my
editors at Continuum Press for their forbearance in allowing me to defer another commitment to
finish this project, even though it took much longer than I had estimated.My deepest debts,
however, are to David Large (Universities of Sydney and Otago), for his unfailing interest and
help, his close readings of my drafts, and his tenacity in tracing some of the obscurities that had
eluded me; and to Colin Dilnot for identifying so many of Lowry’s ships and locations, for taking
me around Liverpool and the Wirral, and for his generosity, not simply as a host, but in sharing
with me his vast cornucopia of information about the early Lowry. The first 75 percent of any set
of annotations is relatively easy; the next 20 percent increasingly more difficult; and the last 5
percent almost impossible—but that last 25 percent is what matters most, and the greatest thrill
of annotation is the revelation of the seemingly impossible. As Napoleon reputedly said, if it is
impossible it will take a little longer: this has been, without doubt, the most challenging text that I
have ever annotated, and without the unflagging support of these two compañeros my
commentary would have taken much longer and would have been very much the poorer.CHRIS
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however, are to David Large (Universities of Sydney and Otago), for his unfailing interest and
help, his close readings of my drafts, and his tenacity in tracing some of the obscurities that had
eluded me; and to Colin Dilnot for identifying so many of Lowry’s ships and locations, for taking
me around Liverpool and the Wirral, and for his generosity, not simply as a host, but in sharing
with me his vast cornucopia of information about the early Lowry. The first 75 percent of any set
of annotations is relatively easy; the next 20 percent increasingly more difficult; and the last 5
percent almost impossible—but that last 25 percent is what matters most, and the greatest thrill
of annotation is the revelation of the seemingly impossible. As Napoleon reputedly said, if it is
impossible it will take a little longer: this has been, without doubt, the most challenging text that I
have ever annotated, and without the unflagging support of these two compañeros my
commentary would have taken much longer and would have been very much the poorer.CHRIS
ACKERLEYUniversity of OtagoIntroductionI.In August 1952 Malcolm Lowry told his editor,
Albert Erskine, that the manuscript of his unpublished novel Dark as the Grave Wherein My
Friend Is Laid had been “deposited in the bank,” adding, “it hadn’t occurred to me till very
recently that there were things called safety deposit boxes”; three months later he assured
Erskine that two more works in progress, La Mordida and The Ordeal of Sigbjørn Wilderness,
would be deposited the next day (CL 2:593, 608). In safeguarding these manuscripts Lowry
demonstrated that he had finally learned a lesson that should have been impressed upon him
two decades earlier when the typescript of his first novel, Ultramarine (1933), was stolen along
with the briefcase in which an editor for Chatto & Windus had placed it. Although Lowry had not
retained a carbon copy, the book was unexpectedly rescued by his friend Martin Case, who had
held onto a late draft that its author had discarded (Day 158–60; Bowker 143–44). Even after this
experience, however, Lowry would suffer another, far more traumatic, loss of a manuscript long
before he finally began to rely on “safety deposit boxes.”On the morning of 7 June 1944 a fire
broke out in the squatter’s shack in British Columbia where Lowry and his second wife,
Margerie, had lived for three years. They managed to rescue most of his papers, including
manuscripts for Under the Volcano, but all that remained of another novel, In Ballast to the White
Sea, were the few papers now stored in Box 12, Folders 14 and 15, of the University of British
Columbia’s Malcolm Lowry Archive: two small notebooks with preliminary notes for In Ballast,
the first two pages of a 1936 typescript, a notebook with an earlier draft of Chapters I and II, and
several small, circular pieces of charred paper from a handwritten draft and another typescript,
both otherwise lost. Lowry never attempted to recreate the novel; instead, he mourned its loss
and, in time, romanticized it as a (potentially) great book, its destruction one of the central
tragedies of his life. He also referred to In Ballast and the fire in later writings, notably Dark as the
Grave, whose drafts (also at the University of British Columbia) include a long discussion by the
protagonist, Sigbjørn Wilderness, of his own lost novel, also called In Ballast to the White Sea
(UBC 9:5, 341–59).1 In their discussions of Lowry’s work, critics have relied mainly on these
materials and two letters that Lowry sent in August 1951 to David Markson, who was then writing
a master’s thesis on Under the Volcano (CL 2:417–20, 423–30). In the first letter he told Markson



that In Ballast was “once the sort of Paradiso of the trilogy of which the Volcano was the first, or
‘Inferno’ section” and claimed that it was “now incorporated hypothetically elsewhere in the
whole bolus of 5 books— I think—to be called The Voyage that Never Ends” (CL 2:417). Despite
Lowry’s intriguing plans to include a new version of In Ballast in this projected sequence of
books, there is no evidence that he spent any time on that act of reconstruction.Yet during the
years when Lowry told one and all that the only draft of his second novel had been lost there
was someone who knew otherwise, much as Martin Case had when the manuscript of
Ultramarine was stolen. That was Lowry’s ex-wife Jan Gabrial, an American whom he had met in
Granada, Spain (summer 1933), married in Paris (January 1934), and followed to New York
(August 1934). Two years later, when they left for an extended stay in Mexico, Lowry and Jan
entrusted a carbon copy of In Ballast to her mother, Emily van der Heim.2 Although the trip was
planned, in part, to save their marriage, by December 1937 the Lowrys’ relationship had
deteriorated so much that Jan moved to Los Angeles. Lowry followed in July 1938 and remained
for almost a year before moving to Vancouver, soon to be joined by Margerie Bonner, whom he
had met in Los Angeles; they married at the end of 1940, a month after he and Jan were
divorced. Lowry and Jan never met or spoke after he left Los Angeles, and he rebuffed her
attempts to remain on friendly terms. A few months before the divorce, when Jan wrote to say
she might visit Vancouver and would like to see him, he responded curtly, implied (unfairly) that
she had used his work as the basis for a story she had published, and refused to see her. Her
reply (Gabrial 197–98) was, it appears, the end of their correspondence.In her memoir Inside the
Volcano, Jan says that she almost contacted Lowry in 1947, after he published Under the
Volcano, but she was deterred by “the thought that he might view my letter … as self-serving,
even opportunistic, and … by the memory of his final harsh, accusatory note” (Gabrial 198). In
fact, she did write such a “letter”: a message typed on a postcard with a picture of a Diego
Rivera fresco on the other side. Jan congratulated “the big cat”—a pet name for Lowry—on the
success of Under the Volcano, which she had read three times, and she called the novel “a
shattering and miraculous and beautiful and very great book.” She also expressed hope that
both In Ballast to the White Sea and The Last Address (the early title for a novella that was
posthumously published, in a badly patched together edition, under the title Lunar Caustic)
would soon be published.3 Having written this tribute to Lowry’s work, however, Jan scribbled
over it and set it aside, her dread of a negative response outweighing her desire to congratulate
him.4Had Jan sent her message of congratulations it is conceivable, although far from certain,
that Lowry would have answered and would have told her about the loss of In Ballast. In that
case, surely Jan would have remembered having left a typescript at her mother’s house eleven
years earlier and would have reminded him that the book was not irrevocably lost. Yet it is also
quite possible that even as he wrote letters to David Markson about his “lost” novel Lowry
himself remembered having given his former mother-in-law a full copy of In Ballast, as it then
stood, eight years before the fire. Of course there is no way of knowing for certain, but I believe
that Lowry did in fact remember, and that he preferred the legend of the tragically burnt novel5 to



the difficulties of revising an incomplete typescript without access to his later revisions (even if
they were not extensive). Another, more intractable, difficulty was that since In Ballast was
shaped by the politics of mid-1930s Europe it would have required considerable rewriting to
accommodate the very different world situation of the mid-1940s. Lowry could also have had
personal reasons for not returning to the project: he might have wanted to avoid angering his
rather volatile second wife by making contact with his first wife or her mother, even over such an
important matter, and he clearly wanted to break with his own past and with a novel that was
closely associated with Ultramarine, which by then he had disowned.6 Whatever the reason, if
Lowry remembered the earlier draft of In Ballast to the White Sea, he seems to have told no
one.7II.In its focus on the development of an artist figure, In Ballast to the White Sea is a
modernist Künstlerroman in the tradition of Mann’s Tonio Kröger (to which one of the characters
alludes in Chapter V), Proust’s In Search of Lost Time, Joyce’s A Portrait of the Artist as a Young
Man, and Lawrence’s Sons and Lovers. However, it differs from these familiar examples in
several ways, one being that In Ballast does not follow the life of its protagonist, Sigbjørn
Hansen-Tarnmoor, over the course of many years but focuses on his response to a crisis, or
series of crises, over a few months. In this way it resembles Ultramarine, for which it was
conceived as a sequel and justification. Like Dana Hilliot in Ultramarine, Sigbjørn struggles with
issues of authenticity and originality; moreover, Dana and Sigbjørn are younger versions of the
typical Lowry protagonist. Whether he is named Sigbjørn Lawhill, Bill Plantagenet, Geoffrey
Firmin, Martin Striven, Martin Trumbaugh, Sigbjørn Wilderness, Ethan Llewelyn, Sigurd
Storelsen, Tom Goodheart, Kennish Drumgold Cosnahan, or Roderick McGregor Fairhaven, the
Lowryan protagonist is, inevitably, a portrait of the artist.The early chapters of In Ballast focus on
Sigbjørn (known within his family as Barney) and his brother Tor, two Cambridge undergraduates
who were born in Norway but raised in England. Their mother died some years ago; their father,
Captain Hansen-Tarnmoor (“Hansen” is usually dropped), is the head of a shipping company.
The novel opens in early winter, with the brothers standing on Castle Hill in Cambridge, opposite
a prison and allegedly on the spot where “the last hanging on the mound” had taken place.
There are several ominous references to hanging and to other disasters, including one that has
brought the brothers together, despite their “chemic dissimilarity” and unspecified “former
differences”: the sinking of a ship, the Thorstein, owned by their father’s company. Sigbjørn has
been a sailor and now wants to be a writer, beginning with a novel about his experiences;
unfortunately, as he tells Tor, a Norwegian writer named Erikson “took the sea away from me.” To
confront his anxieties Sigbjørn would like to travel to Norway to meet Erikson and secure
permission to adapt his novel as a play.When the scene shifts to the streets of Cambridge, their
conversation reveals several reasons for the tension between Tor and Sigbjørn, including
intellectual differences—Tor regards life as meaningless, “standardless,” a matter of “accident,”
while Sigbjørn believes in “a power for good watching over all things”—and rivalry over Nina, a
young woman whom Sigbjørn loves. While the brothers are in a bar they learn that another
Tarnmoor Line ship, the Brynjaar, has sunk and that human error seems to have been to blame.



In Chapter III, at Tor’s lodging house, they place a telephone call to their father to assure him of
their support; then they go to Tor’s room, to talk and drink Irish whiskey. The latest sinking seems
to Tor symbolic of the universe, and as his mood turns darker he says that he has thought of
committing suicide. Still, he also believes in the importance of social action, of escaping the
prison of self through an identification with “the virile solidarity of the proletariat.” Later, as Tor
plays his violin, Sigbjørn falls asleep, waking up two hours later when Tor shakes him. It is almost
time for Sigbjørn to leave, so as not to violate curfew, but first Tor shows him the room where he
says he plans to turn on the gas and kill himself. Sigbjørn tries to convince himself that Tor must
not be serious, but as he gets back to his own lodging house he feels that he is in a prison.Given
the ending of Chapter III, the form of Chapter IV, a series of letters from Sigbjørn to Erikson, is
unexpected, and the movement away from narrative at this juncture means that Tor’s suicide
looms over the chapter as an unresolved narrative possibility. Yet, in his second letter to Erikson,
Sigbjørn appropriates Tor’s phrase when he says that his “duty is with what is popularly called
the virile solidarity of the proletariat.” The phrase establishes a connection among Tor, Erikson,
and (now) Sigbjørn as socialists. The fact that this letter breaks off with the words “My brother—”
and two other letters end similarly is the clearest sign in this chapter that Tor did kill himself, and
that Sigbjørn, guilt-stricken, has begun to adopt some of his values.By the end of the novel
Sigbjørn will seek out and find Erikson. In the meantime there are scenes in the Liverpool area in
which Sigbjørn meets with his father or with Nina, followed by a train ride north from Liverpool to
Preston, during which Sigbjørn happens to be seated across from Daland Haarfragre, the
captain of a freighter on which he will be working. Later there are scenes in Preston, where a
constable and a taxi driver try with mixed success to keep Sigbjørn out of trouble, and aboard
the freighter, which was supposed to sail to Archangel (on the White Sea) but is redirected to
Aalesund, Norway. Only seventeen chapters are numbered in the typescript, which continues
with an unnumbered rough draft of Chapter XVIII, in which Sigbjørn finally arrives in Norway, and
further notes.Like Ultramarine, which he based on his experiences in 1927 as a crew member on
a freighter, the SS Pyrrhus, prior to his first year at Cambridge, In Ballast grew out of Lowry’s life:
in this case, his experience as a Cambridge student whose attempt to write a novel based on his
own life at sea is complicated by a growing sense of identification with another author. Around
the time when he began writing Ultramarine, Lowry read two novels, each published in 1927,
that immediately captured his imagination: Blue Voyage, by Conrad Aiken, and The Ship Sails
On, a translation of Skibet gaar videre (1924) by the Norwegian writer Nordahl Grieg. Lowry
would later tell Markson that Blue Voyage “was an enormous influence on me” (CL 2:412), and
so it was; but the fact that in the same letter he could not bring himself to name either Grieg or
The Ship Sails On is a sign that his anxiety over Grieg’s influence went even deeper. Lowry
borrowed narrative strategies, phrases, and the like from Aiken, but his emotional attachment to
The Ship Sails On led him to imagine that his own novel, and perhaps even his life, had already
been “written” in Grieg’s book. In 1931, he attempted to come to terms with his identification with
Grieg by sailing to Norway, where, through a set of improbable circumstances that were



probably much like those described in In Ballast, he managed not only to meet Grieg but (he
claimed) to secure permission to adapt The Ship Sails On for the stage—perhaps because
Grieg, a successful playwright as well as a published poet and novelist, was more interested in
working on new projects than in dramatizing his own novel; possibly also because Grieg wanted
to humour Lowry. While he was still in Oslo, Lowry wrote a long letter to Grieg (CL 1:102–10),
much of it devoted to Rupert Brooke, a subject of Grieg’s current writing project. It appears that
in a later note Lowry said he hoped to meet with Grieg again, but Grieg declined, citing the press
of his creative work and saying, “as a fellow writer I know you will understand and
forgive” (Bowker 130).Lowry often exaggerated the extent to which Ultramarine was based on
The Ship Sails On, even writing, in a 1939 letter to Grieg, “Much of U. is paraphrase, plagiarism,
or pastiche, from you” (CL 1:192). Yet, despite his anxieties (or, perversely, because of them),
Lowry borrowed from Grieg, as when he ended the fifth chapter of Ultramarine with the final line
of Grieg’s second chapter: “Outside was the roar of the sea and the darkness” (Grieg 26;
Ultramarine 235 [1933 ed.]). He even smuggled part of the line into Chapter VII of In Ballast:
Sigbjørn tells Nina, “Where I’m going to is the roar of the sea and the darkness, and the night.”8
Both Lowry’s anxiety about borrowing from other writers and his determination to keep on
borrowing are evident in a 1933 letter to Aiken about Ultramarine. After admitting that his novel
could be classified as a “cento”—a patchwork of quotations from other writers—Lowry contends
that “under the reign of [James Joyce’s] Bloom & [T. S. Eliot’s] Sweeney, a greater freedom
seems to be permitted.” In any case, according to Lowry, he could not help borrowing from
Aiken: “Blue Voyage, apart from its being the best nonsecular statement of the plight of the
creative artist with the courage to live in the modern world, has become part of my
consciousness, & I cannot conceive of any other way in which Ultramarine could be written” (CL
1:116–17).Still, after his trip to Norway, Lowry seems to have felt reassured that his fixation on
Grieg and his identification with Grieg’s protagonist Benjamin Hall need not deter him from
continuing to work on Ultramarine: after all, Grieg had called him “a fellow writer.” Besides,
meeting Grieg gave him the basic plot for a second novel, In Ballast to the White Sea, in which a
Cambridge undergraduate who wants to write a book finds that a Norwegian writer has already
written such a book, and has done it better than he can. With its focus on a writer’s dilemma and
its fictionalization of Lowry’s first novel as a book written by Sigbjørn Tarnmoor, In Ballast
anticipates some of Lowry’s post-Volcano fictions, including Dark as the Grave, La Mordida, and
“Through the Panama,” whose protagonist, Sigbjørn Wilderness, is Lowry’s fictional counterpart
and author of a version of Under the Volcano entitled The Valley of the Shadow of Death. In each
of these later narratives the protagonist-writer echoes Lowry’s sense, when he returned to
Mexico in 1945–1946, that he was trapped within the world he had created in Under the
Volcano, much as Sigbjørn Tarnmoor finds himself already “written” in Erikson’s novel, Skibets
reise fra Kristiania (“The Ship’s Voyage from Kristiania,” fictional counterpart to Grieg’s The Ship
Sails On). Formerly haunted by another author’s novel, Lowry in his later works came to be
haunted by his own novel, as descriptions like “[Sigbjørn] went down through the patio haunted



by his characters” indicate (DATG 192).The parallels between In Ballast and Lowry’s post-
Volcano (meta)fictions become especially interesting in passages such as this one from
“Through the Panama,” a story that consists of extracts from Sigbjørn Wilderness’s journal:The
further point is that the novel is about a character who becomes enmeshed in the plot of the
novel he has written, as I did in Mexico. But now I am becoming enmeshed in the plot of a novel I
have scarcely begun [Dark as the Grave]. Idea is not new, at least so far as enmeshment with
characters is concerned. Goethe, Wilhelm von Scholz, ‘The Race with a Shadow,’ Pirandello,
etc. But did these people ever have it happen to them? (Hear Us 30)In his description of In
Ballast for David Markson, Lowry also connected Goethe with von Scholz’s play, noting that
among the very few literary works that develop the theme of someone’s “growing sense as of
identity” with a fictional character is “a sinister German play running in England called The Race
with a Shadow by one Wilhelm von Scholz, based on an idea by Goethe” (CL 2:418).9 The point
is also made explicitly in one of Sigbjørn’s letters to Erikson in Chapter IV of In Ballast:I am well
aware that Goethe said the relation of an author with his principal character may be a race with a
shadow: I am familiar with von Scholz’ play—it was playing in Cambridge not long ago—and I
know the scenical idea of the doppelganger to be an old adage; and more mundanely one has
heard of people writing to authors saying “I am your character Smith” or “I am your character
Jones.” I have also read, in a review, an account of a novel, which I have purposely for that
reason refrained from reading, on a similar theme, by Louis Adamic. And there is a story by A.
Huxley. But this is real, is happening, now, to me— (46–47)These references to von Scholz point
to Lowry’s awareness that his themes have been anticipated by other writers, who in turn are
dependent on still earlier writers, as when von Scholz “based [his play] on an idea by Goethe.”
Hence Sigbjørn’s revelation that he has been influenced by Erikson’s novel is followed
immediately by a defence: the situation is not unique (although it is rare enough that Sigbjørn,
and therefore Lowry, can claim some measure of originality after all!). Moreover, he says, this is
not something happening in a book: instead, “this is real, is happening, now, to me—.” Of course,
in Lowry’s case it was happening in a book, as well as in his life. Indeed, there was not much
difference between the events of his books and of real life, as he set out to demonstrate in this
novel and others.Lowry alluded to von Scholz’s The Race with a Shadow in an unpublished
1934 letter to Grieg: “So our destiny takes us—is it a race with a shadow?”10 This letter is very
strange; or would be, had it been written by anyone but Malcolm Lowry. After mentioning
Ultramarine, which he claims (falsely) is being translated into French, he says that he has
included in that novel “a kind of pastiche of one or two of your very earliest poems, which pass
through the consciousness of my character,” adding that if Grieg is unhappy with what Lowry
intended as a “tribute,” he will delete the passages from subsequent editions. He also defends
the inclusion of passages from Grieg as unavoidable, since “I could not make my protagonist,
my or Benjamin’s doppelganger, think anything else. That was what he thought even if you wrote
it.” (Note the similarity to Lowry’s claim, in the letter to Aiken cited earlier, that his absorption of
Blue Voyage into Ultramarine was unavoidable.) Later, he says he has finished dramatizing The



Ship Sails On, although he needs Grieg’s help to make the play better; toward the end he refers,
almost as an afterthought, to his marriage to Jan. Given his elaborate explanation and defence
of his appropriation of “one or two” poems by Grieg, it is noteworthy that Lowry apparently did
not send a copy of Ultramarine to the man whose book had been such a strong influence on it;
moreover, like Sigbjørn, Lowry probably never sent the letter itself. Yet this letter is nonetheless
significant, not only for what Lowry says in it but for what he omits: he confesses to plagiarism
but provides no details, and mentions using lines from Grieg’s poems but is vague about his
more significant indebtedness to The Ship Sails On. The letter is typical of Lowry’s tendency
both to appropriate the language of other literary texts and to be so anxious about his
borrowings that he has to defend himself against possible charges of plagiarism. Years later the
same impulse would surface in a letter to Erskine about Under the Volcano in which Lowry said
that he had considered “appending a list of notes to the book,” to help readers to interpret it and
also “to acknowledge … any borrowings, echoes, design-governing postures, and so on, as
used to be the custom with poets, and might well be with novelists” (CL 1:595).Michel
Schneider’s observations that “viewed from a certain angle, the history of literature is a history of
repetitions, of the already written” and that “intertextuality not only affects but constitutes literary
writing” seem especially relevant to modernist writers like Eliot, Pound, and Joyce who tend to
incorporate other works within their own, in the form of parallels, allusions, or even direct
quotations.11 Lowry saw himself as part of the contemporary literary scene (he was of course
living “under the reign of Bloom & Sweeney”), but his appropriations sometimes extended well
beyond the modernist allusive technique that Eliot’s friend Aiken had described in a review of
The Waste Land, where he argued that Eliot and Pound attempted “to make a ‘literature of
literature’—a poetry not more actuated by life itself than by poetry” (“An Anatomy of Melancholy”
99). Aiken’s characterization of The Waste Land and the Cantos as products of a “very complex
and very literary awareness able to speak only, or best, in terms of the literary past, the terms
which had moulded its tongue” would have applied with equal force to Lowry, for whom Aiken
was also part of the “literary past” that shaped Ultramarine. According to Clarissa Lorenz, Aiken’s
second wife, as Lowry wrote and revised his first novel he showed Aiken numerous drafts, from
which Aiken repeatedly excised imitations of passages from Blue Voyage. Even worse, when
Lowry read a draft of Aiken’s next novel, Great Circle, which included Aiken’s dream of eating his
father’s skeleton, Lowry wanted to appropriate the dream as his own.12 Of course, it is possible
that Lowry played at testing the limits of influence with Aiken, appropriating material that he
knew Aiken would recognize and delete from the manuscripts, but his very different relationship
with Nordahl Grieg, whose name he would later conceal from David Markson, made it
impossible for him to play the same game with the Norwegian writer. The result was not only that
a passage like “Outside was the roar of the sea and the darkness” could make its way intact from
Grieg’s novel into Ultramarine but that Lowry would then write In Ballast to the White Sea,
confronting and overcoming his sense of indebtedness to Grieg without acknowledging any debt
to Aiken in the novel.Elsewhere I have argued that Lowry’s open acknowledgment of Aiken’s



influence might be read as an attempt to create his literary father—a father whom he believed he
would eventually overcome (Forests 24). Grieg was too geographically distant from Lowry, and
too close to him in age, to be a father figure, but Lowry certainly regarded Grieg as a kindred
spirit. In any event, he was fully aware of how much he owed to the writings of both men. It is
therefore ironic that the charge of plagiarism that Lowry always feared would come from Burton
Rascoe, an author who had not influenced him and to whom he owed virtually nothing.III.Apart
from the fire that destroyed his manuscript, the most traumatic event for Lowry during the years
when he worked on In Ballast to the White Sea occurred in 1935, after his agent, Harold Matson,
submitted the novel-in-progress to Doubleday, along with a copy of Ultramarine to demonstrate
that Lowry was a published novelist. The materials were passed along to Rascoe, an editor at
Doubleday, who looked into Ultramarine just long enough to decide that it was largely
plagiarized from his story “What Is Love?” When the two met, Rascoe subjected Lowry to
grossly exaggerated claims that an author less sensitive than Lowry to the charge of being
derivative, one who had not already written a novel on the subject of his indebtedness to another
writer, would have dismissed out of hand, perhaps with the threat of a lawsuit for slander.
Instead, Lowry was “in a state of shock” (Bowker 193). In fact, he appears to have read “What Is
Love?” and to have borrowed a few lines from it, all of them quotations from other works that
amount to very little. Although both narratives use a stream-of-consciousness technique that
neither Rascoe nor Lowry invented, their plots, locales, themes, and characters have almost
nothing in common. Still, Rascoe threatened to expose Lowry as a plagiarist, and according to
Rascoe, Lowry signed a confession to that effect. Rascoe’s claim cannot be confirmed, and
Jan Gabrial told Sherrill Grace she did not believe Lowry ever signed such a confession (CL
1:330). Nonetheless, there is no doubt that Lowry was deeply shaken by the
accusation.13Nearly two decades later, Rascoe, still claiming he had been victimized by Lowry’s
“plagiarism,” wrote to a friend about the incident.14 In the letter he mentioned in passing that
when Lowry had gained some fame for a novel either entitled “Beneath the Volcano” or “Under
the Volcano” (Rascoe used both titles), he had not read it, so he did not know whether that was
the novel Lowry had submitted to Doubleday in 1935. Although by his own admission Rascoe
had not read much of In Ballast, and could not remember its title, he recalled telling Lowry that
the novel was clearly a version of Charles Morgan’s The Fountain, with some borrowings from
Céline and Malraux. Before Jan revealed that a manuscript of In Ballast had survived, there was
no way of testing the veracity of Rascoe’s claim that Lowry had copied Morgan, although a
perusal of The Fountain would have shown that its style and themes were quite unlike anything
in the Lowry canon. Now that the two novels can be compared, it is hard to imagine what
connection Rascoe saw between them, unless it is that in each case the protagonist of the novel
is himself writing a book or that both Lowry and Morgan use epigraphs to preface parts of their
novels.15 However, given that the volumes the protagonists are writing are quite different (Lewis
Alison’s archivally based study of “the development of spiritual concepts in England since the
Renaissance” [Morgan 26] is a project unattended by the anxieties that plague Sigbjørn), and



that Morgan and Lowry never use the same—or even, as far as I can tell, similar—epigraphs,
these connections only underscore how fundamentally different the two novels are. It is possible
that Lowry read The Fountain, but he did not plagiarize from it.Rascoe’s obsession with
plagiarism seems to have equalled Lowry’s, but his charges were always directed at other
writers, never at himself: in Titans of Literature, for example, Rascoe accepted without question
Norman Douglas’s eccentric claim, in Old Calabria, that John Milton plagiarized almost all of
Paradise Lost from Serafino della Salandra’s Adamo Canuto (Titans 281). Lowry noted the
charge against Milton in May 1940 when he wrote to Rascoe, apologizing once again for “the
matter of the Latin Quotations, which, I assure you again, was not deliberate plagiarism on my
part”; even so, he admitted that Ultramarine “was hopelessly derivative.” At the end he added, “I
reread the other day, and with delight and profit, ‘Titans.’ Milton absolved me a little” (CL 1:329–
30). As Doyen (215) suggests, there was surely a connection between Lowry’s decision to send
Rascoe a conciliatory letter at this time and his concerns, as he prepared to submit the 1940
manuscript of Under the Volcano to his agent, that his writing might again come to Rascoe’s
attention. Doyen’s suspicion seems to be confirmed by Lowry’s letter of 27 July 1940 to Harold
Matson in which he asks Matson to read the manuscript of the new novel, adding, “It is ‘original:’
if you fear for past Websterian, not to say Miltonian minor lack of ethics on my part …. It is as
much mine as I know of” (CL 1:342). It is not clear how Lowry expected Matson to follow his
allusion to Rascoe’s claim that Milton was a plagiarist—a charge that, as Lowry put it, might
absolve him a little—but the context is clear enough for readers who have access to both letters.
The allusion to John Webster, however, takes us back to Nordahl Grieg.In her remarkable essay
“Respecting Plagiarism: Tradition, Guilt, and Malcolm Lowry’s ‘Pelagiarist Pen’” (1992), Sherrill
Grace laid the foundation for subsequent studies of plagiarism and intertextuality in Lowry’s
work, including the “intense identification” with another writer that often led him to adopt the
other writer’s identity, “at least for his creative purposes” (466).16 In this article Grace also used
an analysis of Lowry’s September 1931 letter to Grieg, which had only recently been discovered,
not only to explore the Lowry–Grieg relationship but to bring three scholarly books into her study
of Lowry’s imagination. Two are theoretical texts written long after Lowry’s death: Gérard
Genette’s Palimpsestes: La littérature au second degré (1982), which investigates forms of
“transtextuality,” and Michel Schneider’s Voleurs de mots: Essai sur le plagiat, la psychanalyse et
la pensée (1985), a psychoanalytic study with numerous insights into Lowry’s obsession with
plagiarism. The third book, however, is one Lowry had read and had discussed in the letter to
Grieg: Rupert Brooke’s John Webster and the Elizabethan Drama (1916). The letter to Grieg,
written while Lowry was still in Oslo (CL 1:102–06), makes it clear that Grieg had told Lowry of
his plans to go to Cambridge to carry out research for his book De unge døde (Youth Died,
1932), a study of poets who died young: Rupert Brooke, for example, and John Keats. Lowry
mentioned both poets in his letter, but he devoted much more space to Brooke than to Keats, for
his purpose in writing the letter was to make a strong impression on Grieg by demonstrating his
knowledge of Brooke, and particularly of Brooke’s study of John Webster. As he says in the



letter, Lowry had no copy of John Webster and the Elizabethan Drama in Oslo. Thus, his ability
to recall and even quote from Brooke’s writing and from T. S. Eliot’s “Whispers of Immortality” is
indeed impressive, despite the fact (as Chris Ackerley has discovered—see annotations
XVIII.47 and XVIII.49) that much of the letter derives directly from Houston Peterson’s
The Melody of Chaos (1931), which Lowry must have carried with him on his trip to Norway.17
Still, it is clear that Lowry had read Brooke’s study, and his fascination with John Webster and
the Elizabethan Drama makes what Brooke has to say about allegations of plagiarism against
Webster especially interesting for Lowry scholars. Toward the end of his Chapter V, Brooke
draws on recent discoveries of Webster’s sources to comment on Webster’s reworking of
phrases borrowed from other writers. Brooke says it is clear that Webster used notebooks to
record passages from works he read, and later drew on those notebooks for his plays; this
practice, he observes, does not mean that Webster was either a greater or a lesser artist than
other writers, only that he had a poorer memory. Brooke’s argument that complete originality is
an unattainable, even an absurd, goal— “The poet and the dramatist work with words, ideas,
and phrases. It is ridiculous, and shows a wild incomprehension of the principles of literature, to
demand that each should use only his own; every man’s brain is filled by thoughts and words of
other people’s” (Brooke 151)—is similar to Schneider’s point that all literature is intertextual.
Moreover, Brooke argued, great writers use other people’s words imaginatively, and he cited
examples of how “Webster reset other people’s jewels and redoubled their lustre,” even, in one
case, improving a line he borrowed from John Donne (Brooke 152).Although Grace had no
opportunity to see the typescript of In Ballast to the White Sea when she wrote “Respecting
Plagiarism,” she recognized the potential importance of the 1931 letter to Grieg, with its
commentary on Brooke’s study of Webster, in relation to the “lost” novel:Given what we know
about Lowry’s own life and writing, it is possible to see in this letter to Grieg the earliest seeds of
“In Ballast to the White Sea.” Moreover, this letter outlines the “poetic theory” that informed that
work and everything else that Lowry wrote. “In Ballast” represented Lowry’s surrounding of
Grieg’s position as author … by … incorporating Grieg’s text, Grieg’s conversation, Lowry’s
letters to Grieg—and hence Lowry’s construction of his relationship with Grieg—into his own
text. (470)Lowry’s letter to Grieg is directly related to two crucial references to Brooke in the
novel. The first occurs in one of Sigbjørn’s letters to Erikson (Chapter IV):Uprooted and lost
myself I had to find others who had suffered similarly in literature as well as in life which meant
that I could not pass the stage of ‘hysterical identification’ which … is no more than a stage in,
although an important experience of, the adolescence of a creative writer …. I discovered that
my approach to literature had always been the same: I had been devoted more to the idea of
Chatterton and Keats, the idea of their dying young, and to that being the most proper thing a
young writer can do, than to their work; in fact I discovered a further illustration of this in myself
when I suddenly found within myself the same attachment growing for Rupert Brooke, a passion,
in fact, for his death, his fate whereas—although as a man and as a critic I found him worthy of
respect—as a poet he is to my mind something of a cold potato, or could we say perhaps, a



ghost laid by Old Leysians at Byron’s pool? (48, ellipses added)Here, Sigbjørn (Lowry)
introduces the subject of poets who died young, including Brooke, but confesses to being more
interested in the idea of the poet who dies young than in the poems themselves. In this way he
anticipates the subject of the study that Erikson is just then undertaking, or planning to
undertake. This is what most of us would regard as a coincidence: Sigbjørn has no way of
knowing that Erikson plans to come to Cambridge, to his university, even as Sigbjørn hopes
someday to meet with Erikson in Norway; he also has no way of knowing that Erikson shares his
interest in Brooke. For Lowry, however, what appears to be “coincidence” is often a sign of an
underlying affinity, as Ackerley has shown (“Coincidence and Design”).The second reference to
Brooke in the novel occurs much later, when Sigbjørn finally meets Erikson and learns of his
interest in Brooke’s John Webster and the Elizabethan Drama. A note inserted toward the end of
the typescript of In Ballast indicates that Lowry planned to reinforce the connection between his
own experience and Sigbjørn’s by having his character write the very letter that Grace would cite
in her article: “Seated in the Røde Mølle ‘under the geraniums,’ Sigbjørn, drinking sherry and
writing a long letter to Erikson about Rupert Brooke and the Elizabethans, is battling an alcoholic
confusion as to whether a further meeting with the Norwegian writer actually took place.”18 The
evidence of In Ballast confirms what Grace already knew:Brooke’s remarks are such an
uncannily accurate gloss on the methods, preoccupations, and psychology of Lowry that it is not
hard to imagine how Lowry (plagued by his fear of plagiarism from his teens) must have felt
while reading them, or why he would privilege Brooke the interpreter of Marston and Webster
over Brooke the cult poet, and see in the former a vital link between himself and Grieg or
between himself and the great Elizabethan tradition of English literature. (“Respecting
Plagiarism” 472)IV.One final traumatic event in Lowry’s life that was directly related to In Ballast
occurred a few weeks after the fire destroyed his shack and his manuscript: six months after the
fact, Lowry finally heard about Nordahl Grieg’s death. Having escaped from Norway when his
country was invaded by Germany, Grieg died when the RAF bomber in which he had been riding
as an observer was shot down during a raid over Potsdam, Germany. Outside Norway, Grieg
was not well known, and Lowry was living in a remote place, so it is hardly surprising that he
learned of Grieg’s death only much later, when he travelled to Ontario after the fire to stay with
Gerald Noxon. Three years later, writing to John Davenport, Lowry followed a lamentation on the
death of another friend, James Travers, with this description of earlier events: “And Nordahl [is
also dead]—so is my book about him, died with our house June 7th 1944, in flames. We went
East to discover Gerald Noxon doing a broadcast for Free Norway about [Grieg’s] death six
months before; he died on our third wedding anniversary, Dec 2 [1943]” (CL 2:47). For Lowry, the
coincidences (Grieg’s death on the Lowrys’ anniversary and the destruction six months later of
the manuscript that recorded Malcolm’s identification with Grieg) were an ominous
concatenation of events, what he often called the Law of Series. Even if (as I suspect) Lowry
remembered the carbon typescript of In Ballast, Grieg’s death would have given him yet another
reason not to return to a novel that had been intended as a confrontation with, and exorcism of,



his demons.Yet, ultimately, Lowry planned for In Ballast to conclude happily, despite Jan’s
conviction that “the book would end with the cry which epitomized those nightmare visions Malc
both fled and craved: ‘My God! What shall I do without my misery?’” (Gabrial 80).19 That it was
meant to end on a positive note, an affirmation of life rather than a downward spiral, is made
clear by Lowry’s references to In Ballast in his letters. At least as early as 1942 Lowry said he
was writing a trilogy, structured on the Divine Comedy, entitled The Voyage That Never Ends, in
which Under the Volcano was the Inferno; The Last Address or Lunar Caustic or Swinging the
Maelstrom (three names for different versions of a novella set in a psychiatric ward in New York’s
Bellevue Hospital) the Purgatorio; and In Ballast the Paradiso.20 The burning of Lowry’s
Paradiso led to his abandonment of the original idea for The Voyage That Never Ends; later, he
used the same title for a much longer series framed by the two parts of a dream vision, The
Ordeal of Sigbjørn Wilderness, a voyage into death and rebirth that in turn ended positively, with
a simple scene of marital love.21 In a letter to Markson, Lowry said that In Ballast, and thus the
early version of The Voyage as a trilogy, would have had “a triumphant outcome” in which both A
and X (Sigbjørn Tarnmoor and William Erikson) are “realigned on the side of life” (CL 2:420,
428). Moreover, according to Lowry, “with a few exceptions like the brother’s death etc,” In Ballast
was based on events he had lived through (CL 2:428).Since 1965, when the two letters to
Markson about In Ballast were published (as one) in Lowry’s Selected Letters, critics have relied
on these descriptions of his lost novel. By contrast, readers of the present edition who compare
Lowry’s statements with the details in the narrative will find crucial differences: in the surviving
text there is no “stormy love affair with an older woman” for which Sigbjørn risks being sent down
from Cambridge, nor a “gigantic lawsuit” between his father and the Peruvian government, a
“blind medium” who predicts the questions on Sigbjørn’s Dante exam, or a pilgrimage by
Sigbjørn to his mother’s grave (CL 2:418, 419, 426, 427). Of course, this edition records only one
stage in the composition of In Ballast, and it is possible that those details were all taken from
other stages; it is also possible that they are related to the planned revision of In Ballast that
Lowry claimed would have been part of the greatly expanded version of The Voyage That Never
Ends, or even that he invented some details as he wrote to Markson. Other references in the
letter, however, correspond to the text we have, and Lowry’s explanations, although at times
overly complicated and plagued by digressions, are immensely helpful.One crucial scene of In
Ballast that Lowry describes in terms that differ from its presentation in the novel involves the
death of Tor, who is referred to in the letter only as A’s (Sigbjørn’s) brother. According to Lowry,
A, unable to cope with his sense of identification with the Scandinavian writer, X, tells his brother
about his dilemma. The result is that “he—the brother—derides X’s book which enrages A to
such an extent that inadvertently he causes his brother to turn all his venom on himself in a
Dostoievskian scene that leads to the brother’s death” (CL 2:426). In the surviving draft of the
novel Tor does commit suicide, but the tension between the brothers has nothing to do with an
argument about Erikson or his book. On the contrary, Tor tells Sigbjørn, “your experience [of
identification with Erikson] is only an interesting recurrence of an eternal process. But you ought



to get in touch with Erikson just the same” (Chapter I). The letter is also misleading in another
way: Lowry’s claim that the brother’s suicide was one element of the plot that he had invented
(CL 2:428), while basically true, is not the whole truth. For while none of Lowry’s brothers
committed suicide, Tor’s death is based on the unhappy end of Paul Fitte, one of Lowry’s
Cambridge friends.According to the Cambridge Daily News for Saturday, 16 November 1929,
Fitte committed suicide on the previous day by sealing up his room and turning on the gas—
exactly as Tor does in In Ballast.22 Several of Lowry’s unpublished or posthumously published
writings, including October Ferry to Gabriola, Dark as the Grave, and The Ordeal of Sigbjørn
Wilderness, record his enduring sense of guilt over Fitte, who is disguised as Peter Cordwainer
in October Ferry and as Wensleydale elsewhere. In these versions, typically, the protagonist
recalls having treated the Fitte character callously or at least having failed to take a suicide
threat seriously. It is hard to say how much truth there is in this narrative, or for that matter in the
earlier fictionalized version of Fitte’s death: in Charlotte Haldane’s 1932 novel I Bring Not Peace,
where Lowry is only slightly disguised as James Dowd and Fitte as Dennis Carling. Dowd tries to
help Carling deal with a blackmailer, but when Carling threatens suicide, Dowd tells him, “If you
kill yourself … I shall never forgive you” (Haldane 286). Elsewhere (Forests 127) I have
suggested that Lowry’s involvement in Fitte’s death, as he represented it in his fiction, might
have been shaped as much by Haldane’s novel as by Fitte’s suicide itself. It is also quite
possible that the scene in the third chapter of In Ballast, where Tor’s threat of suicide is obviously
serious but Sigbjørn manages to tell himself otherwise, owes as much to I Bring Not Peace as to
Lowry’s personal history with Fitte. If this is another example of Lowry’s art imitating art, then
Tor’s statement that “They’ll find me in the morning: lying, as you put it, all dead. It’s a literary
fashion” takes on another (probably unintended) meaning.Tor’s suicide is not, however, merely a
fictional version of Fitte’s (or Carling’s): it is also a crucial element in the novel’s archetypal
pattern, the journey into death, or winter, followed ultimately by rebirth in spring (the narrative
ends not long after Easter). Tor seems to have been introduced as a character in this novel so
that he can serve as Sigbjørn’s double, or his other self, much as Septimus Smith is Clarissa’s
double in Virginia Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway. In Lowry’s novel, the death of one brother (or one part
of Sigbjørn) allows the other to live. In this respect Tor’s successful suicide bears comparison
with a scene in Dark as the Grave in which Sigbjørn Wilderness cuts his wrist with a razor but is
saved by his wife (DATG 187). The latter scene is based on Lowry’s own attempt to take his life
in January 1946, when the chances that Under the Volcano would be published appeared
remote (Day 350, Bowker 355), but it parallels the In Ballast scene, and Dark as the Grave,
which ends in a vision of the world as a fertile garden, has a pattern of psychological descent
and ascent much like the earlier novel. The turning point of In Ballast occurs when Sigbjørn pulls
himself together after Tor’s suicide and finally makes the journey to Norway that his brother had
recommended. In Dark as the Grave, a different Sigbjørn will pull himself together after his own
suicide attempt and will continue his journey toward regeneration.V.Ultimately, all of these
themes would have been developed, connected, clarified, interwoven in the ideal text of In



Ballast to the White Sea: one written by Malcolm Lowry after several more years of revision,
based either on a manuscript that somehow survived the 1944 fire or on the carbon typescript
entrusted to Emily van der Heim. In all likelihood, the text would have been strikingly different
from the one in this edition, if Lowry’s revisions of In Ballast were as extensive as those that
transformed the 1940 manuscript of Under the Volcano into the brilliant novel published in
1947.23 In the absence of a text revised by Lowry, however, the best possible edition of In
Ballast would have been based directly on the 1936 typescript that Jan Gabrial mentioned in her
memoir when she wrote, “Some 265 pages of In Ballast still survive in carbon” (Gabrial 80). The
1936 typescript of In Ballast was presumably a nearly complete draft of the novel, at least
through seventeen chapters, and somewhat more fully revised than the manuscript whose
submission to Doubleday a year earlier had led to Rascoe’s charges of plagiarism. Above all, it
was Lowry’s work, for better or worse, the last extant version of the novel that he had a chance to
proofread and correct.My expectation when I undertook this project was that the editing would
be relatively straightforward: there would be none of the dilemmas posed by competing theories
of copy text—for example, whether an author’s final manuscript or the first edition of a novel or
poem provides the best evidence of an author’s final intentions, or even whether “final intentions”
should be the primary basis for a scholarly text—nor would more recent debates about the
concept of copy text itself play a crucial role in my approach to the edition. The existence of a
single manuscript for In Ballast would render such questions moot. Yet as soon as I began
looking at the New York Public Library’s Jan Gabrial Papers I realized that the situation was
considerably more complex, challenging, and intriguing than I had expected and that, as far as I
could tell, the editorial problems I faced were unlike those typically addressed in studies of
textual editing. As a result, I have come more and more to appreciate Jerome McGann’s
contention that “the best scholarly editions establish their texts according to a catholic set of
guidelines and priorities whose relative authority shifts and alters under changing
circumstances” (McGann 94). Even more relevant, in my view, is A. E. Housman’s striking
description of the textual critic’s role:[T]extual criticism is not a branch of mathematics, nor
indeed an exact science at all. It deals with a matter not rigid and constant, like lines and
numbers, but fluid and variable; namely the frailties and aberrations of the human mind, and of
its insubordinate servants, the human fingers. … A textual critic engaged upon his business is
not at all like Newton investigating the motions of the planets: he is much more like a dog hunting
for fleas. If a dog hunted for fleas on mathematical principles, basing his researches on statistics
of area and population, he would never catch a flea except by accident. They require to be
treated as individuals; and every problem which presents itself to the textual critic must be
regarded as possibly unique. (Housman 3:1058–59, my ellipsis)A brief description of the primary
materials in the Jan Gabrial Papers that form the basis for this edition will indicate why
Housman’s warning about the need to treat textual problems as individuals rings so true. To
begin with, for the most part, the 265-page carbon typescript that Jan mentioned has
disappeared. All we have left of the 1936 typescript are photocopies of Chapters I, II, IV, and XII



and roughly half a page from Chapter XIV (NYPL 3:1, 3:6); what happened to the rest of the
typescript is unclear.24 There is of course no holograph manuscript for In Ballast, so the only
complete manuscripts are two typescripts (rough and clean copies) edited in 1991 by Jan
Gabrial. The survival of some textual evidence from the 1930s is, however, fortunate, since it
enables us to compare Jan’s edited version with her source, for part of the novel, and to see if
she made any changes other than the correction of errors.The answer is somewhat reassuring,
at least for Lowry scholars who are familiar with the problems associated with such posthumous
publications as the Selected Poems, Selected Letters, Lunar Caustic, Dark as the Grave, and
October Ferry. However, when Jan retyped the earlier manuscript she often made changes in
paragraphing, punctuation, and even phrasing.25 In so doing, she would have been acting in a
manner prescribed, in 1936, by Lowry himself: according to Gordon Bowker, just before the trip
to Mexico Lowry wrote a will in which he made Jan his sole beneficiary and also specified that
she should “try, in her own time, to make something out of the inchoate notes for the novel [In
Ballast] I have left behind on the lines I have sometimes suggested in conversation with
her” (Bowker 202). Although Jan’s intentions were good, the result is that the text differs in many
ways from the one Lowry appears to have intended. The changes are mostly small ones that
have little effect on the narrative as a whole, but often they alter the tone or even the meaning of
a passage.An extreme example of Jan’s revisions may be seen in a paragraph from one of
Sigbjørn’s letters to Erikson in Chapter IV. In the present edition, the passage appears as
follows:Whatever it was therefore, and in the eclecticism of these alternatives its object must in
some way be present by implication, I am left now, as I was three years ago, before ever I went to
sea at all, as most of my generation, a sufferer from , with an unconquerable aspiration towards
a completion, a fulfillment of present existence. And I am left at the stage where it becomes
necessary to set out again— (43)This version of the passage is identical with the 1936
typescript except in minor matters: I have changed Lowry’s to , adding an acute accent over the
alpha, and substituted “left now” for the typescript reading in which “leftnow” is typed as one
word (with a slash inserted by hand to indicate that the words should be separated); at the end
of the quote and elsewhere in the novel I have made a distinction between hyphens and dashes
that Lowry probably assumed a printer would make (he uses hyphens for both); and a double
space before “as most of my generation” has been reduced to a single space.Here is the same
paragraph in Jan’s 1991 typescript:Whatever it was, therefore, and in the eclecticism of these
alternatives, its object must in some way be present by implication, I am now left as I was three
years ago, before I ever went to sea at all, as most of my generation…with an unconquerable
aspiration towards a completion, a fulfillment of present existence. And I am left at the stage
where it becomes necessary to set out again- (NYPL 4:1, 75–76; ellipsis in typescript)Jan added
a comma after “Whatever it was,” deleted one after “I am left now,” and changed “left now” to
“now left”; on the other hand, she did not alter Lowry’s hyphen, or short dash. These are
reasonable editorial decisions, albeit not ones I made. Yet the ellipsis in her typescript, which a
reader might interpret as part of Sigbjørn’s letter to Erikson, covers up a gap that we can



recognize as such only because the 1936 typescript reading is still available. Apparently, Jan
could not read the Greek word that Lowry inserted by hand, and since she had no idea what it
meant she simply eliminated it, along with the rest of the phrase in which Sigbjørn identifies
himself as “a sufferer from .” He means that he is an ascetic, a sufferer from áskēsis or religious
self-discipline. The omission of this part of the passage eliminates not only the element of
áskēsis from the image of himself that Sigbjørn hopes to create but also the intended religious
context for his “unconquerable aspiration towards a completion, a fulfillment of present
existence.” Here, Jan’s omission of part of the text distorts its meaning.In the few chapters for
which we have the 1936 typescript and both of Jan’s 1991 typescripts, this is probably the most
damaging change even though some others involve larger deletions of text. Had the 1936 text
not been preserved for Chapter IV, it would have been impossible to tell that this passage had
been altered: instead, the ellipsis might have been regarded as Lowry’s attempt to represent the
text itself as an edited (or an incomplete) document, or perhaps as Sigbjørn’s acknowledgment
that he has lost his train of thought. If there are similar problems in chapters for which we no
longer have the 1936 typescript, most of the lost or altered text probably cannot be recovered.
Still, at many places in the text it has proved possible to make emendations that restore the
sense of Lowry’s earlier typescript even when we do not have a 1936 typescript for comparison.
Thus, in Chapter VIII, as Sigbjørn and his father play golf, the 1991 typescript tells us, “Dark
clouds were blowing up from the sea, from the point of air: beyond, on the other side of the river
in Flintshire, the Welsh mountains loomed leaden-grey” (NYPL 4:3, 233). Perhaps “the point of
air” makes sense in another context, but in a scene in which someone stands on a golf course
on the Wirral, looking across the Dee toward the Welsh mountains, it is clearly an error for Point
of Ayr, the Welsh peninsula just north of Flintshire. Jan’s unfamiliarity with places named in the
novel led to other such errors in her typescript, many of which have been spotted through the
annotations. In such cases, we can reasonably assume that Lowry would have corrected the
names, or at least that he would have wanted an editor to do so.The principles of emendation
followed in this edition are described in the Textual Notes. Here, it will suffice to say that in
general I have kept in mind G. Thomas Tanselle’s warning that although even unpublished
literary works normally should be edited as if they were intended for publication, “there are
borderline cases: deciding, for instance, whether the manuscript of an unpublished novel is
finished enough to serve as the basis for a critical edition or whether it is so rough and
fragmentary that it must be regarded as a private paper” (“Texts” 17).26 Given that the basis of
this edition is, ultimately, a revision of a manuscript that Lowry submitted to Doubleday—albeit
with disastrous results—it would seem to fall into the first category, but the typescript is also
clearly that of a work in progress, so a scholarly edition of the novel should not regularize its
features in ways that would make it seem far more “finished” than it actually is. For example,
Lowry used more than one system to represent dialogue and quotations in this novel, an
inconsistency that is evident in the remnants of the 1936 typescript. In the first two chapters
dialogue is introduced by dashes (or by hyphens); there are no quotations in Chapter I, but in II



there are a few quotations, all of them enclosed within single (British) quotation marks. There is
no dialogue in Chapter IV, but, in the early part of the chapter, quotations, including single words
treated as quotations, are placed within double (American) quotation marks. Later, however, the
quotations (all brief, mostly single words) are placed within single quotation marks. The
typescript of Chapter XII and the partial page from Chapter XIV use double quotation marks
throughout, except that on one copy of a page from XII (the file has two copies of some pages
from that chapter) Lowry added, by hand, a brief dialogue—using single quotation marks. Since
there is no strong evidence that one system of punctuating dialogue should be used throughout
the text, the inconsistency has been retained in the edition, with exceptions for obvious errors
such as a quotation that begins with a double and concludes with a single quotation
mark.Likewise, the epigraphs to chapters of In Ballast have generally been allowed to stand as
they are presented in the 1991 typescript except when an erroneous transcription obscures the
epigraph’s meaning or its relation to the main text.27 This is most obviously the case with the
epigraph for Chapter XV, a passage from Melville’s Moby-Dick which in Jan’s typescript reads,
“Forehead to forehead I meet thee this time, Moby Dick!” In this edition the epigraph has been
emended to the phrasing in the novel itself: “Forehead to forehead I meet thee, this third time,
Moby Dick!” (Chapter CXXXV). Jan’s reduction of “I meet thee, this third time” to “I meet thee this
time” seems a small matter, and her reading would have been allowed to stand if it were likely
that this was Lowry’s preference. However, Lowry almost certainly used the Melville passage as
an epigraph in that place in the novel to signal the theme of recurrence, which continues with the
chapter’s first two sentences, each of which begins with the words “Once more.” Jan’s omission
of “third” was probably inadvertent, and in any case it obscures the relationship of epigraph to
chapter.On the other hand, the erroneous attribution of Chapter IV’s epigraph to C. K. Ogden
and I. A. Richards has been allowed to stand in the text itself while being corrected in a textual
note. The reason for this decision is complex, and some background is necessary. Of the four
chapters for which we have the 1936 typescript, this is the only one that has an epigraph; but
instead of being part of the typescript itself, this one is written in Jan’s hand on a separate page.
We do not have a manuscript, notebook, or other document that authorizes the use of this
epigraph, or any other, in the novel, but there is little doubt that Lowry chose the epigraphs: they
are typically derived from works by authors to whom he was attracted, and they reflect the
eclectic range of interests he brought to all of his fiction. In this case, the ultimate source of the
epigraph is not a work by Ogden and Richards. Rather, the epigraph comes from the
introduction by F. G. Crookshank to Charles Blondel’s The Troubled Conscience and the Insane
Mind, a volume with translations of two long papers, originally published in French, by Blondel, a
professor of psychology at the University of Strasbourg. In his introduction Crookshank explains
that “Blondel’s persistent use of the French word conscience” in the context of “right and wrong
in the sphere of intellect rather than … in the sphere of morality, or ethics” might pose problems
for English readers. Even so, he notes that modern psychological theory is consistent in some
respects with the English emphasis on morality, as in the position of “[Joseph] Butler, in his



famous First Sermon [who] lays it down that we were made for society and to promote the
happiness thereof just as we are intended to take care of our own life and health and private
good” (Crookshank 14–15).28 Soon after, Crookshank writes:So, after all, there may be
fundamentally something more in common between the eighteenth-century Anglican bishop
[Butler] and the twentieth-century psychologist at Strasbourg than an academician would—very
properly—be disposed to allow. In fact, to use the terminology of Messrs. Ogden and Richards
(in the Meaning of Meaning) two observers remote in time and space, each subservient to
special social experiences and languages, while observing the same set of referents, have
come to construct vastly differing references and yet, ultimately, to approximate very closely in
matter of verbal symbolization. (15–16)As to how a passage that refers to Ogden and Richards
came to be attributed to them, my best guess, at this point, is that Lowry quoted it (from “two
observers” to the end) in a notebook and added a note about its connection with Ogden and
Richards—a note that he (or, more likely, Jan) later misinterpreted as indicating that they were
the authors of the passage, not that it used the terminology of their book The Meaning of
Meaning. In any case, the error will be identified, and the true author of the epigraph (which
begins, “Two observers”) named, in a textual note, but the epigraph will not be corrected in the
text itself. Instead, the misattribution will be allowed to stand as a reminder that the current
edition cannot be fully “corrected” because it is the product of earlier documents, including notes
and drafts that might at times have been unreliable and that, for the most part, have been lost
forever.29In addition to the epigraphs there is other evidence that when Jan began retyping the
manuscript she had access both to the 1936 typescript of In Ballast and to other papers whose
exact nature can no longer be determined. The conversation toward the end of Chapter XIV
provides us with another small piece of evidence: when Sigbjørn expresses surprise at how few
people have been arrested for drunkenness at Easter, Constable Jump answers, “Celebrating
the birth of a royal babe exhausted them at Christmas.” The passage refers to the birth on 25
December 1936 of Princess Alexandra (later the Honourable Lady Ogilvy), a granddaughter of
King George V. Lowry’s reference is quite clear, but the passage could not have been included in
the typescript that he left with his mother-in-law when he and Jan departed for Mexico several
months before the birth of this particular royal babe. Most likely, the passage was written while
the Lowrys were both in Mexico at the end of 1936 or in 1937, a time when the birth would have
been in the news. Jan says that in September 1938, while she and Malcolm were both living
(separately) in the Los Angeles area, Benjamin Parks, an attorney working for Lowry’s father,
had Lowry admitted to a sanatorium. After three weeks Lowry wrote to her, seeking pity and
mentioning “the loss of In Ballast together with its notes (sent registered and insured from
Mexico)” (Gabrial 189–90). She does not specify what later became of those notes, but if she
had access to them, that might explain not only the epigraphs but the “royal babe” reference.The
folder with Jan’s first printout of the final chapter also contains a typescript entitled “Notes for
Last Three Chapters of In Ballast (from Malcolm Lowry),” the title indicating that the typescript is
based on Lowry’s own notes. Much of the final chapter, numbered XVIII in this edition, is based



on that typescript, whose notes in turn are at least partly derived from documents that cannot
have been part of the 1936 typescript or left with Jan’s mother along with it. On pages 8–9 of the
1991 typescript Jan pointed to a major source for the notes that follow: “From Malcolm’s notes
on In Ballast as discussed with a Dr. Hippolyte in Haiti.” This is both revealing and misleading. Dr.
Hippolyte, a character in Lowry’s Dark as the Grave Wherein My Friend Is Laid, is indeed
Haitian, but the scene described here is set in Cuernavaca, Mexico.30 Dark as the Grave is
based on Lowry’s second trip to Mexico (1945–1946), with his second wife, Margerie. In the
novel, Sigbjørn Wilderness returns with his second wife, Primrose, to the scene of his
unpublished novel The Valley of the Shadow of Death (Under the Volcano) and is haunted by
reminders of his past. Not that he does much to try to put the past behind him: packed in his
luggage are “fragments of manuscript, piles of it, even burned and unintelligent manuscript that
Sigbjørn could never hope to put together again but which, equally, seemed too precious to be
left behind, or to be trusted with anyone else.” These fragments include “the burned remnants of
the manuscripts of In Ballast to the White Sea … that had once contained his portrait of
Erikson” (DATG 34).Jan probably read the published text of Dark as the Grave, as edited by
Douglas Day and Margerie Lowry, but she would not have found the scene she mentions in that
version of the novel since the editors deleted it from their text. The scene does appear, however,
in the typescript of the novel in the Malcolm Lowry Archive at the University of British Columbia
Library (UBC 9:5, 345–52). Either Jan read Lowry’s manuscripts for Dark as the Grave in
Vancouver (unlikely but, I suppose, possible) or someone provided her with photocopies from
the archive that she drew on for her notes on the ending of In Ballast. These manuscripts were
not her only source—there are pages that I cannot trace to an archival document—but the
incorporation of this material into the most nearly complete typescript we have for In Ballast
raises the question whether or not to include in an edition of the novel passages that exist only
as a result of Lowry’s attempt, in his later fiction, to come to terms with the loss of In Ballast by
passing that loss on to his protagonist and then letting the character find a way of coping with
the guilt Lowry associated with his doomed novel. Lowry’s life was so entangled with his works,
and his works with one another, that editorial problems of this sort are probably inevitable. In any
event, I have included the notes and drafts that Jan adapted from Dark as the Grave and from
other sources that are not yet identified. These passages are part of the textual history of In
Ballast even if they were composed with other ends in mind.31My intention has been to produce
a text as close as possible to the one Conrad Aiken read during a trip to Mexico in May and June
1937, a book he described in glowing terms:I’m reading Malcolm’s really remarkable new novel,
unpublished, very queer, very profound, very twisted, wonderfully rich—In Ballast to the White
Sea. Gosh, the fellow’s got genius—such a brilliant egocentric nonstop selfanalysis, and such a
magnificent fountain, inexhaustible, of projected self-love I never did see. Wonderful. Too much
of it, and directionless, but for sheer tactile richness and beauty of prose texture a joy to swim in.
(Selected Letters of Conrad Aiken 218)The (re)creation of this text has remained my goal, but of
course it is an unrealizable one, since many chapters of the novel as it then stood are available



only through Jan’s 1991 typescripts, which simultaneously preserve and transform Lowry’s text.
Those typescripts are the only possible starting point for an edition of In Ballast, since there is no
other text available for most of the chapters. However, the clear evidence that Jan made
changes in the text and that she introduced versions of passages that Lowry wrote for a later
novel into this one, as a substitute for parts of In Ballast that had been lost (or perhaps had never
been written to begin with), means that in many cases the decision whether or not to emend the
typescript has depended on my subjective sense of what seemed the more likely reading, one
consistent with this work or Lowry’s corpus as a whole.The indeterminacy of Lowry’s text, at
least at some points, has been considerably reduced by the annotations, and by consultation
with notebooks and draft materials for In Ballast at the University of British Columbia. This is not
to say that readings that support interpretations developed in the annotations have been
favoured, only that the annotations have necessarily been taken into consideration. Two
examples may be cited from the opening chapter, the first being the epigraph, attributed to
Rainer Maria Rilke: “Perhaps we always nocturnally retrace the stretch we have won wearily in
the summer sun.” Since the 1936 typescript has no epigraphs, I have followed the 1991 reading,
which is either misquoted or altered from the first page of M. D. Herter Norton’s 1932 translation
of Die Weise von Liebe und Tod des Cornets Christoph Rilke as The Tale of the Love and Death
of Cornet Christopher Rilke: “Perhaps we always nocturnally retrace the stretch we have won
wearily in the foreign sun? It is possible. The sun is heavy, as deep in summer at home. But we
took our leave in summer” (Rilke 11). Rilke’s reference to a foreign sun might make more sense,
thematically, than the typescript’s reference to a summer sun, if we connect it to Sigbjørn’s
childhood in Norway, and the alteration of “foreign” to “summer” might be attributed to eyeskip,
given that “summer” appears twice in the next few lines. Yet apart from the substitution of a
period for the question mark, Lowry copied “Perhaps we always nocturnally retrace the stretch
we have won wearily in the foreign sun” correctly into one of his notebooks for In Ballast, as
Ackerley indicates in his annotation.32 The fact that Lowry copied only this one sentence into
the notebook means that if the notebook rather than the Rilke text itself was the immediate
source for the epigraph, the substitution of “summer” for “foreign” cannot have been due to
eyeskip. In this case, it appears likely that Lowry deliberately altered Rilke’s line, and the
alteration has therefore been allowed to stand.An equally problematic passage in the 1991
typescript is this paragraph from Chapter I:Or, was it as if each had to face the world separately
once again, with the icy courage childhood brings to the first walk alone? (Who can say who
guards him? What dangers threaten that white head in his first tremulous setting forth?) (NYPL
4:1, 4)In the present edition, the 1936 reading, in which the passage consisted of two short
paragraphs, has been followed:Or it was as if each had to face separately again, the world, with
the icy courage childhood brings to the first walk alone.Who can say who guards him? What
dangers threaten that white head in his first tremulous setting out? (NYPL 3:1, 3)Jan’s revisions
of the earlier reading are extensive: among other things, she changed the first sentence to a
question, making it parallel with the other sentences; she also collapsed two related paragraphs



into one, and then—perhaps to retain the distinction between the first sentence and the other two
—she placed the last two sentences within parentheses. These and other changes are
defensible if the aim is to improve the passage rather than to present it, to the extent that it is
possible, just as Lowry wrote it, or intended to write it. Yet it is the final change in the passage,
Jan’s substitution of “setting forth” for Lowry’s “setting out,” that gave me pause, for Jan probably
assumed (as I do) that Lowry intended an allusion to W. B. Yeats’s “Among School Children,” in
which Yeats wondered whether a young mother who could imagine her baby son as an old man
would still regard him as “A compensation for the pang of his birth, / Or the uncertainty of his
setting forth.” The allusion to Yeats is of course more obvious in the 1991 than in the 1936
typescript, but I have very reluctantly restored the 1936 reading on the grounds that there is no
evidence that “setting out” was erroneous or that Lowry planned to change it to “setting forth.” I
still believe Lowry had Yeats in mind (Lowry’s “white head” is the counterpart to the “sixty or
more winters on its head” that Yeats imagines have turned the baby into an old man) and that
Jan improved the passage, but all I can do is to attempt to restore the text, as much as possible,
to readings that are traceable to Lowry himself. The irony, of course, is that Lowry incorporated
so many writings of other authors into his text that distinguishing his writing from theirs is often
quite difficult. The parallel processes of editing and annotating this text have pointed repeatedly
to the element of indeterminacy in the novel, an element that renders absurd any claim for the
“definitive” status of an edition of In Ballast.Both the larger history of In Ballast and the
indeterminacies I have described are related to the dilemma of the artist as described by
Sigbjørn Wilderness in a scene in Dark as the Grave that reflects Lowry’s anxieties after the fire
destroyed his copy of In Ballast to the White Sea. Sigbjørn compares an author who is
composing a literary work to “a man continually pushing his way through blinding smoke in an
effort to rescue some precious objects from a burning building.” The building, he says,
represents “the work of art in question, long since perfect in the mind, and only rendered a
vehicle of destruction by the effort to realize it, to transmute it upon paper”; moreover, the writer
who returns to his creation after a night’s sleep finds it has changed, like a house in which,
during the night, “invisible workmen” replace a stringer with “one of inferior quality” (DATG 154–
55). When Dr. Hippolyte suggests that his attempt “to get too much in” his book is the source of
his problems and that “A little more selectivity might be in order,” Sigbjørn asks, “suppose that
you were in my position, haunted at every moment that a fire or some other disaster would step
in and destroy what you have already so laboriously created before you have a chance to get it
into some reasonably permanent form … would you not tend also to ‘get too much in’ … on the
basis that it’s better to get too much in than to get too little out[?]” (DATG 156). The relevance of
this discussion to In Ballast is evident from the references to fire, but anyone who reads the
novel will also recognize Lowry’s aesthetic of excess, his habitual attempt to “get too much in” for
fear of getting “too little out.” This pattern is particularly evident in the many allusions, all of them
at least potentially symbolic, within his narrative. When we also consider Lowry’s anxieties about
having his text changed by “invisible workmen” and the inevitable deterioration of an ideal work



from the perfect form it assumes in the mind to the debased condition of a work committed to
paper, along with those related to Nordahl Grieg, Paul Fitte, and Burton Rascoe, what seems
most miraculous is that somehow, in whatever form, In Ballast to the White Sea has survived at
all, and is now available for us to read and to compare with his other major projects of the late
1930s and early 1940s: The Last Address / Swinging the Maelstrom and the 1940 text of Under
the Volcano.NOTES1. This discussion, and much more, was omitted from the published
version of Dark as the Grave.2. Jan’s given name was Janine Vanderheim, according to the
biographical note for the NYPL Jan Gabrial Papers, which is probably based on Gordon
Bowker’s biography (153); Sherrill Grace’s note in her edition of Lowry’s letters cites Jan’s name
at birth as Jennie Bermingham van der Heim (CL 1:121 n1). In her memoir Jan spells the family
name “van der Heim” and says that she adopted the name “Jan Gabrial” as a stage name while
acting in summer stock (Gabrial 11).3. Vik Doyen’s critical edition of Lowry’s Swinging the
Maelstrom, the significantly different later version of The Last Address, includes the earlier story
as an appendix.4. Jan Gabrial Papers, New York Public Library (NYPL 1:2).5. It seems
strangely prophetic of the 1944 fire that in a scene from In Ballast Sigbjørn hands his own
manuscript to his girlfriend Nina, who was based loosely on Jan, and tells her, “And before I
forget it, here’s the manuscript of my novel. I didn’t know whether to burn it or to give it to you.”
Nina answers, “Why thank you! Why that’s like Hedda Gabler all over again, too.” The possible
burning of Sigbjørn’s manuscript, which Nina compares to Hedda Gabler’s burning of Eilert
Løvborg’s manuscript, foreshadows other burnings as well: most notably, in Under the Volcano,
Laruelle’s burning of the Consul’s letter (end of Chapter 1) and Yvonne’s hallucination of the
Consul’s burning book (end of Chapter 11).6. In June 1951 Lowry wrote to Markson,
“Ultramarine is very fortunately out of print (was never really printed as it was meant to be) and is
an absolute flop and abortion and of no interest to you unless you want to hurt my feelings” (CL
2:401). Lowry’s anxiety over Ultramarine was related to Burton Rascoe’s charge of
plagiarism.7. Jan probably learned about the 1944 fire and the loss of In Ballast much later,
from Lowry’s Selected Letters (1965), Dark as the Grave (1968), or Douglas Day’s biography of
Lowry (1973). Even then she kept the secret to herself, although she later told Gordon Bowker,
Lowry’s second biographer, and Sherrill Grace, who edited Lowry’s letters, asking them not to
reveal the existence of the typescript. Only in 1997, when Jan allowed excerpts from her memoir
to be read at the Malcolm Lowry conference (University of Toronto), could Grace reveal that a
draft of In Ballast still existed (see Grace, “Three Letters Home” 25n7.). I suspect that one of
Jan’s motives for not disclosing the survival of an In Ballast manuscript for so long was to keep it
from Margerie Lowry, who might have wanted to edit the novel for publication and, as Lowry’s
widow, might have had a legal right to do so.8. The phrase also appears at the end of Lowry’s
story “On Board the West Hardaway,” which he adapted from Chapters I and V of Ultramarine
(P&S 35), and in the title of one of his poems and the first line of another (CP 99, 107).9. In a
draft of Dark as the Grave Lowry again connected his identification with Grieg (whom he
renamed Guldbransen) with the theme of von Scholz’s Der Wettlauf mit dem Schatten (UBC 9:5,



355–56). I am indebted to Frank Stringfellow, who found the passage in which Dr. Martins,
having encountered a Stranger who believes his life is told in a novel Martins is writing, says,
“Goethe hat mal notiert, ihm begegneten immer mehr seine Gestalten” (“Goethe once noted
down that he was encountering his characters more and more”). What Lowry and Sigbjørn
“know” about the statement attributed to Goethe seems to have been what was said in the
English-language performance of The Race with a Shadow that each saw—Lowry in London,
Sigbjørn in Cambridge.10. Jan Gabrial Papers, New York Public Library (NYPL 2:11). Jan’s
suggested date of 1934 is confirmed by references to Lowry’s marriage (January 1934) and to
the publication a year earlier of Ultramarine (1933). Lowry gives his address as “Eure et Loire
[sic] Near Chartres,” at the Hotel du Pont St. Prést, from which he also sent Sylvia Beach a letter
that Grace dates to June 1934 (CL 1:152).11. Schneider 16 (“vue sous un certain angle,
l’histoire de la littérature est l’histoire des répétitions, du déjà écrit”), 311 (“L’intertextualité … non
seulement affecte l’écriture littéraire, mais la constitue”). Schneider also describes every author
as “in debt, not to the literary past but to his memory of it” (“Chaque auteur est en dette, non du
passé de la littérature, mais de la mémoire qu’il en a”; Schneider 320). Christopher Ricks, who
argues that it is easier to define plagiarism than to identify instances of it (150–51), nonetheless
says that “if credited, allusion is a defence that must stanch the accusation of
plagiarism” (160).12. Lorenz 73, 87, 103, 125. On the Lowry–Aiken relationship see the
biographies by Day and Bowker, passim; Sugars’s edition of the Aiken–Lowry letters; Durrant;
Grace, Voyage 123–27, 142–43; and McCarthy, Forests 20–24, 132–33. In a 1960 letter Aiken
reported that he had just looked at the manuscripts for Ultramarine and had found “the
description of the eating of the father’s skeleton [in Great Circle], copied out in Malc’s neat
pencilling—an appropriate appropriation!” (Selected Letters of Conrad Aiken 307).13. Studies of
Rascoe’s allegations began in 1973 with Vik Doyen’s dissertation, “Fighting the Albatross of Self:
A Genetic Study of the Literary Work of Malcolm Lowry” (46–47, 213–17). Doyen compared
Rascoe’s annotated copy of Ultramarine, in the Burton Rascoe Collection at the University of
Pennsylvania, with the text of Rascoe’s story and found that Lowry borrowed from “What Is
Love?” a passage that plays on lines from Ralph Waldo Emerson’s “Friendship” and Lewis
Carroll’s Through the Looking-Glass (“The rooty drop of manly blood the surging sea outweighs;
the world uncertain comes and goes, the lover rooty stays. Beware the pretty face my son and
shun the scrumptious chatter-box”) and two Latin quotations: “post coitum omnia animalia triste
est. Omnia?” (an abbreviation of the adage post coitum omne animal triste est sive gallus et
mulier, “after sex all animals are sad except the rooster and the woman”) and “supinus pertundo
tunicam” (from Catullus’s Poem 32, “nam pransus iaceo et satur supinus / pertundo tunicamque
palliumque,” a risqué passage translated by Swanson as “I’m lying, filled with what I ate, /
watching my tunic stand up straight”). “What Is Love?” 718, 722; for Lowry’s versions, see
Ultramarine 158 and 169 (1933 edition), 118, 125 (1962 edition). On Rascoe, see also Bowker
192–94, Gabrial 79–80, and McCarthy, Forests, 28–29, 220–221.14. UBC 3:13; photocopy of
letter from the Burton Rascoe Collection. Rascoe’s letter to “Edward” was accompanied by



Lowry’s letter to Rascoe (19 May 1940), on the recto and verso of which Rascoe typed a note,
more than three times the length of Lowry’s letter, characterizing what Lowry wrote as “a curious
letter, showing at once a deliberate attempt to put into writing a falsehood and an evasion
regarding a deliberate and conscious plagiarism” and claiming that Lowry took “whole
paragraphs, word for word” from his story. (Lowry did no such thing.) For Lowry’s letter, which I
discuss in this introduction, and an extensive excerpt from Rascoe’s note, see CL 1:329–31.15.
Since the surviving chapters of the 1936 typescript have no epigraphs except for one that Jan
apparently added later, there were probably no epigraphs in the 1935 typescript that Rascoe
saw.16. On Lowry and plagiarism see also Grace, “Thoughts,” “Play’s,” and CL 1:xxii–xxiv;
McCarthy, Forests; Schneider, 93, 296–99, 301–302, 352; Sugars, “Recuperating Authority”;
Vice, “Self-Consciousness” 162–70 and “Postmodern” 128–31. On Lowry’s resentment at
charges that he was a derivative writer and his work an “anthology,” or what he called a
“cento” (CL 1:116), see McCarthy, “Totality.”17. In a letter to Aiken three months earlier, Lowry
said he had passed the first part of the English Tripos with “a fairly good essay on Truth & Poetry”
in which he quoted Aiken as well as “Poe and the Melody of Chaos” (CL 1:95).18. Cf. Lowry’s
1931 letter to Grieg: “I was actually thinking out a letter to you when I met you in the Red Mill: and
now can’t be altogether sure about the meeting: it might have been imagination” (CL 1:102).19.
Jan made the same assertion in her “Introductory Notes to In Ballast to the White Sea,” a six-
page typescript collected in the Jan Gabrial Papers (NYPL 2:6).20. See Lowry’s May and August
1942 letters to his father and to Margerie’s sister and mother, as well as his June 1945 and
January and June 1946 letters to his British publisher, Jonathan Cape, and his American editor,
Albert Erskine (CL 1:396, 407, 479, 503–504, 580).21. For commentaries on The Voyage That
Never Ends and The Ordeal of Sigbjørn Wilderness, see especially Grace, Voyage 6–11 and
McCarthy, Forests 117–30. In the “Work in Progress” statement that Lowry sent to Harold
Matson in 1951, Lowry indicates that the “untitled sea novel” he planned to include in the
sequence would be “a complete rewriting” of Ultramarine (which he does not name but refers to
as “a twelfth rate and derivative and altogether unmentionable early novel of mine”) along with
“what can be salved in memory” of In Ballast to the White Sea (“Work in Progress” 73).22.
“Suicide of Cambridge Freshman,” photocopy, UBC 36:16. On Fitte’s suicide see especially
Bradbrook 113–16, 161–62; Doyen, “Fighting the Albatross” 15–16; Bowker 97–100, 190, 568;
and Gabrial 76–77, 157.23. The 1940 text of Under the Volcano was published in a limited
edition by Paul Tiessen and Miguel Mota, who are now preparing a scholarly edition of the text
with annotations by Chris Ackerley. Frederick Asals’s The Making of Malcolm Lowry’s “Under the
Volcano” is essential reading for anyone interested in Lowry’s revisions.24. In 2009 Jan Gabrial’s
attorney, Stephen W. Kramer, verified that all of the papers related to In Ballast that were in Jan’s
possession when she died were donated to the New York Public Library.25. It might be worth
noting that Jan almost certainly typed the 1936 In Ballast as well, since Lowry’s attempts at
typing were usually restricted to rough drafts. On Lowry’s resistance to the use of typewriters,
see Wutz.26. See also Tanselle’s astute observation that “if we wish to experience the texts of



works (or versions), and not simply the texts of documents, we must leave the certainty
(or relative certainty) of the documentary texts for the uncertainty of our
reconstructions” (“Editing” 259).27. Comparisons of the epigraphs with their sources may be
found in the Textual Notes.28. Crookshank does not further identity Butler or his sermon, but his
reference is clearly to “Sermon I: Upon Humane Nature” by Joseph Butler (1692–1752). Lowry
also mined Crookshank’s introduction for a passage in Chapter XVI dealing with cenesthesia,
which Lowry changed to cinesthesia. (Thanks to David Large for tracing the epigraph to
Blondel’s book.)29. The same principle has been followed with the epigraph to Chapter XVI, a
passage from Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus that Lowry attributed to Ben Jonson.30. In Dark as the
Grave, Lowry writes that “Dr. Hippolyte was a Haitian, had been the Haitian chargé d’affaires in
Mexico at one time, but for some reason had not returned and still lived in Cuernavaca” (DATG
147). In La Mordida he is named Dr. Amann.31. Jan’s addition of material from Dark as the
Grave into the typescript for In Ballast inadvertently points to the close connection between
these two novels: the feeling that one is inside a novel is a theme in both works, and in each
there are significant references to Melville’s Redburn, Julian Green’s The Dark Journey, and
Arthur Schnitzler’s Flight into Darkness, along with other novels. Sigbjørn Wilderness shares a
name with Sigbjørn Tarnmoor, and as the Lowry surrogate in Dark as the Grave the later
protagonist becomes the fictional author of In Ballast. The extensive discussion of the lost novel
in the manuscripts for Dark as the Grave may be part of what Lowry meant when he told
Markson that In Ballast was “incorporated hypothetically” in The Voyage that Never Ends.32.
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53–75.IntroductionI.In August 1952 Malcolm Lowry told his editor, Albert Erskine, that the
manuscript of his unpublished novel Dark as the Grave Wherein My Friend Is Laid had been
“deposited in the bank,” adding, “it hadn’t occurred to me till very recently that there were things
called safety deposit boxes”; three months later he assured Erskine that two more works in
progress, La Mordida and The Ordeal of Sigbjørn Wilderness, would be deposited the next day
(CL 2:593, 608). In safeguarding these manuscripts Lowry demonstrated that he had finally
learned a lesson that should have been impressed upon him two decades earlier when the
typescript of his first novel, Ultramarine (1933), was stolen along with the briefcase in which an
editor for Chatto & Windus had placed it. Although Lowry had not retained a carbon copy, the
book was unexpectedly rescued by his friend Martin Case, who had held onto a late draft that its
author had discarded (Day 158–60; Bowker 143–44). Even after this experience, however, Lowry
would suffer another, far more traumatic, loss of a manuscript long before he finally began to rely
on “safety deposit boxes.”On the morning of 7 June 1944 a fire broke out in the squatter’s shack
in British Columbia where Lowry and his second wife, Margerie, had lived for three years. They
managed to rescue most of his papers, including manuscripts for Under the Volcano, but all that
remained of another novel, In Ballast to the White Sea, were the few papers now stored in Box
12, Folders 14 and 15, of the University of British Columbia’s Malcolm Lowry Archive: two small
notebooks with preliminary notes for In Ballast, the first two pages of a 1936 typescript, a
notebook with an earlier draft of Chapters I and II, and several small, circular pieces of charred
paper from a handwritten draft and another typescript, both otherwise lost. Lowry never
attempted to recreate the novel; instead, he mourned its loss and, in time, romanticized it as a
(potentially) great book, its destruction one of the central tragedies of his life. He also referred to
In Ballast and the fire in later writings, notably Dark as the Grave, whose drafts (also at the
University of British Columbia) include a long discussion by the protagonist, Sigbjørn
Wilderness, of his own lost novel, also called In Ballast to the White Sea (UBC 9:5, 341–59).1
In their discussions of Lowry’s work, critics have relied mainly on these materials and two letters
that Lowry sent in August 1951 to David Markson, who was then writing a master’s thesis on
Under the Volcano (CL 2:417–20, 423–30). In the first letter he told Markson that In Ballast was



“once the sort of Paradiso of the trilogy of which the Volcano was the first, or ‘Inferno’ section”
and claimed that it was “now incorporated hypothetically elsewhere in the whole bolus of 5 books
— I think—to be called The Voyage that Never Ends” (CL 2:417). Despite Lowry’s intriguing
plans to include a new version of In Ballast in this projected sequence of books, there is no
evidence that he spent any time on that act of reconstruction.Yet during the years when Lowry
told one and all that the only draft of his second novel had been lost there was someone who
knew otherwise, much as Martin Case had when the manuscript of Ultramarine was stolen. That
was Lowry’s ex-wife Jan Gabrial, an American whom he had met in Granada, Spain (summer
1933), married in Paris (January 1934), and followed to New York (August 1934). Two years
later, when they left for an extended stay in Mexico, Lowry and Jan entrusted a carbon copy of In
Ballast to her mother, Emily van der Heim.2 Although the trip was planned, in part, to save their
marriage, by December 1937 the Lowrys’ relationship had deteriorated so much that Jan moved
to Los Angeles. Lowry followed in July 1938 and remained for almost a year before moving to
Vancouver, soon to be joined by Margerie Bonner, whom he had met in Los Angeles; they
married at the end of 1940, a month after he and Jan were divorced. Lowry and Jan never met or
spoke after he left Los Angeles, and he rebuffed her attempts to remain on friendly terms. A few
months before the divorce, when Jan wrote to say she might visit Vancouver and would like to
see him, he responded curtly, implied (unfairly) that she had used his work as the basis for a
story she had published, and refused to see her. Her reply (Gabrial 197–98) was, it appears, the
end of their correspondence.In her memoir Inside the Volcano, Jan says that she almost
contacted Lowry in 1947, after he published Under the Volcano, but she was deterred by “the
thought that he might view my letter … as self-serving, even opportunistic, and … by the
memory of his final harsh, accusatory note” (Gabrial 198). In fact, she did write such a “letter”: a
message typed on a postcard with a picture of a Diego Rivera fresco on the other side. Jan
congratulated “the big cat”—a pet name for Lowry—on the success of Under the Volcano, which
she had read three times, and she called the novel “a shattering and miraculous and beautiful
and very great book.” She also expressed hope that both In Ballast to the White Sea and The
Last Address (the early title for a novella that was posthumously published, in a badly patched
together edition, under the title Lunar Caustic) would soon be published.3 Having written this
tribute to Lowry’s work, however, Jan scribbled over it and set it aside, her dread of a negative
response outweighing her desire to congratulate him.4Had Jan sent her message of
congratulations it is conceivable, although far from certain, that Lowry would have answered and
would have told her about the loss of In Ballast. In that case, surely Jan would have remembered
having left a typescript at her mother’s house eleven years earlier and would have reminded him
that the book was not irrevocably lost. Yet it is also quite possible that even as he wrote letters to
David Markson about his “lost” novel Lowry himself remembered having given his former mother-
in-law a full copy of In Ballast, as it then stood, eight years before the fire. Of course there is no
way of knowing for certain, but I believe that Lowry did in fact remember, and that he preferred
the legend of the tragically burnt novel5 to the difficulties of revising an incomplete typescript



without access to his later revisions (even if they were not extensive). Another, more intractable,
difficulty was that since In Ballast was shaped by the politics of mid-1930s Europe it would have
required considerable rewriting to accommodate the very different world situation of the
mid-1940s. Lowry could also have had personal reasons for not returning to the project: he might
have wanted to avoid angering his rather volatile second wife by making contact with his first
wife or her mother, even over such an important matter, and he clearly wanted to break with his
own past and with a novel that was closely associated with Ultramarine, which by then he had
disowned.6 Whatever the reason, if Lowry remembered the earlier draft of In Ballast to the White
Sea, he seems to have told no one.7II.In its focus on the development of an artist figure, In
Ballast to the White Sea is a modernist Künstlerroman in the tradition of Mann’s Tonio Kröger (to
which one of the characters alludes in Chapter V), Proust’s In Search of Lost Time, Joyce’s
A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, and Lawrence’s Sons and Lovers. However, it differs
from these familiar examples in several ways, one being that In Ballast does not follow the life of
its protagonist, Sigbjørn Hansen-Tarnmoor, over the course of many years but focuses on his
response to a crisis, or series of crises, over a few months. In this way it resembles Ultramarine,
for which it was conceived as a sequel and justification. Like Dana Hilliot in Ultramarine, Sigbjørn
struggles with issues of authenticity and originality; moreover, Dana and Sigbjørn are younger
versions of the typical Lowry protagonist. Whether he is named Sigbjørn Lawhill, Bill
Plantagenet, Geoffrey Firmin, Martin Striven, Martin Trumbaugh, Sigbjørn Wilderness, Ethan
Llewelyn, Sigurd Storelsen, Tom Goodheart, Kennish Drumgold Cosnahan, or Roderick
McGregor Fairhaven, the Lowryan protagonist is, inevitably, a portrait of the artist.The early
chapters of In Ballast focus on Sigbjørn (known within his family as Barney) and his brother Tor,
two Cambridge undergraduates who were born in Norway but raised in England. Their mother
died some years ago; their father, Captain Hansen-Tarnmoor (“Hansen” is usually dropped), is
the head of a shipping company. The novel opens in early winter, with the brothers standing on
Castle Hill in Cambridge, opposite a prison and allegedly on the spot where “the last hanging on
the mound” had taken place. There are several ominous references to hanging and to other
disasters, including one that has brought the brothers together, despite their “chemic
dissimilarity” and unspecified “former differences”: the sinking of a ship, the Thorstein, owned by
their father’s company. Sigbjørn has been a sailor and now wants to be a writer, beginning with a
novel about his experiences; unfortunately, as he tells Tor, a Norwegian writer named Erikson
“took the sea away from me.” To confront his anxieties Sigbjørn would like to travel to Norway to
meet Erikson and secure permission to adapt his novel as a play.When the scene shifts to the
streets of Cambridge, their conversation reveals several reasons for the tension between Tor
and Sigbjørn, including intellectual differences—Tor regards life as meaningless, “standardless,”
a matter of “accident,” while Sigbjørn believes in “a power for good watching over all things”—
and rivalry over Nina, a young woman whom Sigbjørn loves. While the brothers are in a bar they
learn that another Tarnmoor Line ship, the Brynjaar, has sunk and that human error seems to
have been to blame. In Chapter III, at Tor’s lodging house, they place a telephone call to their



father to assure him of their support; then they go to Tor’s room, to talk and drink Irish whiskey.
The latest sinking seems to Tor symbolic of the universe, and as his mood turns darker he says
that he has thought of committing suicide. Still, he also believes in the importance of social
action, of escaping the prison of self through an identification with “the virile solidarity of the
proletariat.” Later, as Tor plays his violin, Sigbjørn falls asleep, waking up two hours later when
Tor shakes him. It is almost time for Sigbjørn to leave, so as not to violate curfew, but first Tor
shows him the room where he says he plans to turn on the gas and kill himself. Sigbjørn tries to
convince himself that Tor must not be serious, but as he gets back to his own lodging house he
feels that he is in a prison.Given the ending of Chapter III, the form of Chapter IV, a series of
letters from Sigbjørn to Erikson, is unexpected, and the movement away from narrative at this
juncture means that Tor’s suicide looms over the chapter as an unresolved narrative possibility.
Yet, in his second letter to Erikson, Sigbjørn appropriates Tor’s phrase when he says that his
“duty is with what is popularly called the virile solidarity of the proletariat.” The phrase
establishes a connection among Tor, Erikson, and (now) Sigbjørn as socialists. The fact that this
letter breaks off with the words “My brother—” and two other letters end similarly is the clearest
sign in this chapter that Tor did kill himself, and that Sigbjørn, guilt-stricken, has begun to adopt
some of his values.By the end of the novel Sigbjørn will seek out and find Erikson. In the
meantime there are scenes in the Liverpool area in which Sigbjørn meets with his father or with
Nina, followed by a train ride north from Liverpool to Preston, during which Sigbjørn happens to
be seated across from Daland Haarfragre, the captain of a freighter on which he will be working.
Later there are scenes in Preston, where a constable and a taxi driver try with mixed success to
keep Sigbjørn out of trouble, and aboard the freighter, which was supposed to sail to Archangel
(on the White Sea) but is redirected to Aalesund, Norway. Only seventeen chapters are
numbered in the typescript, which continues with an unnumbered rough draft of Chapter XVIII, in
which Sigbjørn finally arrives in Norway, and further notes.Like Ultramarine, which he based on
his experiences in 1927 as a crew member on a freighter, the SS Pyrrhus, prior to his first year at
Cambridge, In Ballast grew out of Lowry’s life: in this case, his experience as a Cambridge
student whose attempt to write a novel based on his own life at sea is complicated by a growing
sense of identification with another author. Around the time when he began writing Ultramarine,
Lowry read two novels, each published in 1927, that immediately captured his imagination: Blue
Voyage, by Conrad Aiken, and The Ship Sails On, a translation of Skibet gaar videre (1924) by
the Norwegian writer Nordahl Grieg. Lowry would later tell Markson that Blue Voyage “was an
enormous influence on me” (CL 2:412), and so it was; but the fact that in the same letter he
could not bring himself to name either Grieg or The Ship Sails On is a sign that his anxiety over
Grieg’s influence went even deeper. Lowry borrowed narrative strategies, phrases, and the like
from Aiken, but his emotional attachment to The Ship Sails On led him to imagine that his own
novel, and perhaps even his life, had already been “written” in Grieg’s book. In 1931, he
attempted to come to terms with his identification with Grieg by sailing to Norway, where,
through a set of improbable circumstances that were probably much like those described in In



Ballast, he managed not only to meet Grieg but (he claimed) to secure permission to adapt
The Ship Sails On for the stage—perhaps because Grieg, a successful playwright as well as a
published poet and novelist, was more interested in working on new projects than in dramatizing
his own novel; possibly also because Grieg wanted to humour Lowry. While he was still in Oslo,
Lowry wrote a long letter to Grieg (CL 1:102–10), much of it devoted to Rupert Brooke, a subject
of Grieg’s current writing project. It appears that in a later note Lowry said he hoped to meet with
Grieg again, but Grieg declined, citing the press of his creative work and saying, “as a fellow
writer I know you will understand and forgive” (Bowker 130).Lowry often exaggerated the extent
to which Ultramarine was based on The Ship Sails On, even writing, in a 1939 letter to Grieg,
“Much of U. is paraphrase, plagiarism, or pastiche, from you” (CL 1:192). Yet, despite his
anxieties (or, perversely, because of them), Lowry borrowed from Grieg, as when he ended the
fifth chapter of Ultramarine with the final line of Grieg’s second chapter: “Outside was the roar of
the sea and the darkness” (Grieg 26; Ultramarine 235 [1933 ed.]). He even smuggled part of the
line into Chapter VII of In Ballast: Sigbjørn tells Nina, “Where I’m going to is the roar of the sea
and the darkness, and the night.”8 Both Lowry’s anxiety about borrowing from other writers and
his determination to keep on borrowing are evident in a 1933 letter to Aiken about Ultramarine.
After admitting that his novel could be classified as a “cento”—a patchwork of quotations from
other writers—Lowry contends that “under the reign of [James Joyce’s] Bloom & [T. S. Eliot’s]
Sweeney, a greater freedom seems to be permitted.” In any case, according to Lowry, he could
not help borrowing from Aiken: “Blue Voyage, apart from its being the best nonsecular statement
of the plight of the creative artist with the courage to live in the modern world, has become part
of my consciousness, & I cannot conceive of any other way in which Ultramarine could be
written” (CL 1:116–17).Still, after his trip to Norway, Lowry seems to have felt reassured that his
fixation on Grieg and his identification with Grieg’s protagonist Benjamin Hall need not deter him
from continuing to work on Ultramarine: after all, Grieg had called him “a fellow writer.” Besides,
meeting Grieg gave him the basic plot for a second novel, In Ballast to the White Sea, in which a
Cambridge undergraduate who wants to write a book finds that a Norwegian writer has already
written such a book, and has done it better than he can. With its focus on a writer’s dilemma and
its fictionalization of Lowry’s first novel as a book written by Sigbjørn Tarnmoor, In Ballast
anticipates some of Lowry’s post-Volcano fictions, including Dark as the Grave, La Mordida, and
“Through the Panama,” whose protagonist, Sigbjørn Wilderness, is Lowry’s fictional counterpart
and author of a version of Under the Volcano entitled The Valley of the Shadow of Death. In each
of these later narratives the protagonist-writer echoes Lowry’s sense, when he returned to
Mexico in 1945–1946, that he was trapped within the world he had created in Under the
Volcano, much as Sigbjørn Tarnmoor finds himself already “written” in Erikson’s novel, Skibets
reise fra Kristiania (“The Ship’s Voyage from Kristiania,” fictional counterpart to Grieg’s The Ship
Sails On). Formerly haunted by another author’s novel, Lowry in his later works came to be
haunted by his own novel, as descriptions like “[Sigbjørn] went down through the patio haunted
by his characters” indicate (DATG 192).The parallels between In Ballast and Lowry’s post-



Volcano (meta)fictions become especially interesting in passages such as this one from
“Through the Panama,” a story that consists of extracts from Sigbjørn Wilderness’s journal:The
further point is that the novel is about a character who becomes enmeshed in the plot of the
novel he has written, as I did in Mexico. But now I am becoming enmeshed in the plot of a novel I
have scarcely begun [Dark as the Grave]. Idea is not new, at least so far as enmeshment with
characters is concerned. Goethe, Wilhelm von Scholz, ‘The Race with a Shadow,’ Pirandello,
etc. But did these people ever have it happen to them? (Hear Us 30)In his description of In
Ballast for David Markson, Lowry also connected Goethe with von Scholz’s play, noting that
among the very few literary works that develop the theme of someone’s “growing sense as of
identity” with a fictional character is “a sinister German play running in England called The Race
with a Shadow by one Wilhelm von Scholz, based on an idea by Goethe” (CL 2:418).9 The point
is also made explicitly in one of Sigbjørn’s letters to Erikson in Chapter IV of In Ballast:I am well
aware that Goethe said the relation of an author with his principal character may be a race with a
shadow: I am familiar with von Scholz’ play—it was playing in Cambridge not long ago—and I
know the scenical idea of the doppelganger to be an old adage; and more mundanely one has
heard of people writing to authors saying “I am your character Smith” or “I am your character
Jones.” I have also read, in a review, an account of a novel, which I have purposely for that
reason refrained from reading, on a similar theme, by Louis Adamic. And there is a story by A.
Huxley. But this is real, is happening, now, to me— (46–47)These references to von Scholz point
to Lowry’s awareness that his themes have been anticipated by other writers, who in turn are
dependent on still earlier writers, as when von Scholz “based [his play] on an idea by Goethe.”
Hence Sigbjørn’s revelation that he has been influenced by Erikson’s novel is followed
immediately by a defence: the situation is not unique (although it is rare enough that Sigbjørn,
and therefore Lowry, can claim some measure of originality after all!). Moreover, he says, this is
not something happening in a book: instead, “this is real, is happening, now, to me—.” Of course,
in Lowry’s case it was happening in a book, as well as in his life. Indeed, there was not much
difference between the events of his books and of real life, as he set out to demonstrate in this
novel and others.Lowry alluded to von Scholz’s The Race with a Shadow in an unpublished
1934 letter to Grieg: “So our destiny takes us—is it a race with a shadow?”10 This letter is very
strange; or would be, had it been written by anyone but Malcolm Lowry. After mentioning
Ultramarine, which he claims (falsely) is being translated into French, he says that he has
included in that novel “a kind of pastiche of one or two of your very earliest poems, which pass
through the consciousness of my character,” adding that if Grieg is unhappy with what Lowry
intended as a “tribute,” he will delete the passages from subsequent editions. He also defends
the inclusion of passages from Grieg as unavoidable, since “I could not make my protagonist,
my or Benjamin’s doppelganger, think anything else. That was what he thought even if you wrote
it.” (Note the similarity to Lowry’s claim, in the letter to Aiken cited earlier, that his absorption of
Blue Voyage into Ultramarine was unavoidable.) Later, he says he has finished dramatizing The
Ship Sails On, although he needs Grieg’s help to make the play better; toward the end he refers,



almost as an afterthought, to his marriage to Jan. Given his elaborate explanation and defence
of his appropriation of “one or two” poems by Grieg, it is noteworthy that Lowry apparently did
not send a copy of Ultramarine to the man whose book had been such a strong influence on it;
moreover, like Sigbjørn, Lowry probably never sent the letter itself. Yet this letter is nonetheless
significant, not only for what Lowry says in it but for what he omits: he confesses to plagiarism
but provides no details, and mentions using lines from Grieg’s poems but is vague about his
more significant indebtedness to The Ship Sails On. The letter is typical of Lowry’s tendency
both to appropriate the language of other literary texts and to be so anxious about his
borrowings that he has to defend himself against possible charges of plagiarism. Years later the
same impulse would surface in a letter to Erskine about Under the Volcano in which Lowry said
that he had considered “appending a list of notes to the book,” to help readers to interpret it and
also “to acknowledge … any borrowings, echoes, design-governing postures, and so on, as
used to be the custom with poets, and might well be with novelists” (CL 1:595).Michel
Schneider’s observations that “viewed from a certain angle, the history of literature is a history of
repetitions, of the already written” and that “intertextuality not only affects but constitutes literary
writing” seem especially relevant to modernist writers like Eliot, Pound, and Joyce who tend to
incorporate other works within their own, in the form of parallels, allusions, or even direct
quotations.11 Lowry saw himself as part of the contemporary literary scene (he was of course
living “under the reign of Bloom & Sweeney”), but his appropriations sometimes extended well
beyond the modernist allusive technique that Eliot’s friend Aiken had described in a review of
The Waste Land, where he argued that Eliot and Pound attempted “to make a ‘literature of
literature’—a poetry not more actuated by life itself than by poetry” (“An Anatomy of Melancholy”
99). Aiken’s characterization of The Waste Land and the Cantos as products of a “very complex
and very literary awareness able to speak only, or best, in terms of the literary past, the terms
which had moulded its tongue” would have applied with equal force to Lowry, for whom Aiken
was also part of the “literary past” that shaped Ultramarine. According to Clarissa Lorenz, Aiken’s
second wife, as Lowry wrote and revised his first novel he showed Aiken numerous drafts, from
which Aiken repeatedly excised imitations of passages from Blue Voyage. Even worse, when
Lowry read a draft of Aiken’s next novel, Great Circle, which included Aiken’s dream of eating his
father’s skeleton, Lowry wanted to appropriate the dream as his own.12 Of course, it is possible
that Lowry played at testing the limits of influence with Aiken, appropriating material that he
knew Aiken would recognize and delete from the manuscripts, but his very different relationship
with Nordahl Grieg, whose name he would later conceal from David Markson, made it
impossible for him to play the same game with the Norwegian writer. The result was not only that
a passage like “Outside was the roar of the sea and the darkness” could make its way intact from
Grieg’s novel into Ultramarine but that Lowry would then write In Ballast to the White Sea,
confronting and overcoming his sense of indebtedness to Grieg without acknowledging any debt
to Aiken in the novel.Elsewhere I have argued that Lowry’s open acknowledgment of Aiken’s
influence might be read as an attempt to create his literary father—a father whom he believed he



would eventually overcome (Forests 24). Grieg was too geographically distant from Lowry, and
too close to him in age, to be a father figure, but Lowry certainly regarded Grieg as a kindred
spirit. In any event, he was fully aware of how much he owed to the writings of both men. It is
therefore ironic that the charge of plagiarism that Lowry always feared would come from Burton
Rascoe, an author who had not influenced him and to whom he owed virtually nothing.III.Apart
from the fire that destroyed his manuscript, the most traumatic event for Lowry during the years
when he worked on In Ballast to the White Sea occurred in 1935, after his agent, Harold Matson,
submitted the novel-in-progress to Doubleday, along with a copy of Ultramarine to demonstrate
that Lowry was a published novelist. The materials were passed along to Rascoe, an editor at
Doubleday, who looked into Ultramarine just long enough to decide that it was largely
plagiarized from his story “What Is Love?” When the two met, Rascoe subjected Lowry to
grossly exaggerated claims that an author less sensitive than Lowry to the charge of being
derivative, one who had not already written a novel on the subject of his indebtedness to another
writer, would have dismissed out of hand, perhaps with the threat of a lawsuit for slander.
Instead, Lowry was “in a state of shock” (Bowker 193). In fact, he appears to have read “What Is
Love?” and to have borrowed a few lines from it, all of them quotations from other works that
amount to very little. Although both narratives use a stream-of-consciousness technique that
neither Rascoe nor Lowry invented, their plots, locales, themes, and characters have almost
nothing in common. Still, Rascoe threatened to expose Lowry as a plagiarist, and according to
Rascoe, Lowry signed a confession to that effect. Rascoe’s claim cannot be confirmed, and
Jan Gabrial told Sherrill Grace she did not believe Lowry ever signed such a confession (CL
1:330). Nonetheless, there is no doubt that Lowry was deeply shaken by the
accusation.13Nearly two decades later, Rascoe, still claiming he had been victimized by Lowry’s
“plagiarism,” wrote to a friend about the incident.14 In the letter he mentioned in passing that
when Lowry had gained some fame for a novel either entitled “Beneath the Volcano” or “Under
the Volcano” (Rascoe used both titles), he had not read it, so he did not know whether that was
the novel Lowry had submitted to Doubleday in 1935. Although by his own admission Rascoe
had not read much of In Ballast, and could not remember its title, he recalled telling Lowry that
the novel was clearly a version of Charles Morgan’s The Fountain, with some borrowings from
Céline and Malraux. Before Jan revealed that a manuscript of In Ballast had survived, there was
no way of testing the veracity of Rascoe’s claim that Lowry had copied Morgan, although a
perusal of The Fountain would have shown that its style and themes were quite unlike anything
in the Lowry canon. Now that the two novels can be compared, it is hard to imagine what
connection Rascoe saw between them, unless it is that in each case the protagonist of the novel
is himself writing a book or that both Lowry and Morgan use epigraphs to preface parts of their
novels.15 However, given that the volumes the protagonists are writing are quite different (Lewis
Alison’s archivally based study of “the development of spiritual concepts in England since the
Renaissance” [Morgan 26] is a project unattended by the anxieties that plague Sigbjørn), and
that Morgan and Lowry never use the same—or even, as far as I can tell, similar—epigraphs,



these connections only underscore how fundamentally different the two novels are. It is possible
that Lowry read The Fountain, but he did not plagiarize from it.Rascoe’s obsession with
plagiarism seems to have equalled Lowry’s, but his charges were always directed at other
writers, never at himself: in Titans of Literature, for example, Rascoe accepted without question
Norman Douglas’s eccentric claim, in Old Calabria, that John Milton plagiarized almost all of
Paradise Lost from Serafino della Salandra’s Adamo Canuto (Titans 281). Lowry noted the
charge against Milton in May 1940 when he wrote to Rascoe, apologizing once again for “the
matter of the Latin Quotations, which, I assure you again, was not deliberate plagiarism on my
part”; even so, he admitted that Ultramarine “was hopelessly derivative.” At the end he added, “I
reread the other day, and with delight and profit, ‘Titans.’ Milton absolved me a little” (CL 1:329–
30). As Doyen (215) suggests, there was surely a connection between Lowry’s decision to send
Rascoe a conciliatory letter at this time and his concerns, as he prepared to submit the 1940
manuscript of Under the Volcano to his agent, that his writing might again come to Rascoe’s
attention. Doyen’s suspicion seems to be confirmed by Lowry’s letter of 27 July 1940 to Harold
Matson in which he asks Matson to read the manuscript of the new novel, adding, “It is ‘original:’
if you fear for past Websterian, not to say Miltonian minor lack of ethics on my part …. It is as
much mine as I know of” (CL 1:342). It is not clear how Lowry expected Matson to follow his
allusion to Rascoe’s claim that Milton was a plagiarist—a charge that, as Lowry put it, might
absolve him a little—but the context is clear enough for readers who have access to both letters.
The allusion to John Webster, however, takes us back to Nordahl Grieg.In her remarkable essay
“Respecting Plagiarism: Tradition, Guilt, and Malcolm Lowry’s ‘Pelagiarist Pen’” (1992), Sherrill
Grace laid the foundation for subsequent studies of plagiarism and intertextuality in Lowry’s
work, including the “intense identification” with another writer that often led him to adopt the
other writer’s identity, “at least for his creative purposes” (466).16 In this article Grace also used
an analysis of Lowry’s September 1931 letter to Grieg, which had only recently been discovered,
not only to explore the Lowry–Grieg relationship but to bring three scholarly books into her study
of Lowry’s imagination. Two are theoretical texts written long after Lowry’s death: Gérard
Genette’s Palimpsestes: La littérature au second degré (1982), which investigates forms of
“transtextuality,” and Michel Schneider’s Voleurs de mots: Essai sur le plagiat, la psychanalyse et
la pensée (1985), a psychoanalytic study with numerous insights into Lowry’s obsession with
plagiarism. The third book, however, is one Lowry had read and had discussed in the letter to
Grieg: Rupert Brooke’s John Webster and the Elizabethan Drama (1916). The letter to Grieg,
written while Lowry was still in Oslo (CL 1:102–06), makes it clear that Grieg had told Lowry of
his plans to go to Cambridge to carry out research for his book De unge døde (Youth Died,
1932), a study of poets who died young: Rupert Brooke, for example, and John Keats. Lowry
mentioned both poets in his letter, but he devoted much more space to Brooke than to Keats, for
his purpose in writing the letter was to make a strong impression on Grieg by demonstrating his
knowledge of Brooke, and particularly of Brooke’s study of John Webster. As he says in the
letter, Lowry had no copy of John Webster and the Elizabethan Drama in Oslo. Thus, his ability



to recall and even quote from Brooke’s writing and from T. S. Eliot’s “Whispers of Immortality” is
indeed impressive, despite the fact (as Chris Ackerley has discovered—see annotations
XVIII.47 and XVIII.49) that much of the letter derives directly from Houston Peterson’s
The Melody of Chaos (1931), which Lowry must have carried with him on his trip to Norway.17
Still, it is clear that Lowry had read Brooke’s study, and his fascination with John Webster and
the Elizabethan Drama makes what Brooke has to say about allegations of plagiarism against
Webster especially interesting for Lowry scholars. Toward the end of his Chapter V, Brooke
draws on recent discoveries of Webster’s sources to comment on Webster’s reworking of
phrases borrowed from other writers. Brooke says it is clear that Webster used notebooks to
record passages from works he read, and later drew on those notebooks for his plays; this
practice, he observes, does not mean that Webster was either a greater or a lesser artist than
other writers, only that he had a poorer memory. Brooke’s argument that complete originality is
an unattainable, even an absurd, goal— “The poet and the dramatist work with words, ideas,
and phrases. It is ridiculous, and shows a wild incomprehension of the principles of literature, to
demand that each should use only his own; every man’s brain is filled by thoughts and words of
other people’s” (Brooke 151)—is similar to Schneider’s point that all literature is intertextual.
Moreover, Brooke argued, great writers use other people’s words imaginatively, and he cited
examples of how “Webster reset other people’s jewels and redoubled their lustre,” even, in one
case, improving a line he borrowed from John Donne (Brooke 152).Although Grace had no
opportunity to see the typescript of In Ballast to the White Sea when she wrote “Respecting
Plagiarism,” she recognized the potential importance of the 1931 letter to Grieg, with its
commentary on Brooke’s study of Webster, in relation to the “lost” novel:Given what we know
about Lowry’s own life and writing, it is possible to see in this letter to Grieg the earliest seeds of
“In Ballast to the White Sea.” Moreover, this letter outlines the “poetic theory” that informed that
work and everything else that Lowry wrote. “In Ballast” represented Lowry’s surrounding of
Grieg’s position as author … by … incorporating Grieg’s text, Grieg’s conversation, Lowry’s
letters to Grieg—and hence Lowry’s construction of his relationship with Grieg—into his own
text. (470)Lowry’s letter to Grieg is directly related to two crucial references to Brooke in the
novel. The first occurs in one of Sigbjørn’s letters to Erikson (Chapter IV):Uprooted and lost
myself I had to find others who had suffered similarly in literature as well as in life which meant
that I could not pass the stage of ‘hysterical identification’ which … is no more than a stage in,
although an important experience of, the adolescence of a creative writer …. I discovered that
my approach to literature had always been the same: I had been devoted more to the idea of
Chatterton and Keats, the idea of their dying young, and to that being the most proper thing a
young writer can do, than to their work; in fact I discovered a further illustration of this in myself
when I suddenly found within myself the same attachment growing for Rupert Brooke, a passion,
in fact, for his death, his fate whereas—although as a man and as a critic I found him worthy of
respect—as a poet he is to my mind something of a cold potato, or could we say perhaps, a
ghost laid by Old Leysians at Byron’s pool? (48, ellipses added)Here, Sigbjørn (Lowry)



introduces the subject of poets who died young, including Brooke, but confesses to being more
interested in the idea of the poet who dies young than in the poems themselves. In this way he
anticipates the subject of the study that Erikson is just then undertaking, or planning to
undertake. This is what most of us would regard as a coincidence: Sigbjørn has no way of
knowing that Erikson plans to come to Cambridge, to his university, even as Sigbjørn hopes
someday to meet with Erikson in Norway; he also has no way of knowing that Erikson shares his
interest in Brooke. For Lowry, however, what appears to be “coincidence” is often a sign of an
underlying affinity, as Ackerley has shown (“Coincidence and Design”).The second reference to
Brooke in the novel occurs much later, when Sigbjørn finally meets Erikson and learns of his
interest in Brooke’s John Webster and the Elizabethan Drama. A note inserted toward the end of
the typescript of In Ballast indicates that Lowry planned to reinforce the connection between his
own experience and Sigbjørn’s by having his character write the very letter that Grace would cite
in her article: “Seated in the Røde Mølle ‘under the geraniums,’ Sigbjørn, drinking sherry and
writing a long letter to Erikson about Rupert Brooke and the Elizabethans, is battling an alcoholic
confusion as to whether a further meeting with the Norwegian writer actually took place.”18 The
evidence of In Ballast confirms what Grace already knew:Brooke’s remarks are such an
uncannily accurate gloss on the methods, preoccupations, and psychology of Lowry that it is not
hard to imagine how Lowry (plagued by his fear of plagiarism from his teens) must have felt
while reading them, or why he would privilege Brooke the interpreter of Marston and Webster
over Brooke the cult poet, and see in the former a vital link between himself and Grieg or
between himself and the great Elizabethan tradition of English literature. (“Respecting
Plagiarism” 472)IV.One final traumatic event in Lowry’s life that was directly related to In Ballast
occurred a few weeks after the fire destroyed his shack and his manuscript: six months after the
fact, Lowry finally heard about Nordahl Grieg’s death. Having escaped from Norway when his
country was invaded by Germany, Grieg died when the RAF bomber in which he had been riding
as an observer was shot down during a raid over Potsdam, Germany. Outside Norway, Grieg
was not well known, and Lowry was living in a remote place, so it is hardly surprising that he
learned of Grieg’s death only much later, when he travelled to Ontario after the fire to stay with
Gerald Noxon. Three years later, writing to John Davenport, Lowry followed a lamentation on the
death of another friend, James Travers, with this description of earlier events: “And Nordahl [is
also dead]—so is my book about him, died with our house June 7th 1944, in flames. We went
East to discover Gerald Noxon doing a broadcast for Free Norway about [Grieg’s] death six
months before; he died on our third wedding anniversary, Dec 2 [1943]” (CL 2:47). For Lowry, the
coincidences (Grieg’s death on the Lowrys’ anniversary and the destruction six months later of
the manuscript that recorded Malcolm’s identification with Grieg) were an ominous
concatenation of events, what he often called the Law of Series. Even if (as I suspect) Lowry
remembered the carbon typescript of In Ballast, Grieg’s death would have given him yet another
reason not to return to a novel that had been intended as a confrontation with, and exorcism of,
his demons.Yet, ultimately, Lowry planned for In Ballast to conclude happily, despite Jan’s



conviction that “the book would end with the cry which epitomized those nightmare visions Malc
both fled and craved: ‘My God! What shall I do without my misery?’” (Gabrial 80).19 That it was
meant to end on a positive note, an affirmation of life rather than a downward spiral, is made
clear by Lowry’s references to In Ballast in his letters. At least as early as 1942 Lowry said he
was writing a trilogy, structured on the Divine Comedy, entitled The Voyage That Never Ends, in
which Under the Volcano was the Inferno; The Last Address or Lunar Caustic or Swinging the
Maelstrom (three names for different versions of a novella set in a psychiatric ward in New York’s
Bellevue Hospital) the Purgatorio; and In Ballast the Paradiso.20 The burning of Lowry’s
Paradiso led to his abandonment of the original idea for The Voyage That Never Ends; later, he
used the same title for a much longer series framed by the two parts of a dream vision, The
Ordeal of Sigbjørn Wilderness, a voyage into death and rebirth that in turn ended positively, with
a simple scene of marital love.21 In a letter to Markson, Lowry said that In Ballast, and thus the
early version of The Voyage as a trilogy, would have had “a triumphant outcome” in which both A
and X (Sigbjørn Tarnmoor and William Erikson) are “realigned on the side of life” (CL 2:420,
428). Moreover, according to Lowry, “with a few exceptions like the brother’s death etc,” In Ballast
was based on events he had lived through (CL 2:428).Since 1965, when the two letters to
Markson about In Ballast were published (as one) in Lowry’s Selected Letters, critics have relied
on these descriptions of his lost novel. By contrast, readers of the present edition who compare
Lowry’s statements with the details in the narrative will find crucial differences: in the surviving
text there is no “stormy love affair with an older woman” for which Sigbjørn risks being sent down
from Cambridge, nor a “gigantic lawsuit” between his father and the Peruvian government, a
“blind medium” who predicts the questions on Sigbjørn’s Dante exam, or a pilgrimage by
Sigbjørn to his mother’s grave (CL 2:418, 419, 426, 427). Of course, this edition records only one
stage in the composition of In Ballast, and it is possible that those details were all taken from
other stages; it is also possible that they are related to the planned revision of In Ballast that
Lowry claimed would have been part of the greatly expanded version of The Voyage That Never
Ends, or even that he invented some details as he wrote to Markson. Other references in the
letter, however, correspond to the text we have, and Lowry’s explanations, although at times
overly complicated and plagued by digressions, are immensely helpful.One crucial scene of In
Ballast that Lowry describes in terms that differ from its presentation in the novel involves the
death of Tor, who is referred to in the letter only as A’s (Sigbjørn’s) brother. According to Lowry,
A, unable to cope with his sense of identification with the Scandinavian writer, X, tells his brother
about his dilemma. The result is that “he—the brother—derides X’s book which enrages A to
such an extent that inadvertently he causes his brother to turn all his venom on himself in a
Dostoievskian scene that leads to the brother’s death” (CL 2:426). In the surviving draft of the
novel Tor does commit suicide, but the tension between the brothers has nothing to do with an
argument about Erikson or his book. On the contrary, Tor tells Sigbjørn, “your experience [of
identification with Erikson] is only an interesting recurrence of an eternal process. But you ought
to get in touch with Erikson just the same” (Chapter I). The letter is also misleading in another



way: Lowry’s claim that the brother’s suicide was one element of the plot that he had invented
(CL 2:428), while basically true, is not the whole truth. For while none of Lowry’s brothers
committed suicide, Tor’s death is based on the unhappy end of Paul Fitte, one of Lowry’s
Cambridge friends.According to the Cambridge Daily News for Saturday, 16 November 1929,
Fitte committed suicide on the previous day by sealing up his room and turning on the gas—
exactly as Tor does in In Ballast.22 Several of Lowry’s unpublished or posthumously published
writings, including October Ferry to Gabriola, Dark as the Grave, and The Ordeal of Sigbjørn
Wilderness, record his enduring sense of guilt over Fitte, who is disguised as Peter Cordwainer
in October Ferry and as Wensleydale elsewhere. In these versions, typically, the protagonist
recalls having treated the Fitte character callously or at least having failed to take a suicide
threat seriously. It is hard to say how much truth there is in this narrative, or for that matter in the
earlier fictionalized version of Fitte’s death: in Charlotte Haldane’s 1932 novel I Bring Not Peace,
where Lowry is only slightly disguised as James Dowd and Fitte as Dennis Carling. Dowd tries to
help Carling deal with a blackmailer, but when Carling threatens suicide, Dowd tells him, “If you
kill yourself … I shall never forgive you” (Haldane 286). Elsewhere (Forests 127) I have
suggested that Lowry’s involvement in Fitte’s death, as he represented it in his fiction, might
have been shaped as much by Haldane’s novel as by Fitte’s suicide itself. It is also quite
possible that the scene in the third chapter of In Ballast, where Tor’s threat of suicide is obviously
serious but Sigbjørn manages to tell himself otherwise, owes as much to I Bring Not Peace as to
Lowry’s personal history with Fitte. If this is another example of Lowry’s art imitating art, then
Tor’s statement that “They’ll find me in the morning: lying, as you put it, all dead. It’s a literary
fashion” takes on another (probably unintended) meaning.Tor’s suicide is not, however, merely a
fictional version of Fitte’s (or Carling’s): it is also a crucial element in the novel’s archetypal
pattern, the journey into death, or winter, followed ultimately by rebirth in spring (the narrative
ends not long after Easter). Tor seems to have been introduced as a character in this novel so
that he can serve as Sigbjørn’s double, or his other self, much as Septimus Smith is Clarissa’s
double in Virginia Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway. In Lowry’s novel, the death of one brother (or one part
of Sigbjørn) allows the other to live. In this respect Tor’s successful suicide bears comparison
with a scene in Dark as the Grave in which Sigbjørn Wilderness cuts his wrist with a razor but is
saved by his wife (DATG 187). The latter scene is based on Lowry’s own attempt to take his life
in January 1946, when the chances that Under the Volcano would be published appeared
remote (Day 350, Bowker 355), but it parallels the In Ballast scene, and Dark as the Grave,
which ends in a vision of the world as a fertile garden, has a pattern of psychological descent
and ascent much like the earlier novel. The turning point of In Ballast occurs when Sigbjørn pulls
himself together after Tor’s suicide and finally makes the journey to Norway that his brother had
recommended. In Dark as the Grave, a different Sigbjørn will pull himself together after his own
suicide attempt and will continue his journey toward regeneration.V.Ultimately, all of these
themes would have been developed, connected, clarified, interwoven in the ideal text of In
Ballast to the White Sea: one written by Malcolm Lowry after several more years of revision,



based either on a manuscript that somehow survived the 1944 fire or on the carbon typescript
entrusted to Emily van der Heim. In all likelihood, the text would have been strikingly different
from the one in this edition, if Lowry’s revisions of In Ballast were as extensive as those that
transformed the 1940 manuscript of Under the Volcano into the brilliant novel published in
1947.23 In the absence of a text revised by Lowry, however, the best possible edition of In
Ballast would have been based directly on the 1936 typescript that Jan Gabrial mentioned in her
memoir when she wrote, “Some 265 pages of In Ballast still survive in carbon” (Gabrial 80). The
1936 typescript of In Ballast was presumably a nearly complete draft of the novel, at least
through seventeen chapters, and somewhat more fully revised than the manuscript whose
submission to Doubleday a year earlier had led to Rascoe’s charges of plagiarism. Above all, it
was Lowry’s work, for better or worse, the last extant version of the novel that he had a chance to
proofread and correct.My expectation when I undertook this project was that the editing would
be relatively straightforward: there would be none of the dilemmas posed by competing theories
of copy text—for example, whether an author’s final manuscript or the first edition of a novel or
poem provides the best evidence of an author’s final intentions, or even whether “final intentions”
should be the primary basis for a scholarly text—nor would more recent debates about the
concept of copy text itself play a crucial role in my approach to the edition. The existence of a
single manuscript for In Ballast would render such questions moot. Yet as soon as I began
looking at the New York Public Library’s Jan Gabrial Papers I realized that the situation was
considerably more complex, challenging, and intriguing than I had expected and that, as far as I
could tell, the editorial problems I faced were unlike those typically addressed in studies of
textual editing. As a result, I have come more and more to appreciate Jerome McGann’s
contention that “the best scholarly editions establish their texts according to a catholic set of
guidelines and priorities whose relative authority shifts and alters under changing
circumstances” (McGann 94). Even more relevant, in my view, is A. E. Housman’s striking
description of the textual critic’s role:[T]extual criticism is not a branch of mathematics, nor
indeed an exact science at all. It deals with a matter not rigid and constant, like lines and
numbers, but fluid and variable; namely the frailties and aberrations of the human mind, and of
its insubordinate servants, the human fingers. … A textual critic engaged upon his business is
not at all like Newton investigating the motions of the planets: he is much more like a dog hunting
for fleas. If a dog hunted for fleas on mathematical principles, basing his researches on statistics
of area and population, he would never catch a flea except by accident. They require to be
treated as individuals; and every problem which presents itself to the textual critic must be
regarded as possibly unique. (Housman 3:1058–59, my ellipsis)A brief description of the primary
materials in the Jan Gabrial Papers that form the basis for this edition will indicate why
Housman’s warning about the need to treat textual problems as individuals rings so true. To
begin with, for the most part, the 265-page carbon typescript that Jan mentioned has
disappeared. All we have left of the 1936 typescript are photocopies of Chapters I, II, IV, and XII
and roughly half a page from Chapter XIV (NYPL 3:1, 3:6); what happened to the rest of the



typescript is unclear.24 There is of course no holograph manuscript for In Ballast, so the only
complete manuscripts are two typescripts (rough and clean copies) edited in 1991 by Jan
Gabrial. The survival of some textual evidence from the 1930s is, however, fortunate, since it
enables us to compare Jan’s edited version with her source, for part of the novel, and to see if
she made any changes other than the correction of errors.The answer is somewhat reassuring,
at least for Lowry scholars who are familiar with the problems associated with such posthumous
publications as the Selected Poems, Selected Letters, Lunar Caustic, Dark as the Grave, and
October Ferry. However, when Jan retyped the earlier manuscript she often made changes in
paragraphing, punctuation, and even phrasing.25 In so doing, she would have been acting in a
manner prescribed, in 1936, by Lowry himself: according to Gordon Bowker, just before the trip
to Mexico Lowry wrote a will in which he made Jan his sole beneficiary and also specified that
she should “try, in her own time, to make something out of the inchoate notes for the novel [In
Ballast] I have left behind on the lines I have sometimes suggested in conversation with
her” (Bowker 202). Although Jan’s intentions were good, the result is that the text differs in many
ways from the one Lowry appears to have intended. The changes are mostly small ones that
have little effect on the narrative as a whole, but often they alter the tone or even the meaning of
a passage.An extreme example of Jan’s revisions may be seen in a paragraph from one of
Sigbjørn’s letters to Erikson in Chapter IV. In the present edition, the passage appears as
follows:Whatever it was therefore, and in the eclecticism of these alternatives its object must in
some way be present by implication, I am left now, as I was three years ago, before ever I went to
sea at all, as most of my generation, a sufferer from , with an unconquerable aspiration towards
a completion, a fulfillment of present existence. And I am left at the stage where it becomes
necessary to set out again— (43)This version of the passage is identical with the 1936
typescript except in minor matters: I have changed Lowry’s to , adding an acute accent over the
alpha, and substituted “left now” for the typescript reading in which “leftnow” is typed as one
word (with a slash inserted by hand to indicate that the words should be separated); at the end
of the quote and elsewhere in the novel I have made a distinction between hyphens and dashes
that Lowry probably assumed a printer would make (he uses hyphens for both); and a double
space before “as most of my generation” has been reduced to a single space.Here is the same
paragraph in Jan’s 1991 typescript:Whatever it was, therefore, and in the eclecticism of these
alternatives, its object must in some way be present by implication, I am now left as I was three
years ago, before I ever went to sea at all, as most of my generation…with an unconquerable
aspiration towards a completion, a fulfillment of present existence. And I am left at the stage
where it becomes necessary to set out again- (NYPL 4:1, 75–76; ellipsis in typescript)Jan added
a comma after “Whatever it was,” deleted one after “I am left now,” and changed “left now” to
“now left”; on the other hand, she did not alter Lowry’s hyphen, or short dash. These are
reasonable editorial decisions, albeit not ones I made. Yet the ellipsis in her typescript, which a
reader might interpret as part of Sigbjørn’s letter to Erikson, covers up a gap that we can
recognize as such only because the 1936 typescript reading is still available. Apparently, Jan



could not read the Greek word that Lowry inserted by hand, and since she had no idea what it
meant she simply eliminated it, along with the rest of the phrase in which Sigbjørn identifies
himself as “a sufferer from .” He means that he is an ascetic, a sufferer from áskēsis or religious
self-discipline. The omission of this part of the passage eliminates not only the element of
áskēsis from the image of himself that Sigbjørn hopes to create but also the intended religious
context for his “unconquerable aspiration towards a completion, a fulfillment of present
existence.” Here, Jan’s omission of part of the text distorts its meaning.In the few chapters for
which we have the 1936 typescript and both of Jan’s 1991 typescripts, this is probably the most
damaging change even though some others involve larger deletions of text. Had the 1936 text
not been preserved for Chapter IV, it would have been impossible to tell that this passage had
been altered: instead, the ellipsis might have been regarded as Lowry’s attempt to represent the
text itself as an edited (or an incomplete) document, or perhaps as Sigbjørn’s acknowledgment
that he has lost his train of thought. If there are similar problems in chapters for which we no
longer have the 1936 typescript, most of the lost or altered text probably cannot be recovered.
Still, at many places in the text it has proved possible to make emendations that restore the
sense of Lowry’s earlier typescript even when we do not have a 1936 typescript for comparison.
Thus, in Chapter VIII, as Sigbjørn and his father play golf, the 1991 typescript tells us, “Dark
clouds were blowing up from the sea, from the point of air: beyond, on the other side of the river
in Flintshire, the Welsh mountains loomed leaden-grey” (NYPL 4:3, 233). Perhaps “the point of
air” makes sense in another context, but in a scene in which someone stands on a golf course
on the Wirral, looking across the Dee toward the Welsh mountains, it is clearly an error for Point
of Ayr, the Welsh peninsula just north of Flintshire. Jan’s unfamiliarity with places named in the
novel led to other such errors in her typescript, many of which have been spotted through the
annotations. In such cases, we can reasonably assume that Lowry would have corrected the
names, or at least that he would have wanted an editor to do so.The principles of emendation
followed in this edition are described in the Textual Notes. Here, it will suffice to say that in
general I have kept in mind G. Thomas Tanselle’s warning that although even unpublished
literary works normally should be edited as if they were intended for publication, “there are
borderline cases: deciding, for instance, whether the manuscript of an unpublished novel is
finished enough to serve as the basis for a critical edition or whether it is so rough and
fragmentary that it must be regarded as a private paper” (“Texts” 17).26 Given that the basis of
this edition is, ultimately, a revision of a manuscript that Lowry submitted to Doubleday—albeit
with disastrous results—it would seem to fall into the first category, but the typescript is also
clearly that of a work in progress, so a scholarly edition of the novel should not regularize its
features in ways that would make it seem far more “finished” than it actually is. For example,
Lowry used more than one system to represent dialogue and quotations in this novel, an
inconsistency that is evident in the remnants of the 1936 typescript. In the first two chapters
dialogue is introduced by dashes (or by hyphens); there are no quotations in Chapter I, but in II
there are a few quotations, all of them enclosed within single (British) quotation marks. There is



no dialogue in Chapter IV, but, in the early part of the chapter, quotations, including single words
treated as quotations, are placed within double (American) quotation marks. Later, however, the
quotations (all brief, mostly single words) are placed within single quotation marks. The
typescript of Chapter XII and the partial page from Chapter XIV use double quotation marks
throughout, except that on one copy of a page from XII (the file has two copies of some pages
from that chapter) Lowry added, by hand, a brief dialogue—using single quotation marks. Since
there is no strong evidence that one system of punctuating dialogue should be used throughout
the text, the inconsistency has been retained in the edition, with exceptions for obvious errors
such as a quotation that begins with a double and concludes with a single quotation
mark.Likewise, the epigraphs to chapters of In Ballast have generally been allowed to stand as
they are presented in the 1991 typescript except when an erroneous transcription obscures the
epigraph’s meaning or its relation to the main text.27 This is most obviously the case with the
epigraph for Chapter XV, a passage from Melville’s Moby-Dick which in Jan’s typescript reads,
“Forehead to forehead I meet thee this time, Moby Dick!” In this edition the epigraph has been
emended to the phrasing in the novel itself: “Forehead to forehead I meet thee, this third time,
Moby Dick!” (Chapter CXXXV). Jan’s reduction of “I meet thee, this third time” to “I meet thee this
time” seems a small matter, and her reading would have been allowed to stand if it were likely
that this was Lowry’s preference. However, Lowry almost certainly used the Melville passage as
an epigraph in that place in the novel to signal the theme of recurrence, which continues with the
chapter’s first two sentences, each of which begins with the words “Once more.” Jan’s omission
of “third” was probably inadvertent, and in any case it obscures the relationship of epigraph to
chapter.On the other hand, the erroneous attribution of Chapter IV’s epigraph to C. K. Ogden
and I. A. Richards has been allowed to stand in the text itself while being corrected in a textual
note. The reason for this decision is complex, and some background is necessary. Of the four
chapters for which we have the 1936 typescript, this is the only one that has an epigraph; but
instead of being part of the typescript itself, this one is written in Jan’s hand on a separate page.
We do not have a manuscript, notebook, or other document that authorizes the use of this
epigraph, or any other, in the novel, but there is little doubt that Lowry chose the epigraphs: they
are typically derived from works by authors to whom he was attracted, and they reflect the
eclectic range of interests he brought to all of his fiction. In this case, the ultimate source of the
epigraph is not a work by Ogden and Richards. Rather, the epigraph comes from the
introduction by F. G. Crookshank to Charles Blondel’s The Troubled Conscience and the Insane
Mind, a volume with translations of two long papers, originally published in French, by Blondel, a
professor of psychology at the University of Strasbourg. In his introduction Crookshank explains
that “Blondel’s persistent use of the French word conscience” in the context of “right and wrong
in the sphere of intellect rather than … in the sphere of morality, or ethics” might pose problems
for English readers. Even so, he notes that modern psychological theory is consistent in some
respects with the English emphasis on morality, as in the position of “[Joseph] Butler, in his
famous First Sermon [who] lays it down that we were made for society and to promote the



happiness thereof just as we are intended to take care of our own life and health and private
good” (Crookshank 14–15).28 Soon after, Crookshank writes:So, after all, there may be
fundamentally something more in common between the eighteenth-century Anglican bishop
[Butler] and the twentieth-century psychologist at Strasbourg than an academician would—very
properly—be disposed to allow. In fact, to use the terminology of Messrs. Ogden and Richards
(in the Meaning of Meaning) two observers remote in time and space, each subservient to
special social experiences and languages, while observing the same set of referents, have
come to construct vastly differing references and yet, ultimately, to approximate very closely in
matter of verbal symbolization. (15–16)As to how a passage that refers to Ogden and Richards
came to be attributed to them, my best guess, at this point, is that Lowry quoted it (from “two
observers” to the end) in a notebook and added a note about its connection with Ogden and
Richards—a note that he (or, more likely, Jan) later misinterpreted as indicating that they were
the authors of the passage, not that it used the terminology of their book The Meaning of
Meaning. In any case, the error will be identified, and the true author of the epigraph (which
begins, “Two observers”) named, in a textual note, but the epigraph will not be corrected in the
text itself. Instead, the misattribution will be allowed to stand as a reminder that the current
edition cannot be fully “corrected” because it is the product of earlier documents, including notes
and drafts that might at times have been unreliable and that, for the most part, have been lost
forever.29In addition to the epigraphs there is other evidence that when Jan began retyping the
manuscript she had access both to the 1936 typescript of In Ballast and to other papers whose
exact nature can no longer be determined. The conversation toward the end of Chapter XIV
provides us with another small piece of evidence: when Sigbjørn expresses surprise at how few
people have been arrested for drunkenness at Easter, Constable Jump answers, “Celebrating
the birth of a royal babe exhausted them at Christmas.” The passage refers to the birth on 25
December 1936 of Princess Alexandra (later the Honourable Lady Ogilvy), a granddaughter of
King George V. Lowry’s reference is quite clear, but the passage could not have been included in
the typescript that he left with his mother-in-law when he and Jan departed for Mexico several
months before the birth of this particular royal babe. Most likely, the passage was written while
the Lowrys were both in Mexico at the end of 1936 or in 1937, a time when the birth would have
been in the news. Jan says that in September 1938, while she and Malcolm were both living
(separately) in the Los Angeles area, Benjamin Parks, an attorney working for Lowry’s father,
had Lowry admitted to a sanatorium. After three weeks Lowry wrote to her, seeking pity and
mentioning “the loss of In Ballast together with its notes (sent registered and insured from
Mexico)” (Gabrial 189–90). She does not specify what later became of those notes, but if she
had access to them, that might explain not only the epigraphs but the “royal babe” reference.The
folder with Jan’s first printout of the final chapter also contains a typescript entitled “Notes for
Last Three Chapters of In Ballast (from Malcolm Lowry),” the title indicating that the typescript is
based on Lowry’s own notes. Much of the final chapter, numbered XVIII in this edition, is based
on that typescript, whose notes in turn are at least partly derived from documents that cannot



have been part of the 1936 typescript or left with Jan’s mother along with it. On pages 8–9 of the
1991 typescript Jan pointed to a major source for the notes that follow: “From Malcolm’s notes
on In Ballast as discussed with a Dr. Hippolyte in Haiti.” This is both revealing and misleading. Dr.
Hippolyte, a character in Lowry’s Dark as the Grave Wherein My Friend Is Laid, is indeed
Haitian, but the scene described here is set in Cuernavaca, Mexico.30 Dark as the Grave is
based on Lowry’s second trip to Mexico (1945–1946), with his second wife, Margerie. In the
novel, Sigbjørn Wilderness returns with his second wife, Primrose, to the scene of his
unpublished novel The Valley of the Shadow of Death (Under the Volcano) and is haunted by
reminders of his past. Not that he does much to try to put the past behind him: packed in his
luggage are “fragments of manuscript, piles of it, even burned and unintelligent manuscript that
Sigbjørn could never hope to put together again but which, equally, seemed too precious to be
left behind, or to be trusted with anyone else.” These fragments include “the burned remnants of
the manuscripts of In Ballast to the White Sea … that had once contained his portrait of
Erikson” (DATG 34).Jan probably read the published text of Dark as the Grave, as edited by
Douglas Day and Margerie Lowry, but she would not have found the scene she mentions in that
version of the novel since the editors deleted it from their text. The scene does appear, however,
in the typescript of the novel in the Malcolm Lowry Archive at the University of British Columbia
Library (UBC 9:5, 345–52). Either Jan read Lowry’s manuscripts for Dark as the Grave in
Vancouver (unlikely but, I suppose, possible) or someone provided her with photocopies from
the archive that she drew on for her notes on the ending of In Ballast. These manuscripts were
not her only source—there are pages that I cannot trace to an archival document—but the
incorporation of this material into the most nearly complete typescript we have for In Ballast
raises the question whether or not to include in an edition of the novel passages that exist only
as a result of Lowry’s attempt, in his later fiction, to come to terms with the loss of In Ballast by
passing that loss on to his protagonist and then letting the character find a way of coping with
the guilt Lowry associated with his doomed novel. Lowry’s life was so entangled with his works,
and his works with one another, that editorial problems of this sort are probably inevitable. In any
event, I have included the notes and drafts that Jan adapted from Dark as the Grave and from
other sources that are not yet identified. These passages are part of the textual history of In
Ballast even if they were composed with other ends in mind.31My intention has been to produce
a text as close as possible to the one Conrad Aiken read during a trip to Mexico in May and June
1937, a book he described in glowing terms:I’m reading Malcolm’s really remarkable new novel,
unpublished, very queer, very profound, very twisted, wonderfully rich—In Ballast to the White
Sea. Gosh, the fellow’s got genius—such a brilliant egocentric nonstop selfanalysis, and such a
magnificent fountain, inexhaustible, of projected self-love I never did see. Wonderful. Too much
of it, and directionless, but for sheer tactile richness and beauty of prose texture a joy to swim in.
(Selected Letters of Conrad Aiken 218)The (re)creation of this text has remained my goal, but of
course it is an unrealizable one, since many chapters of the novel as it then stood are available
only through Jan’s 1991 typescripts, which simultaneously preserve and transform Lowry’s text.



Those typescripts are the only possible starting point for an edition of In Ballast, since there is no
other text available for most of the chapters. However, the clear evidence that Jan made
changes in the text and that she introduced versions of passages that Lowry wrote for a later
novel into this one, as a substitute for parts of In Ballast that had been lost (or perhaps had never
been written to begin with), means that in many cases the decision whether or not to emend the
typescript has depended on my subjective sense of what seemed the more likely reading, one
consistent with this work or Lowry’s corpus as a whole.The indeterminacy of Lowry’s text, at
least at some points, has been considerably reduced by the annotations, and by consultation
with notebooks and draft materials for In Ballast at the University of British Columbia. This is not
to say that readings that support interpretations developed in the annotations have been
favoured, only that the annotations have necessarily been taken into consideration. Two
examples may be cited from the opening chapter, the first being the epigraph, attributed to
Rainer Maria Rilke: “Perhaps we always nocturnally retrace the stretch we have won wearily in
the summer sun.” Since the 1936 typescript has no epigraphs, I have followed the 1991 reading,
which is either misquoted or altered from the first page of M. D. Herter Norton’s 1932 translation
of Die Weise von Liebe und Tod des Cornets Christoph Rilke as The Tale of the Love and Death
of Cornet Christopher Rilke: “Perhaps we always nocturnally retrace the stretch we have won
wearily in the foreign sun? It is possible. The sun is heavy, as deep in summer at home. But we
took our leave in summer” (Rilke 11). Rilke’s reference to a foreign sun might make more sense,
thematically, than the typescript’s reference to a summer sun, if we connect it to Sigbjørn’s
childhood in Norway, and the alteration of “foreign” to “summer” might be attributed to eyeskip,
given that “summer” appears twice in the next few lines. Yet apart from the substitution of a
period for the question mark, Lowry copied “Perhaps we always nocturnally retrace the stretch
we have won wearily in the foreign sun” correctly into one of his notebooks for In Ballast, as
Ackerley indicates in his annotation.32 The fact that Lowry copied only this one sentence into
the notebook means that if the notebook rather than the Rilke text itself was the immediate
source for the epigraph, the substitution of “summer” for “foreign” cannot have been due to
eyeskip. In this case, it appears likely that Lowry deliberately altered Rilke’s line, and the
alteration has therefore been allowed to stand.An equally problematic passage in the 1991
typescript is this paragraph from Chapter I:Or, was it as if each had to face the world separately
once again, with the icy courage childhood brings to the first walk alone? (Who can say who
guards him? What dangers threaten that white head in his first tremulous setting forth?) (NYPL
4:1, 4)In the present edition, the 1936 reading, in which the passage consisted of two short
paragraphs, has been followed:Or it was as if each had to face separately again, the world, with
the icy courage childhood brings to the first walk alone.Who can say who guards him? What
dangers threaten that white head in his first tremulous setting out? (NYPL 3:1, 3)Jan’s revisions
of the earlier reading are extensive: among other things, she changed the first sentence to a
question, making it parallel with the other sentences; she also collapsed two related paragraphs
into one, and then—perhaps to retain the distinction between the first sentence and the other two



—she placed the last two sentences within parentheses. These and other changes are
defensible if the aim is to improve the passage rather than to present it, to the extent that it is
possible, just as Lowry wrote it, or intended to write it. Yet it is the final change in the passage,
Jan’s substitution of “setting forth” for Lowry’s “setting out,” that gave me pause, for Jan probably
assumed (as I do) that Lowry intended an allusion to W. B. Yeats’s “Among School Children,” in
which Yeats wondered whether a young mother who could imagine her baby son as an old man
would still regard him as “A compensation for the pang of his birth, / Or the uncertainty of his
setting forth.” The allusion to Yeats is of course more obvious in the 1991 than in the 1936
typescript, but I have very reluctantly restored the 1936 reading on the grounds that there is no
evidence that “setting out” was erroneous or that Lowry planned to change it to “setting forth.” I
still believe Lowry had Yeats in mind (Lowry’s “white head” is the counterpart to the “sixty or
more winters on its head” that Yeats imagines have turned the baby into an old man) and that
Jan improved the passage, but all I can do is to attempt to restore the text, as much as possible,
to readings that are traceable to Lowry himself. The irony, of course, is that Lowry incorporated
so many writings of other authors into his text that distinguishing his writing from theirs is often
quite difficult. The parallel processes of editing and annotating this text have pointed repeatedly
to the element of indeterminacy in the novel, an element that renders absurd any claim for the
“definitive” status of an edition of In Ballast.Both the larger history of In Ballast and the
indeterminacies I have described are related to the dilemma of the artist as described by
Sigbjørn Wilderness in a scene in Dark as the Grave that reflects Lowry’s anxieties after the fire
destroyed his copy of In Ballast to the White Sea. Sigbjørn compares an author who is
composing a literary work to “a man continually pushing his way through blinding smoke in an
effort to rescue some precious objects from a burning building.” The building, he says,
represents “the work of art in question, long since perfect in the mind, and only rendered a
vehicle of destruction by the effort to realize it, to transmute it upon paper”; moreover, the writer
who returns to his creation after a night’s sleep finds it has changed, like a house in which,
during the night, “invisible workmen” replace a stringer with “one of inferior quality” (DATG 154–
55). When Dr. Hippolyte suggests that his attempt “to get too much in” his book is the source of
his problems and that “A little more selectivity might be in order,” Sigbjørn asks, “suppose that
you were in my position, haunted at every moment that a fire or some other disaster would step
in and destroy what you have already so laboriously created before you have a chance to get it
into some reasonably permanent form … would you not tend also to ‘get too much in’ … on the
basis that it’s better to get too much in than to get too little out[?]” (DATG 156). The relevance of
this discussion to In Ballast is evident from the references to fire, but anyone who reads the
novel will also recognize Lowry’s aesthetic of excess, his habitual attempt to “get too much in” for
fear of getting “too little out.” This pattern is particularly evident in the many allusions, all of them
at least potentially symbolic, within his narrative. When we also consider Lowry’s anxieties about
having his text changed by “invisible workmen” and the inevitable deterioration of an ideal work
from the perfect form it assumes in the mind to the debased condition of a work committed to



paper, along with those related to Nordahl Grieg, Paul Fitte, and Burton Rascoe, what seems
most miraculous is that somehow, in whatever form, In Ballast to the White Sea has survived at
all, and is now available for us to read and to compare with his other major projects of the late
1930s and early 1940s: The Last Address / Swinging the Maelstrom and the 1940 text of Under
the Volcano.NOTES1. This discussion, and much more, was omitted from the published
version of Dark as the Grave.2. Jan’s given name was Janine Vanderheim, according to the
biographical note for the NYPL Jan Gabrial Papers, which is probably based on Gordon
Bowker’s biography (153); Sherrill Grace’s note in her edition of Lowry’s letters cites Jan’s name
at birth as Jennie Bermingham van der Heim (CL 1:121 n1). In her memoir Jan spells the family
name “van der Heim” and says that she adopted the name “Jan Gabrial” as a stage name while
acting in summer stock (Gabrial 11).3. Vik Doyen’s critical edition of Lowry’s Swinging the
Maelstrom, the significantly different later version of The Last Address, includes the earlier story
as an appendix.4. Jan Gabrial Papers, New York Public Library (NYPL 1:2).5. It seems
strangely prophetic of the 1944 fire that in a scene from In Ballast Sigbjørn hands his own
manuscript to his girlfriend Nina, who was based loosely on Jan, and tells her, “And before I
forget it, here’s the manuscript of my novel. I didn’t know whether to burn it or to give it to you.”
Nina answers, “Why thank you! Why that’s like Hedda Gabler all over again, too.” The possible
burning of Sigbjørn’s manuscript, which Nina compares to Hedda Gabler’s burning of Eilert
Løvborg’s manuscript, foreshadows other burnings as well: most notably, in Under the Volcano,
Laruelle’s burning of the Consul’s letter (end of Chapter 1) and Yvonne’s hallucination of the
Consul’s burning book (end of Chapter 11).6. In June 1951 Lowry wrote to Markson,
“Ultramarine is very fortunately out of print (was never really printed as it was meant to be) and is
an absolute flop and abortion and of no interest to you unless you want to hurt my feelings” (CL
2:401). Lowry’s anxiety over Ultramarine was related to Burton Rascoe’s charge of
plagiarism.7. Jan probably learned about the 1944 fire and the loss of In Ballast much later,
from Lowry’s Selected Letters (1965), Dark as the Grave (1968), or Douglas Day’s biography of
Lowry (1973). Even then she kept the secret to herself, although she later told Gordon Bowker,
Lowry’s second biographer, and Sherrill Grace, who edited Lowry’s letters, asking them not to
reveal the existence of the typescript. Only in 1997, when Jan allowed excerpts from her memoir
to be read at the Malcolm Lowry conference (University of Toronto), could Grace reveal that a
draft of In Ballast still existed (see Grace, “Three Letters Home” 25n7.). I suspect that one of
Jan’s motives for not disclosing the survival of an In Ballast manuscript for so long was to keep it
from Margerie Lowry, who might have wanted to edit the novel for publication and, as Lowry’s
widow, might have had a legal right to do so.8. The phrase also appears at the end of Lowry’s
story “On Board the West Hardaway,” which he adapted from Chapters I and V of Ultramarine
(P&S 35), and in the title of one of his poems and the first line of another (CP 99, 107).9. In a
draft of Dark as the Grave Lowry again connected his identification with Grieg (whom he
renamed Guldbransen) with the theme of von Scholz’s Der Wettlauf mit dem Schatten (UBC 9:5,
355–56). I am indebted to Frank Stringfellow, who found the passage in which Dr. Martins,



having encountered a Stranger who believes his life is told in a novel Martins is writing, says,
“Goethe hat mal notiert, ihm begegneten immer mehr seine Gestalten” (“Goethe once noted
down that he was encountering his characters more and more”). What Lowry and Sigbjørn
“know” about the statement attributed to Goethe seems to have been what was said in the
English-language performance of The Race with a Shadow that each saw—Lowry in London,
Sigbjørn in Cambridge.10. Jan Gabrial Papers, New York Public Library (NYPL 2:11). Jan’s
suggested date of 1934 is confirmed by references to Lowry’s marriage (January 1934) and to
the publication a year earlier of Ultramarine (1933). Lowry gives his address as “Eure et Loire
[sic] Near Chartres,” at the Hotel du Pont St. Prést, from which he also sent Sylvia Beach a letter
that Grace dates to June 1934 (CL 1:152).11. Schneider 16 (“vue sous un certain angle,
l’histoire de la littérature est l’histoire des répétitions, du déjà écrit”), 311 (“L’intertextualité … non
seulement affecte l’écriture littéraire, mais la constitue”). Schneider also describes every author
as “in debt, not to the literary past but to his memory of it” (“Chaque auteur est en dette, non du
passé de la littérature, mais de la mémoire qu’il en a”; Schneider 320). Christopher Ricks, who
argues that it is easier to define plagiarism than to identify instances of it (150–51), nonetheless
says that “if credited, allusion is a defence that must stanch the accusation of
plagiarism” (160).12. Lorenz 73, 87, 103, 125. On the Lowry–Aiken relationship see the
biographies by Day and Bowker, passim; Sugars’s edition of the Aiken–Lowry letters; Durrant;
Grace, Voyage 123–27, 142–43; and McCarthy, Forests 20–24, 132–33. In a 1960 letter Aiken
reported that he had just looked at the manuscripts for Ultramarine and had found “the
description of the eating of the father’s skeleton [in Great Circle], copied out in Malc’s neat
pencilling—an appropriate appropriation!” (Selected Letters of Conrad Aiken 307).13. Studies of
Rascoe’s allegations began in 1973 with Vik Doyen’s dissertation, “Fighting the Albatross of Self:
A Genetic Study of the Literary Work of Malcolm Lowry” (46–47, 213–17). Doyen compared
Rascoe’s annotated copy of Ultramarine, in the Burton Rascoe Collection at the University of
Pennsylvania, with the text of Rascoe’s story and found that Lowry borrowed from “What Is
Love?” a passage that plays on lines from Ralph Waldo Emerson’s “Friendship” and Lewis
Carroll’s Through the Looking-Glass (“The rooty drop of manly blood the surging sea outweighs;
the world uncertain comes and goes, the lover rooty stays. Beware the pretty face my son and
shun the scrumptious chatter-box”) and two Latin quotations: “post coitum omnia animalia triste
est. Omnia?” (an abbreviation of the adage post coitum omne animal triste est sive gallus et
mulier, “after sex all animals are sad except the rooster and the woman”) and “supinus pertundo
tunicam” (from Catullus’s Poem 32, “nam pransus iaceo et satur supinus / pertundo tunicamque
palliumque,” a risqué passage translated by Swanson as “I’m lying, filled with what I ate, /
watching my tunic stand up straight”). “What Is Love?” 718, 722; for Lowry’s versions, see
Ultramarine 158 and 169 (1933 edition), 118, 125 (1962 edition). On Rascoe, see also Bowker
192–94, Gabrial 79–80, and McCarthy, Forests, 28–29, 220–221.14. UBC 3:13; photocopy of
letter from the Burton Rascoe Collection. Rascoe’s letter to “Edward” was accompanied by
Lowry’s letter to Rascoe (19 May 1940), on the recto and verso of which Rascoe typed a note,



more than three times the length of Lowry’s letter, characterizing what Lowry wrote as “a curious
letter, showing at once a deliberate attempt to put into writing a falsehood and an evasion
regarding a deliberate and conscious plagiarism” and claiming that Lowry took “whole
paragraphs, word for word” from his story. (Lowry did no such thing.) For Lowry’s letter, which I
discuss in this introduction, and an extensive excerpt from Rascoe’s note, see CL 1:329–31.15.
Since the surviving chapters of the 1936 typescript have no epigraphs except for one that Jan
apparently added later, there were probably no epigraphs in the 1935 typescript that Rascoe
saw.16. On Lowry and plagiarism see also Grace, “Thoughts,” “Play’s,” and CL 1:xxii–xxiv;
McCarthy, Forests; Schneider, 93, 296–99, 301–302, 352; Sugars, “Recuperating Authority”;
Vice, “Self-Consciousness” 162–70 and “Postmodern” 128–31. On Lowry’s resentment at
charges that he was a derivative writer and his work an “anthology,” or what he called a
“cento” (CL 1:116), see McCarthy, “Totality.”17. In a letter to Aiken three months earlier, Lowry
said he had passed the first part of the English Tripos with “a fairly good essay on Truth & Poetry”
in which he quoted Aiken as well as “Poe and the Melody of Chaos” (CL 1:95).18. Cf. Lowry’s
1931 letter to Grieg: “I was actually thinking out a letter to you when I met you in the Red Mill: and
now can’t be altogether sure about the meeting: it might have been imagination” (CL 1:102).19.
Jan made the same assertion in her “Introductory Notes to In Ballast to the White Sea,” a six-
page typescript collected in the Jan Gabrial Papers (NYPL 2:6).20. See Lowry’s May and August
1942 letters to his father and to Margerie’s sister and mother, as well as his June 1945 and
January and June 1946 letters to his British publisher, Jonathan Cape, and his American editor,
Albert Erskine (CL 1:396, 407, 479, 503–504, 580).21. For commentaries on The Voyage That
Never Ends and The Ordeal of Sigbjørn Wilderness, see especially Grace, Voyage 6–11 and
McCarthy, Forests 117–30. In the “Work in Progress” statement that Lowry sent to Harold
Matson in 1951, Lowry indicates that the “untitled sea novel” he planned to include in the
sequence would be “a complete rewriting” of Ultramarine (which he does not name but refers to
as “a twelfth rate and derivative and altogether unmentionable early novel of mine”) along with
“what can be salved in memory” of In Ballast to the White Sea (“Work in Progress” 73).22.
“Suicide of Cambridge Freshman,” photocopy, UBC 36:16. On Fitte’s suicide see especially
Bradbrook 113–16, 161–62; Doyen, “Fighting the Albatross” 15–16; Bowker 97–100, 190, 568;
and Gabrial 76–77, 157.23. The 1940 text of Under the Volcano was published in a limited
edition by Paul Tiessen and Miguel Mota, who are now preparing a scholarly edition of the text
with annotations by Chris Ackerley. Frederick Asals’s The Making of Malcolm Lowry’s “Under the
Volcano” is essential reading for anyone interested in Lowry’s revisions.24. In 2009 Jan Gabrial’s
attorney, Stephen W. Kramer, verified that all of the papers related to In Ballast that were in Jan’s
possession when she died were donated to the New York Public Library.25. It might be worth
noting that Jan almost certainly typed the 1936 In Ballast as well, since Lowry’s attempts at
typing were usually restricted to rough drafts. On Lowry’s resistance to the use of typewriters,
see Wutz.26. See also Tanselle’s astute observation that “if we wish to experience the texts of
works (or versions), and not simply the texts of documents, we must leave the certainty



(or relative certainty) of the documentary texts for the uncertainty of our
reconstructions” (“Editing” 259).27. Comparisons of the epigraphs with their sources may be
found in the Textual Notes.28. Crookshank does not further identity Butler or his sermon, but his
reference is clearly to “Sermon I: Upon Humane Nature” by Joseph Butler (1692–1752). Lowry
also mined Crookshank’s introduction for a passage in Chapter XVI dealing with cenesthesia,
which Lowry changed to cinesthesia. (Thanks to David Large for tracing the epigraph to
Blondel’s book.)29. The same principle has been followed with the epigraph to Chapter XVI, a
passage from Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus that Lowry attributed to Ben Jonson.30. In Dark as the
Grave, Lowry writes that “Dr. Hippolyte was a Haitian, had been the Haitian chargé d’affaires in
Mexico at one time, but for some reason had not returned and still lived in Cuernavaca” (DATG
147). In La Mordida he is named Dr. Amann.31. Jan’s addition of material from Dark as the
Grave into the typescript for In Ballast inadvertently points to the close connection between
these two novels: the feeling that one is inside a novel is a theme in both works, and in each
there are significant references to Melville’s Redburn, Julian Green’s The Dark Journey, and
Arthur Schnitzler’s Flight into Darkness, along with other novels. Sigbjørn Wilderness shares a
name with Sigbjørn Tarnmoor, and as the Lowry surrogate in Dark as the Grave the later
protagonist becomes the fictional author of In Ballast. The extensive discussion of the lost novel
in the manuscripts for Dark as the Grave may be part of what Lowry meant when he told
Markson that In Ballast was “incorporated hypothetically” in The Voyage that Never Ends.32.
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Ballast to the White SeaIPerhaps we always nocturnally retrace the stretch we have won wearily
in the summer sun.RILKE1The two undergraduates looked down from Castle Hill2 on the old
English town. From their position on the grass mound opposite the prison3 even the highest
roofs of Cambridge4 were below them; in the afternoon light5 of winter the streets appeared
spotless and empty, but sun-haze swam on sun-haze among the walls and towers and terraces
far beneath. A brawling wind carried from the railway station,6 which never slumbered, the racket
of the acceleration of engines, shunting the drowsy carriages: but from time to time this would
relapse utterly, giving way then to the cries of rowers on the river or the gunshot of traffic that
now would be growing in volume as swiftly as the other sounds diminished. Now the brothers
inclined their ears7 to the cheering at a football match, now to the sudden jaunty music—loud,
loud—of the hurdy-gurdies on Midsummer Common:8 but again these clusters of sounds, each
of them a hail and farewell from separate worlds of objectivity,9 would die away almost in their
swelling, as the groan of aeroplane engines quickly vanishes to a sigh in the gale.Standing by
the pole marking the spot of the last hanging on the Mound,10 their fair hair blowing, their eyes
bright with the sun and wind even when despair was behind them, they were like two castaways
on a raft, shading their eyes towards the flat world against some vanishing hope, while all around



them the surf broke, a spray not of sea but of dust and straw. But to Sigbjørn,11 the younger, the
wailing of the wind about the prison was like wind in the rigging of a ship, in the telegraph wires
above them he heard once more the threnody12 that the wireless aerial sheathes in the Bay of
Bengal13 and the banging of a loose shutter somewhere might have been the groaning of the
strakes14 of a boat labouring in a heavy swell; yet if he felt within him again that special anguish
of the sea, for Sigbjørn had been a sailor, he could detect also within himself for the first time in
some weeks today on Tor’s15 return from a brief stay in London the schism between them and
narcissistically much of the ebb and flow of the other’s very different feelings.For between these
two brothers there existed marked chemic16 dissimilarity. In fact it was the first time since an
accident17 to them in childhood in Norway that they had been brought close together in spirit.
Only six weeks had elapsed since one of their father’s ships, the Thorstein,18 had gone down
off the coast of Montserrat19 with enormous loss of life. Since that period, during the
investigation and the resulting public obloquy, they had been in spite of former differences
inseparable. They drew together in defence. An armistice was signed ceasing the spiritual
hostilities20 between them. They accepted now what they had formerly, and vainly, contested
together or as against one another, the inner solitude of an environment which no familiarity with
the other students, the English language, the flat countryside—after the mountain ranges and
torrents of Norway their very hearts had to stoop to walk it—the life, and the chilled climate,
could change from the permanently alien. This quality common to them both that separated
them from the mass of students was not however implicit in their foreignness. It arose rather from
an inability to contact life at first hand, even if only to connect21 was their deepest desire: rather
was it that each had become by virtue of the other’s existence one place removed from life as
though the body of one brother lay across the opening of the cave of self22 in which the other
lay captured, obstructing the light, yes, existence itself.Each term, the train they travelled down
on from Liverpool to Cambridge23 gathered more and more students on the way. There were
long waits on the platform. And their two bare white heads seen among the other golden brown
English where they waited, might seem to an onlooker as freakish as a pair of white swallows
among their dun fellows awaiting the signal for the summer migration. From Lincoln to Ely this
term they had stood in the corridor, too shy to sit down: yet resting it seemed in their common
grief. And all this term, neglecting their work they had stood together so: each walking every
alternate day the two miles to the other’s rooms: all the indignation of the past with each other
melted away in this sorrowful, but warm fealty.24 But now as the sea tugs at the very souls of the
sister ships lying in harbour, or as the moon draws the disconsolate twin tides of the day to
herself from the shore, so a dual magnetism seemed to be pulling these brothers out again
towards the separate poles of their oceanic destiny.25Or it was as if each had to face separately
again, the world, with the icy courage childhood brings to the first walk alone.Who can say who
guards him? What dangers threaten that white head in his first tremulous setting out?26—God
knows, Tor was saying, I’m still frightened of something—you know what Dostoievsky27 said—
something I can’t conceive, which doesn’t exist, but which rises up before me as a horrible,



distorted, irrefutable, fact.—It may be the flood, who knows? Sigbjørn said, and laughed for the
first time that term. Or Dante.28 That Italian paper!At this moment an object, evoked, Sigbjørn
could not help thinking afterwards, by some evil malice, evil more by virtue of what it did not
divulge than by what it did, and which he now saw to be a newspaper, had disentangled itself
from a hedge below and was blowing towards them. Tor trapping it absently with his stick and
foot peered down at the muddied columns. Sigbjørn stood by him looking over his
shoulder.Mount Ararat29 in eruption. Thousands panic.Now as if simultaneously released from
the tension and shame of the last weeks both men started to shake with laughter, and as they
did so into Sigbjørn’s mind came a picture of two ships, their ropes cast off from the wharf, but
their immediate passage through the dock gate suddenly obstructed.—So there won’t be
anywhere to go at all now.—But let’s hope Dante is the only irrefutable fact.—The old rascal is
enough!—But the Inferno is child’s play to what readers of the English Tripos30 must go
through…—Yes, Tor, where shall we go now in that ark of yours you always talk of building?—
The only thing I shall have in common with Noah now is I shall get drunk31 perhaps. But to be
serious, it’s not that only, it’s not only the fear of the exam—Sigbjørn looked up at the stake
planted on the site of the old gallows.32 And for a moment he had the nightmare notion that this
hill where they were standing was actually Mount Ararat itself. Why make any journey? But if that
were true, if the papers could be believed, it was a dangerous spot. Indeed, already in eruption
without their being aware of it! He exclaimed:—Think of something else, of the last man hanged
on this hill, think what he must have suffered. Twenty-two years ago! It’s nearly that since we
were born, Sigbjørn went on, but there are unhappier places even than this.But Tor was
absorbed in his own private joke about Mount Ararat.—The station platform for instance,
Sigbjørn said, is an unhappier place than this, a roar coming, and subsiding, as quickly as it had
come, from that direction.—Yes, the station platform, Tor replied at last. Where there are so
many partings. Its heart cracked with grief, I used to think when a child, he added, and went on
laughing, for were they not, after their penance, free to laugh once more? He peered down again
at the trapped newspaper.—And all wharves, Tor. That smoke which is so evanescent, so like
pity, like love, like a dream of the sea.33 Ah my God if only—But look here! The way must have
looked just as easy and straight as it does now…don’t you think so?—What way? Tor was
laughing. To whom? What do you mean?—To him up there, of course. Sigbjørn was looking up
at the stake and adding impatiently, to that last hanged man of course. Doesn’t it seem so easy?
As though you could walk to the North Pole34 on a day like this. It seems so simple, so folded
over in peace, and there’s a kind of sea feeling to it too. Don’t you see the meadows beyond; it’s
like a calm on the line,35 blowing and furling…—Mount Ararat, Tor shook, I’m sorry I can’t get
over it. It’s the funniest thing I ever heard. And he laughed again, crouching down and bending
over the fouled newspaper. Sigbjørn pointed out over the fens36 towards the sea.—My soul
turns like a compass needle37 towards the Pole.—Other things lacking, it’s polite to have a soul,
Tor said relapsing as he did sometimes, into the broken English of his youth.Sigbjørn still
pointed, staring with sea-gazing eyes over the flat world, as flat as the grey sea which at



noonday makes the sailor off watch dream of meadows at home. Now that his heart was still he
could think again of the chain of watches, the abysmal concentric conversations38 reflecting in a
torrent of words his own distraction, the back-breaking work of coal-passing,39 the ship
staggering and wallowing in a green sea, the immediate experience of which had been
intolerable with ecstasy; but the ecstasy was being withdrawn from him as quickly as around him
the ebb of one tide of sounds was displaced by the flood of another: and as soon as he saw its
exacting cause the mood disappeared altogether. How to break the circle of self,40 even in the
shadow of disaster, he knew that was the thought in the hearts of them both, how to break from
this hill on which they were standing, the cursed coward circle from which neither had ever
emerged.Below them the lamplighter,41 in hard daylight, like Diogenes, lit the lamps with his
long pike against the coming dark—but who could say for certain it would curve towards them
tonight? A sudden gust tore frantically at the hair of the grass: shadows drifted before the sun,
and swept the mound where they were standing: a mournful shadow rested with them for a
moment, enveloping them, as though they were its victims, then galloped off to westward.—
Darkness begins at midday,42 was all Tor said, laughing.—As the Chinese, is it the Chinese,
say?—You always bring in the sea, Tor said, temporarily controlled at last; I envy you your
suffering. In spite of all you say to the contrary that was your university.43 You had no need to
come here.Down below them a clock chimed,44 four or five; doom, doom, the strokes came
loud and each stroke was a curvature of sound, every odd one being inaudible: beyond the clock
the thick spire of a church was falling against the swiftly voyaging clouds. The raised arm of
Cain45 that fell every day in some part of the world.—But Erikson46 took the sea away from me.
—What you say today is being shouted on the housetops47 tomorrow anyway, you can never
escape that. Even Erikson could not escape that. But you had something there in that
experience, something intensely valuable to yourself, something that I needed more than you,
and something you made no use of. And now it’s too late for me to have it.—You talk as though
you’re an old man. You’re young yet.—Did you ever read of an old man aged twenty-one who
attained his majority in death?48—Besides, it seems that I’m the one to kick. If you’d ever had
the experience of writing a book, and then discovering it had been written by somebody else
better, as I have, you might have some reason to feel fatal.And just as the burden of the disaster
of the Thorstein was being lifted from his shoulders, the old and bowing weight of this discovery
replaced it. For here Sigbjørn’s inability to connect had stood him in the worst stead. Eight
months as a coal trimmer49 on a freighter before he came to the University, searing though it
must have been, socially revealing beyond all words as it might, it should, have been, Sigbjørn
had returned home with his experience having apparently done no more for him than to
convince him of what he already knew and of what everyone already knows, that life was as
deep and as infinitely terrible and mysterious as the ocean. And when he returned, fire-scarred,
thin, and hard and sleepless as he was at first, it was only to discover that his brother Tor while
remaining at home had attained greater maturity. And soon under the stress of the utter
incommunicability of his experience, and hence the ever increasing necessity to lie about it, the



mask of his adventure fell away, leaving a face with even softer lines than before. It was not
because he was a natural writer but because he was impelled to try even if the attempt were
foredoomed to failure, to connect, to communicate, somehow, that had driven him to make a
book of his experience. This was the way out. Otherwise nobody, perhaps not even himself,
would ever know what he suffered—and indeed he must have suffered—or even have any
related idea of what suffering he saw. For in reality he had found similar motives to those that
restrained Tor from accompanying him, when opportunity offered, were now behind himself
when he held away from giving himself over entirely to the workers. In a book this bridge might
be spanned. But the unfeasibility of this way out of the wood had been only too cruelly shown to
him. To discover that one’s book has been written better by someone else is a sinister
experience even to the untalented.—I feel fatal without that, Tor said. I’ve never written a book,
and I never shall. And I never want to. And your experience is only an interesting recurrence of
an eternal process.50 But you ought to get in touch with Erikson just the same.—I thought of
getting a Norwegian freighter this coming vac, and making Skibets reise fra Kristiania51 into a
play in my watch below. But can you tell me why when I think of Norway I always think of
Russia52 at the same time?—Isn’t it possible that for us, Russia is the future, and Norway the
past?—The future? To Dostoievsky’s Christianity belongs the next thousand years?—That’s the
worst kind of Spenglerian nonsense53. To Russia, perhaps. But to Dostoievsky’s—Again they
looked out over the fens and the meadows, over the blackened corn sheaves, the sad harvest of
that year, out beyond where the Cam wound through willows and poplars growing in the
marshes.—The past! Do you remember our underground railway, Tor, our Holmenkollen54 at
home in Norway? What do you suppose we were looking for in that old well shaft?—The
philosopher’s stone perhaps. Or the quadrature of the circle.55—The absolute.—Anyway it
always puzzled me how we escaped with our lives when it collapsed.Norway! Cambridge, the
fens, and beyond in the heart the world with its million ships and giant chimneys seemed to grow
further and further away, the people, the trees and the waters, the hundred distractions of
memory seemed to fade before the thought of this one single source of them both. They must go
back! But at this instant the town of Archangel56 rose before him in imagination, flat and
sombre, with miles of piled timbers along the wharves.—Would you come back to Norway, Tor?
—Why should I go back? Why do you go back or anywhere but to come home again?Sigbjørn
said nothing.Now the rowers were coming back from Chesterton,57 the river made its way
through the town: flying out over the fens was a solitary, landless, gull:58 and he felt the power of
water moving through the spirit of all these things, of water everywhere seeking the ocean, as it
is said the soul seeks Brahma.59For a short time longer the sun spun before them like a
thousand golden hoops afire: then its fierce light softened, it started to sink: the day drew in over
the plain with its small waves of land, tiny dunes which were the sea’s seal and small lakes, eyes
of the sea,60 and over the water which circulated invisibly there, threading all of this together
with a grey thread, woods, villages, and land that was itself ploughed brownly as water churned
by a steamer’s propeller.In the last light Sigbjørn said pointing:—Look Tor, the way must have



seemed easy and straight. Do you think that last hanged man saw the path stretched out before
him, that although he knew his body would soon be swinging in the air…—His soul went
marching,61 Tor began to laugh.—Yes, his soul still crept on, huddled, bent over his endless
walks like the Wandering Jew…62—Perhaps like the man in the Tarot63 pack he was hanged
upside down. An old time penalty. He saw truth.—Or perhaps, he saw himself.—The singing
slayer64 remained mirthful to the end, said Tor, it’s a fact. I read about him only yesterday in an
American paper65 in London. You know if I went anywhere I’d go to America!—But what do you
mean, singing slayer?Tor passed his hand over his hair.—Nattily attired, his black hair glowing,
meticulous in his preparations for death, etcetera…—Don’t be a damned fool!—As he sang,
then prayed, he paid strict attention to details until he dropped through the trap; and as he
stepped upon it——Come along, we ought to go, Sigbjørn said impatiently.—And as he stepped
upon it, Tor went on, and Tor executed a dance, he tested it with half a dozen light dancing
steps…Tor was dancing gloomily, a kind of death jig,66 on the mound, slowly revolving, clods of
dirt flying from his feet.—Tap-dance of death, he remarked.He stopped his dancing and with his
stick freed the newspaper wrapped round the stake:67 now it floated away. For a moment, like a
lost soul, the poor paper hovered uncertainly in the air, then it drifted away down the cold coast
of the houses.Sigbjørn gathered his gown around him but still they both lingered waiting as the
ship-boy on the masthead for the sun to sink.—Since the Thorstein went down, Sigbjørn said,
I’ve had terrible dreams. I dream of a figure being hanged in the snow, the executioner’s fingers
trembling, the death mask blowing away, it blows far away into the snow and the executioner
stumbles after it.—Like a man looking for his soul, said Tor, and put on his black gown.68—And
the other night I dreamt of the sisters of Le Mans;69 one of them was hanged in an apple tree;
her limbs were broken and the limbs of the apple tree were breaking.—Then there was Pink the
poet, Tor said. I’m dead as I ever will be, he said, to Dr. Styx70 on being cut down.—The
murderer, who said, on Monday, on being led to the gallows: this week is beginning well.71Now
it was night. They laughed; what on earth gave rise to all this? Tor shuffled down the grass hill,
laughing, digging his heels in the earth.72Sigbjørn ran after him.In Ballast to the White
SeaIPerhaps we always nocturnally retrace the stretch we have won wearily in the summer
sun.RILKE1The two undergraduates looked down from Castle Hill2 on the old English town.
From their position on the grass mound opposite the prison3 even the highest roofs of
Cambridge4 were below them; in the afternoon light5 of winter the streets appeared spotless
and empty, but sun-haze swam on sun-haze among the walls and towers and terraces far
beneath. A brawling wind carried from the railway station,6 which never slumbered, the racket of
the acceleration of engines, shunting the drowsy carriages: but from time to time this would
relapse utterly, giving way then to the cries of rowers on the river or the gunshot of traffic that
now would be growing in volume as swiftly as the other sounds diminished. Now the brothers
inclined their ears7 to the cheering at a football match, now to the sudden jaunty music—loud,
loud—of the hurdy-gurdies on Midsummer Common:8 but again these clusters of sounds, each
of them a hail and farewell from separate worlds of objectivity,9 would die away almost in their



swelling, as the groan of aeroplane engines quickly vanishes to a sigh in the gale.Standing by
the pole marking the spot of the last hanging on the Mound,10 their fair hair blowing, their eyes
bright with the sun and wind even when despair was behind them, they were like two castaways
on a raft, shading their eyes towards the flat world against some vanishing hope, while all around
them the surf broke, a spray not of sea but of dust and straw. But to Sigbjørn,11 the younger, the
wailing of the wind about the prison was like wind in the rigging of a ship, in the telegraph wires
above them he heard once more the threnody12 that the wireless aerial sheathes in the Bay of
Bengal13 and the banging of a loose shutter somewhere might have been the groaning of the
strakes14 of a boat labouring in a heavy swell; yet if he felt within him again that special anguish
of the sea, for Sigbjørn had been a sailor, he could detect also within himself for the first time in
some weeks today on Tor’s15 return from a brief stay in London the schism between them and
narcissistically much of the ebb and flow of the other’s very different feelings.For between these
two brothers there existed marked chemic16 dissimilarity. In fact it was the first time since an
accident17 to them in childhood in Norway that they had been brought close together in spirit.
Only six weeks had elapsed since one of their father’s ships, the Thorstein,18 had gone down
off the coast of Montserrat19 with enormous loss of life. Since that period, during the
investigation and the resulting public obloquy, they had been in spite of former differences
inseparable. They drew together in defence. An armistice was signed ceasing the spiritual
hostilities20 between them. They accepted now what they had formerly, and vainly, contested
together or as against one another, the inner solitude of an environment which no familiarity with
the other students, the English language, the flat countryside—after the mountain ranges and
torrents of Norway their very hearts had to stoop to walk it—the life, and the chilled climate,
could change from the permanently alien. This quality common to them both that separated
them from the mass of students was not however implicit in their foreignness. It arose rather from
an inability to contact life at first hand, even if only to connect21 was their deepest desire: rather
was it that each had become by virtue of the other’s existence one place removed from life as
though the body of one brother lay across the opening of the cave of self22 in which the other
lay captured, obstructing the light, yes, existence itself.Each term, the train they travelled down
on from Liverpool to Cambridge23 gathered more and more students on the way. There were
long waits on the platform. And their two bare white heads seen among the other golden brown
English where they waited, might seem to an onlooker as freakish as a pair of white swallows
among their dun fellows awaiting the signal for the summer migration. From Lincoln to Ely this
term they had stood in the corridor, too shy to sit down: yet resting it seemed in their common
grief. And all this term, neglecting their work they had stood together so: each walking every
alternate day the two miles to the other’s rooms: all the indignation of the past with each other
melted away in this sorrowful, but warm fealty.24 But now as the sea tugs at the very souls of the
sister ships lying in harbour, or as the moon draws the disconsolate twin tides of the day to
herself from the shore, so a dual magnetism seemed to be pulling these brothers out again
towards the separate poles of their oceanic destiny.25Or it was as if each had to face separately



again, the world, with the icy courage childhood brings to the first walk alone.Who can say who
guards him? What dangers threaten that white head in his first tremulous setting out?26—God
knows, Tor was saying, I’m still frightened of something—you know what Dostoievsky27 said—
something I can’t conceive, which doesn’t exist, but which rises up before me as a horrible,
distorted, irrefutable, fact.—It may be the flood, who knows? Sigbjørn said, and laughed for the
first time that term. Or Dante.28 That Italian paper!At this moment an object, evoked, Sigbjørn
could not help thinking afterwards, by some evil malice, evil more by virtue of what it did not
divulge than by what it did, and which he now saw to be a newspaper, had disentangled itself
from a hedge below and was blowing towards them. Tor trapping it absently with his stick and
foot peered down at the muddied columns. Sigbjørn stood by him looking over his
shoulder.Mount Ararat29 in eruption. Thousands panic.Now as if simultaneously released from
the tension and shame of the last weeks both men started to shake with laughter, and as they
did so into Sigbjørn’s mind came a picture of two ships, their ropes cast off from the wharf, but
their immediate passage through the dock gate suddenly obstructed.—So there won’t be
anywhere to go at all now.—But let’s hope Dante is the only irrefutable fact.—The old rascal is
enough!—But the Inferno is child’s play to what readers of the English Tripos30 must go
through…—Yes, Tor, where shall we go now in that ark of yours you always talk of building?—
The only thing I shall have in common with Noah now is I shall get drunk31 perhaps. But to be
serious, it’s not that only, it’s not only the fear of the exam—Sigbjørn looked up at the stake
planted on the site of the old gallows.32 And for a moment he had the nightmare notion that this
hill where they were standing was actually Mount Ararat itself. Why make any journey? But if that
were true, if the papers could be believed, it was a dangerous spot. Indeed, already in eruption
without their being aware of it! He exclaimed:—Think of something else, of the last man hanged
on this hill, think what he must have suffered. Twenty-two years ago! It’s nearly that since we
were born, Sigbjørn went on, but there are unhappier places even than this.But Tor was
absorbed in his own private joke about Mount Ararat.—The station platform for instance,
Sigbjørn said, is an unhappier place than this, a roar coming, and subsiding, as quickly as it had
come, from that direction.—Yes, the station platform, Tor replied at last. Where there are so
many partings. Its heart cracked with grief, I used to think when a child, he added, and went on
laughing, for were they not, after their penance, free to laugh once more? He peered down again
at the trapped newspaper.—And all wharves, Tor. That smoke which is so evanescent, so like
pity, like love, like a dream of the sea.33 Ah my God if only—But look here! The way must have
looked just as easy and straight as it does now…don’t you think so?—What way? Tor was
laughing. To whom? What do you mean?—To him up there, of course. Sigbjørn was looking up
at the stake and adding impatiently, to that last hanged man of course. Doesn’t it seem so easy?
As though you could walk to the North Pole34 on a day like this. It seems so simple, so folded
over in peace, and there’s a kind of sea feeling to it too. Don’t you see the meadows beyond; it’s
like a calm on the line,35 blowing and furling…—Mount Ararat, Tor shook, I’m sorry I can’t get
over it. It’s the funniest thing I ever heard. And he laughed again, crouching down and bending



over the fouled newspaper. Sigbjørn pointed out over the fens36 towards the sea.—My soul
turns like a compass needle37 towards the Pole.—Other things lacking, it’s polite to have a soul,
Tor said relapsing as he did sometimes, into the broken English of his youth.Sigbjørn still
pointed, staring with sea-gazing eyes over the flat world, as flat as the grey sea which at
noonday makes the sailor off watch dream of meadows at home. Now that his heart was still he
could think again of the chain of watches, the abysmal concentric conversations38 reflecting in a
torrent of words his own distraction, the back-breaking work of coal-passing,39 the ship
staggering and wallowing in a green sea, the immediate experience of which had been
intolerable with ecstasy; but the ecstasy was being withdrawn from him as quickly as around him
the ebb of one tide of sounds was displaced by the flood of another: and as soon as he saw its
exacting cause the mood disappeared altogether. How to break the circle of self,40 even in the
shadow of disaster, he knew that was the thought in the hearts of them both, how to break from
this hill on which they were standing, the cursed coward circle from which neither had ever
emerged.Below them the lamplighter,41 in hard daylight, like Diogenes, lit the lamps with his
long pike against the coming dark—but who could say for certain it would curve towards them
tonight? A sudden gust tore frantically at the hair of the grass: shadows drifted before the sun,
and swept the mound where they were standing: a mournful shadow rested with them for a
moment, enveloping them, as though they were its victims, then galloped off to westward.—
Darkness begins at midday,42 was all Tor said, laughing.—As the Chinese, is it the Chinese,
say?—You always bring in the sea, Tor said, temporarily controlled at last; I envy you your
suffering. In spite of all you say to the contrary that was your university.43 You had no need to
come here.Down below them a clock chimed,44 four or five; doom, doom, the strokes came
loud and each stroke was a curvature of sound, every odd one being inaudible: beyond the clock
the thick spire of a church was falling against the swiftly voyaging clouds. The raised arm of
Cain45 that fell every day in some part of the world.—But Erikson46 took the sea away from me.
—What you say today is being shouted on the housetops47 tomorrow anyway, you can never
escape that. Even Erikson could not escape that. But you had something there in that
experience, something intensely valuable to yourself, something that I needed more than you,
and something you made no use of. And now it’s too late for me to have it.—You talk as though
you’re an old man. You’re young yet.—Did you ever read of an old man aged twenty-one who
attained his majority in death?48—Besides, it seems that I’m the one to kick. If you’d ever had
the experience of writing a book, and then discovering it had been written by somebody else
better, as I have, you might have some reason to feel fatal.And just as the burden of the disaster
of the Thorstein was being lifted from his shoulders, the old and bowing weight of this discovery
replaced it. For here Sigbjørn’s inability to connect had stood him in the worst stead. Eight
months as a coal trimmer49 on a freighter before he came to the University, searing though it
must have been, socially revealing beyond all words as it might, it should, have been, Sigbjørn
had returned home with his experience having apparently done no more for him than to
convince him of what he already knew and of what everyone already knows, that life was as



deep and as infinitely terrible and mysterious as the ocean. And when he returned, fire-scarred,
thin, and hard and sleepless as he was at first, it was only to discover that his brother Tor while
remaining at home had attained greater maturity. And soon under the stress of the utter
incommunicability of his experience, and hence the ever increasing necessity to lie about it, the
mask of his adventure fell away, leaving a face with even softer lines than before. It was not
because he was a natural writer but because he was impelled to try even if the attempt were
foredoomed to failure, to connect, to communicate, somehow, that had driven him to make a
book of his experience. This was the way out. Otherwise nobody, perhaps not even himself,
would ever know what he suffered—and indeed he must have suffered—or even have any
related idea of what suffering he saw. For in reality he had found similar motives to those that
restrained Tor from accompanying him, when opportunity offered, were now behind himself
when he held away from giving himself over entirely to the workers. In a book this bridge might
be spanned. But the unfeasibility of this way out of the wood had been only too cruelly shown to
him. To discover that one’s book has been written better by someone else is a sinister
experience even to the untalented.—I feel fatal without that, Tor said. I’ve never written a book,
and I never shall. And I never want to. And your experience is only an interesting recurrence of
an eternal process.50 But you ought to get in touch with Erikson just the same.—I thought of
getting a Norwegian freighter this coming vac, and making Skibets reise fra Kristiania51 into a
play in my watch below. But can you tell me why when I think of Norway I always think of
Russia52 at the same time?—Isn’t it possible that for us, Russia is the future, and Norway the
past?—The future? To Dostoievsky’s Christianity belongs the next thousand years?—That’s the
worst kind of Spenglerian nonsense53. To Russia, perhaps. But to Dostoievsky’s—Again they
looked out over the fens and the meadows, over the blackened corn sheaves, the sad harvest of
that year, out beyond where the Cam wound through willows and poplars growing in the
marshes.—The past! Do you remember our underground railway, Tor, our Holmenkollen54 at
home in Norway? What do you suppose we were looking for in that old well shaft?—The
philosopher’s stone perhaps. Or the quadrature of the circle.55—The absolute.—Anyway it
always puzzled me how we escaped with our lives when it collapsed.Norway! Cambridge, the
fens, and beyond in the heart the world with its million ships and giant chimneys seemed to grow
further and further away, the people, the trees and the waters, the hundred distractions of
memory seemed to fade before the thought of this one single source of them both. They must go
back! But at this instant the town of Archangel56 rose before him in imagination, flat and
sombre, with miles of piled timbers along the wharves.—Would you come back to Norway, Tor?
—Why should I go back? Why do you go back or anywhere but to come home again?Sigbjørn
said nothing.Now the rowers were coming back from Chesterton,57 the river made its way
through the town: flying out over the fens was a solitary, landless, gull:58 and he felt the power of
water moving through the spirit of all these things, of water everywhere seeking the ocean, as it
is said the soul seeks Brahma.59For a short time longer the sun spun before them like a
thousand golden hoops afire: then its fierce light softened, it started to sink: the day drew in over



the plain with its small waves of land, tiny dunes which were the sea’s seal and small lakes, eyes
of the sea,60 and over the water which circulated invisibly there, threading all of this together
with a grey thread, woods, villages, and land that was itself ploughed brownly as water churned
by a steamer’s propeller.In the last light Sigbjørn said pointing:—Look Tor, the way must have
seemed easy and straight. Do you think that last hanged man saw the path stretched out before
him, that although he knew his body would soon be swinging in the air…—His soul went
marching,61 Tor began to laugh.—Yes, his soul still crept on, huddled, bent over his endless
walks like the Wandering Jew…62—Perhaps like the man in the Tarot63 pack he was hanged
upside down. An old time penalty. He saw truth.—Or perhaps, he saw himself.—The singing
slayer64 remained mirthful to the end, said Tor, it’s a fact. I read about him only yesterday in an
American paper65 in London. You know if I went anywhere I’d go to America!—But what do you
mean, singing slayer?Tor passed his hand over his hair.—Nattily attired, his black hair glowing,
meticulous in his preparations for death, etcetera…—Don’t be a damned fool!—As he sang,
then prayed, he paid strict attention to details until he dropped through the trap; and as he
stepped upon it——Come along, we ought to go, Sigbjørn said impatiently.—And as he stepped
upon it, Tor went on, and Tor executed a dance, he tested it with half a dozen light dancing
steps…Tor was dancing gloomily, a kind of death jig,66 on the mound, slowly revolving, clods of
dirt flying from his feet.—Tap-dance of death, he remarked.He stopped his dancing and with his
stick freed the newspaper wrapped round the stake:67 now it floated away. For a moment, like a
lost soul, the poor paper hovered uncertainly in the air, then it drifted away down the cold coast
of the houses.Sigbjørn gathered his gown around him but still they both lingered waiting as the
ship-boy on the masthead for the sun to sink.—Since the Thorstein went down, Sigbjørn said,
I’ve had terrible dreams. I dream of a figure being hanged in the snow, the executioner’s fingers
trembling, the death mask blowing away, it blows far away into the snow and the executioner
stumbles after it.—Like a man looking for his soul, said Tor, and put on his black gown.68—And
the other night I dreamt of the sisters of Le Mans;69 one of them was hanged in an apple tree;
her limbs were broken and the limbs of the apple tree were breaking.—Then there was Pink the
poet, Tor said. I’m dead as I ever will be, he said, to Dr. Styx70 on being cut down.—The
murderer, who said, on Monday, on being led to the gallows: this week is beginning well.71Now
it was night. They laughed; what on earth gave rise to all this? Tor shuffled down the grass hill,
laughing, digging his heels in the earth.72Sigbjørn ran after him.IIShut up talking, charming in
the best suits to be had in town,Lecturing on navigation while the ship is going down.W.H.
AUDEN1The two brothers kept close in beside the prison railings.2 The gravel path led to the
main road from Huntingdon.3 They started to walk down the hill towards the town and the world,
leaving the prison behind.—Do you remember the story of John Lee, the man they couldn’t
hang?4 Tor asked.But Sigbjørn could not attend to that, he was looking into the sunset. He had
already forgotten their terrible conversation on the gallows’ hill. For the time being even the
Thorstein was forgotten. He loved life once again with the same strong love he had given the
ocean. He even shivered, shaking the darkness from himself as a horse tries to shake off a whiff



of chemicals5 from a factory.—We don’t have enough sun. It would be good to build a house of
glass!6—The sun would shrivel you to a husk.—Isn’t that all we are, husks driven before the
storm.7—I prefer the dark.—God is the storm.The men laughed at their mutual disparagement
without gaiety or bitterness or indeed reality. They had reached the corner of Chesterton Lane8
and Sidney Street where at the cross-roads the ways led north, south, east and west. Facing
north, Sigbjørn said exultantly:—Don’t you feel sometimes the desire to rotate, to break away?
Don’t you ever feel the rondure9 of the earth in yourself?Tor was lighting a cigarette,10 cupping
the match against the wind.—Barney,11 I hate this unrelated energy, this glee, of yours, he said,
and the cigarette alight, obeying the same instinct that made him the moment night fell, don it,
an instinct that in a second-year man, betrayed an almost pathological fear of authority,12 he
struggled out of his gown,13 Sigbjørn doing likewise.They had walked on and were now passing
Magdalene College:14—but I envy you the sea—And he touched the iron-spiked railings:—
Tactile suffering,15 my boy! But if you’re a fraud, he said, what made you go to sea in the first
place? Perhaps I’m a fraud too but not such a gilded fake16 as yourself. I may be a prig—and he
struck a match for his brother, sheltering him from the wind—but perhaps, as has been
suggested, as Telemachus17 did in Menelaus, I meet an arch-prig in you.—What do you
believe, Tor? I often wonder…—Show me the starving man,18 Tor swung with his stick; quoting
he traced a hieroglyph19 with the ferrule20 on the sidewalk. Show me the starving man I pay no
attention to him. Show me the starving man on the point of dying, I grab up groceries and, he
added quickly, I jump on him! Yes I jump on him! He seized Sigbjørn laughing:—I cram bread
down his mouth and stuff his eyes and his ears with potatoes. He forced his brother to the wall:—
I rip open his lips to hammer down more food, and bung in his teeth the better to stuff him. The
explanation—it’s the godlike in me!He held him at arm’s length against the wall, looking at him
with a strange mingling of malice and dread.—What do you mean by that? Take your hands off
me. And don’t keep quoting that Ripley-like philosopher21 at me.—I don’t mean anything by that,
Tor said, calmly releasing him. But like Charles Fort22 who wrote it and who was no Ripley, I do
mean something by the godawful meaninglessness of that. I mean, that’s the law of supply and
demand. That’s the way it works. We’re in the helpless state of a standardless existence.They
walked on in silence.—I don’t agree that it’s standardless. There’s a power for good23 watching
over all things. Ens a se extra et supra omne genus, necessarium, unum, infinite, perfectum,
simplex, immutabile, immensum, eternum, intelligens.24 Only yesterday you said…—But I say
now, all is accident.25—As the infant Julian Green26 remarked in the meat-market: il y a
beaucoup d’accidents ici. That much may be admitted.—The goal of the seeker of wisdom27 is
the juncture of two obliterations. One is of knowing nothing and the other is of knowing there is
nothing to know. What do we learn in this damned place, only lies.—Perhaps you learned what
you just said. But don’t you think sometimes everything in the world hints of secret knowledge,28
buried somewhere? Yet there are no teachers for us, or we don’t qualify…—Nothing out of
nowhere answers that.—But only the other day you were saying…—How Voltaire29 would have
hated you!They walked on, nervously gesticulating30 with their hands, among the dense traffic



that hinted in vain, in spite of their awareness of it, of the magnificent thickness of things
elsewhere, continually shrugging their gowns around them at the approach of imaginary
proctors,31 who could not possibly be on their rounds so early, their white heads luminously
gliding,32 lighting and relighting cigarettes that were neither enjoyed for themselves nor
because they were forbidden. Since the dark ages millions of such men have threaded their way
gesticulating through the narrow streets of Cambridge. Whither? Whence? For these souls, in
spite of their reading, the serene brotherhood of philosophs might never have existed. For is not
the common absolute33 of the latter, the incommunicability of knowledge arrived at by intuition?
An observer who had also the advantage of listening to their conversation might have said that
the strangest thing about them was that like amateur scientists whose calculations have
suddenly proved to them that they are moving along a fault in the earth’s crust upon which any
stress might cause the elastic limit34 to be exceeded they were escaping from a danger which
only seemed real to themselves. And to that observer their conversation would seem equally
unreal and affected, the more so since as will shortly be seen part of its affectation always
consisted in being aware of its unreality. But the strangest presumption of all is—supposing that
earthquake should actually take place!The two brothers came to a bridge crossing the ‘backs.’35
Here all was desolate, deserted, the punts drawn up into the boathouses and the sluggish
stream, mournfully lit by gas-lamps, thick with fallen leaves. They leaned against the railings
looking down silently on the dull, soundless, water, not so choked however that it did not in the
infinitely tall depths below them shimmeringly reflect the hooded terrors that were themselves.
Bitter nights at sea came back to Sigbjørn. And then, many nights he had stood with Nina,36
leaning on a bridge, or on the rail of a deserted promenade.37 The river had swept past them
then and they had clutched each other with a sudden fear lest that rondure of the earth over
whose face their destinies were being carried would separate them like two whirling atoms: now
the movement of the river38 was infinitely slow, yet it seemed to him a part in the mind of that
other swift movement which in turn perhaps belonged to a single great movement outside either,
to the sum of things flowing like a stream. Water, which wanders to the sea through wide fens, a
bright certainty which feels its way cautiously, like a tendril parting out from a vine, through the
parched and hostile country of philosophy: the soul, but what was that?Something that flows
through the air, swims in the water, moves imperceptibly39 from mind to mind—And themselves
part of the stream being carried onwards to the sea!Sigbjørn glanced sideways at his brother,
who suddenly groaned aloud. He was about to say something, then hesitated. Tor really looked
as though he’d seen a ghost. Perhaps he had. Perhaps he had seen the ghost of dead summers
that lurked always in this place with its tenebrous memories of white and blue girls,40 but this
was a hovering misery nobody who knew Cambridge the year round could fail to see. He
glanced at Tor again, wondering if it was the thought of the disaster that still made him look like a
man who sees into hell41 and doesn’t know it. But this time Sigbjørn touched his shoulder.
Straightening themselves, the brothers walked on. Their pace involuntarily quickened. And now
Sigbjørn asked the question he had been avoiding.—By the way, how’s Nina? Did you look after



her in London?—Ah, Nina.—Why do you say Ah Nina like that? Did you look after her in London?
They were passing Moore’s Music Shop42 window in which there was a small exhibition of
manuscripts, spread out before a background of guitars and violins and glockenspiels. What is
philosophy, the universe is a scroll of music, the window seemed to say to them as they passed.
—She’s well!They walked on past Bridge Street and the corner of Newmarket Road into Sidney
Street.43 Sigbjørn looked up, postponing all feeling. In a hundred lighted rooms men were
working.Up there a light snaps off and a young face turns on the darkness, on the thousand
noises of the old town. What is there? Nothing. Only youth, birth, life, and death, ah, the women
of Sidney Street! He will follow this way? No: there is no secret, no message under the stone for
him, his desire is not that way. But suddenly he knows what he wants is in the room. It is in that
stir behind the bookcase, rather than in the turned pages of the books themselves, in the closet,
where is it? Imagination. No: there is some essence there, some hint of secret knowledge, some
code implicit in the special blackness of the occasion. Something is there, he thinks as he turns
away from the town and life and death, that will trouble him till the end of his days. And his mind
drops away in its pursuits.—She isn’t in love with you, is she? he asked.Tor was relighting his
cigarette cupping his hands the flames illumining his face, and for a moment appeared not to
hear. They walked on.—In love, out of love, in and out of love, what does all this mean, he said
then. Well if it comes to that I think we were all more or less in love with her. I remember that
night at the party at Marmorstein’s44—afterwards she was standing at the piano—and there was
something in spite of that unity you used to talk about, so broken about her, as well as how shall
I say, something absorbent—as if she would draw one into her own world…I longed to comfort
her, but ‘in love,’ he laughed. All that mechanism of ‘in love’!—For God’s sake, said Sigbjørn,
Nina and I were trying to make a go of it, why must you interfere? Why must the world always
break into something that’s lovely like that?—I didn’t interfere.—You have in some way interfered.
—I don’t think private grief, private considerations, are of the smallest importance when there
are so many——Nina used that phrase to me in a letter.—None of us thought you were the
person for her. She’s so alive, so fresh, so sane, and you with ‘my soul turns outward towards the
pole,’45 that fine soul which never turned anywhere but inwards, upon yourself.—After all, it’s not
for you to interfere, even if you hate me. Good God, if you only knew the heartbreak, the
foreboding, the lost hope which somehow or other was found again just in time, and hope…—
Creating, from its own wreck,46 the thing it contemplates, Tor interrupted with finality.—Hope
that you couldn’t share I was going to say: and the pilgrimage we made…—Where?—Where?
Well…Sigbjørn’s echo hung in the air helplessly and then drifted away on the wind like a
snowflake with no aim but with, philosophers maintain, infinite meaning.47—Well, we were
building something——Yes, yes, Tor said, you were. But there shouldn’t have been all that
struggle, struggle with false complications, towards an unreal goal.48 There was in her I repeat
too much ingrained sanity, like the sanity49 in one of Shakespeare’s comedies. Well, there’s a
good deal of theatricality in us, but of a fouler kind.—What do you mean?—In our lives and our
actions. And hence in the influences that recur in our lives. Our hold on life is insensitive, and our



view of spiritual problems anyway is so crudely external that we only appear to disagree, while
we fail to evoke the inner truths of either. We study philosophy yet philosophy might not have
existed for the arguments we indulge in. We’re like players in an old and bad drama that has
been on the road for years and years until the words we say no longer hold any meaning. We
love and speak and gesture automatically and the drama is coming off, Barney. This joyless
performance is definitely at an end.—What do you mean?—I mean that while in London I tried to
free Nina even if I could not free myself. I tried to make her aware of the decay all around her. In
short I gave her a manifesto of her whole life.—Free her from what?—But what are you worrying
about Barney? Tor suddenly changed his tone. Of course everybody knew she was your
possession…—Possession. What do you mean? There was nothing of the kind in our
relationship. There was only freedom.—Freedom!The brothers walked in gathering anger down
Sidney Street. Suddenly the clock in the Round Church50 struck 6. Opening time—51In the old
town six hundred doors opened and were fastened back.They increased their pace, now they
were walking so swiftly that it was impossible to talk at all. Avoiding the traffic congregated at the
foot of Market Hill,52 they crossed the pavement to Peti-Curi, where they mingled in the black
crowd of townspeople and students moving like a slow glacier up towards the Market
Square.The Market Square itself into which they now emerged was a separate existence of
coarse naked reality whose beings obeyed its own strong laws: only a few undergraduates were
present here, lurking guiltily near the naphtha flares53 and the gas jets steadily whirring,
seeming almost to be straining nervously towards this objective world where so many hard
bargains were struck.The two men cut over to the left, into Bene’t Street.At the Bath Hotel54
‘Family and Commercial,’ opposite the Friar House and the Art School, to which it was indeed a
pleasing alternative, the two men stopped. Here, with King’s and St. Catharine’s Colleges near
and Queens’ just beyond and Corpus and Pembroke55 at hand, the shadow of the old University
itself seemed to fall on them: it might have been an immense factory of knowledge where they
were the humblest menial workers, shuddering in the yard in their flimsies at night, knowing little
of its machinery or purpose.They stepped over the brass sill, an action which was like entering a
ship’s cabin, into the dark interior56 of the tavern.They walked in slowly, as was the custom,
looking for acquaintances, but with this departure from general practice, they were looking for
acquaintances to shun. It was difficult enough for here in a cramped space, the record of life was
playing wildly already, only twenty minutes after opening time. And as if torn from an electric fan
the conversations were propelled from the various barrooms into which they peered: and Jock
said to this little bum run and he ran like a stoat and got away with it: threw a bottle of
Worthington57 at old Jigger and you should have seen this little bum run and get away with it: he
ran like a bloody stoat and got away with it.They peered round into another bar. The Players!
58IIShut up talking, charming in the best suits to be had in town,Lecturing on navigation while
the ship is going down.W.H. AUDEN1The two brothers kept close in beside the prison railings.2
The gravel path led to the main road from Huntingdon.3 They started to walk down the hill
towards the town and the world, leaving the prison behind.—Do you remember the story of John



Lee, the man they couldn’t hang?4 Tor asked.But Sigbjørn could not attend to that, he was
looking into the sunset. He had already forgotten their terrible conversation on the gallows’ hill.
For the time being even the Thorstein was forgotten. He loved life once again with the same
strong love he had given the ocean. He even shivered, shaking the darkness from himself as a
horse tries to shake off a whiff of chemicals5 from a factory.—We don’t have enough sun. It
would be good to build a house of glass!6—The sun would shrivel you to a husk.—Isn’t that all
we are, husks driven before the storm.7—I prefer the dark.—God is the storm.The men laughed
at their mutual disparagement without gaiety or bitterness or indeed reality. They had reached
the corner of Chesterton Lane8 and Sidney Street where at the cross-roads the ways led north,
south, east and west. Facing north, Sigbjørn said exultantly:—Don’t you feel sometimes the
desire to rotate, to break away? Don’t you ever feel the rondure9 of the earth in yourself?Tor was
lighting a cigarette,10 cupping the match against the wind.—Barney,11 I hate this unrelated
energy, this glee, of yours, he said, and the cigarette alight, obeying the same instinct that made
him the moment night fell, don it, an instinct that in a second-year man, betrayed an almost
pathological fear of authority,12 he struggled out of his gown,13 Sigbjørn doing likewise.They
had walked on and were now passing Magdalene College:14—but I envy you the sea—And he
touched the iron-spiked railings:—Tactile suffering,15 my boy! But if you’re a fraud, he said, what
made you go to sea in the first place? Perhaps I’m a fraud too but not such a gilded fake16 as
yourself. I may be a prig—and he struck a match for his brother, sheltering him from the wind—
but perhaps, as has been suggested, as Telemachus17 did in Menelaus, I meet an arch-prig in
you.—What do you believe, Tor? I often wonder…—Show me the starving man,18 Tor swung
with his stick; quoting he traced a hieroglyph19 with the ferrule20 on the sidewalk. Show me the
starving man I pay no attention to him. Show me the starving man on the point of dying, I grab up
groceries and, he added quickly, I jump on him! Yes I jump on him! He seized Sigbjørn laughing:
—I cram bread down his mouth and stuff his eyes and his ears with potatoes. He forced his
brother to the wall:—I rip open his lips to hammer down more food, and bung in his teeth the
better to stuff him. The explanation—it’s the godlike in me!He held him at arm’s length against
the wall, looking at him with a strange mingling of malice and dread.—What do you mean by
that? Take your hands off me. And don’t keep quoting that Ripley-like philosopher21 at me.—I
don’t mean anything by that, Tor said, calmly releasing him. But like Charles Fort22 who wrote it
and who was no Ripley, I do mean something by the godawful meaninglessness of that. I mean,
that’s the law of supply and demand. That’s the way it works. We’re in the helpless state of a
standardless existence.They walked on in silence.—I don’t agree that it’s standardless. There’s a
power for good23 watching over all things. Ens a se extra et supra omne genus, necessarium,
unum, infinite, perfectum, simplex, immutabile, immensum, eternum, intelligens.24 Only
yesterday you said…—But I say now, all is accident.25—As the infant Julian Green26 remarked
in the meat-market: il y a beaucoup d’accidents ici. That much may be admitted.—The goal of
the seeker of wisdom27 is the juncture of two obliterations. One is of knowing nothing and the
other is of knowing there is nothing to know. What do we learn in this damned place, only lies.—



Perhaps you learned what you just said. But don’t you think sometimes everything in the world
hints of secret knowledge,28 buried somewhere? Yet there are no teachers for us, or we don’t
qualify…—Nothing out of nowhere answers that.—But only the other day you were saying…—
How Voltaire29 would have hated you!They walked on, nervously gesticulating30 with their
hands, among the dense traffic that hinted in vain, in spite of their awareness of it, of the
magnificent thickness of things elsewhere, continually shrugging their gowns around them at the
approach of imaginary proctors,31 who could not possibly be on their rounds so early, their
white heads luminously gliding,32 lighting and relighting cigarettes that were neither enjoyed for
themselves nor because they were forbidden. Since the dark ages millions of such men have
threaded their way gesticulating through the narrow streets of Cambridge. Whither? Whence?
For these souls, in spite of their reading, the serene brotherhood of philosophs might never have
existed. For is not the common absolute33 of the latter, the incommunicability of knowledge
arrived at by intuition? An observer who had also the advantage of listening to their conversation
might have said that the strangest thing about them was that like amateur scientists whose
calculations have suddenly proved to them that they are moving along a fault in the earth’s crust
upon which any stress might cause the elastic limit34 to be exceeded they were escaping from a
danger which only seemed real to themselves. And to that observer their conversation would
seem equally unreal and affected, the more so since as will shortly be seen part of its affectation
always consisted in being aware of its unreality. But the strangest presumption of all is—
supposing that earthquake should actually take place!The two brothers came to a bridge
crossing the ‘backs.’35 Here all was desolate, deserted, the punts drawn up into the boathouses
and the sluggish stream, mournfully lit by gas-lamps, thick with fallen leaves. They leaned
against the railings looking down silently on the dull, soundless, water, not so choked however
that it did not in the infinitely tall depths below them shimmeringly reflect the hooded terrors that
were themselves. Bitter nights at sea came back to Sigbjørn. And then, many nights he had
stood with Nina,36 leaning on a bridge, or on the rail of a deserted promenade.37 The river had
swept past them then and they had clutched each other with a sudden fear lest that rondure of
the earth over whose face their destinies were being carried would separate them like two
whirling atoms: now the movement of the river38 was infinitely slow, yet it seemed to him a part
in the mind of that other swift movement which in turn perhaps belonged to a single great
movement outside either, to the sum of things flowing like a stream. Water, which wanders to the
sea through wide fens, a bright certainty which feels its way cautiously, like a tendril parting out
from a vine, through the parched and hostile country of philosophy: the soul, but what was that?
Something that flows through the air, swims in the water, moves imperceptibly39 from mind to
mind—And themselves part of the stream being carried onwards to the sea!Sigbjørn glanced
sideways at his brother, who suddenly groaned aloud. He was about to say something, then
hesitated. Tor really looked as though he’d seen a ghost. Perhaps he had. Perhaps he had seen
the ghost of dead summers that lurked always in this place with its tenebrous memories of white
and blue girls,40 but this was a hovering misery nobody who knew Cambridge the year round



could fail to see. He glanced at Tor again, wondering if it was the thought of the disaster that still
made him look like a man who sees into hell41 and doesn’t know it. But this time Sigbjørn
touched his shoulder. Straightening themselves, the brothers walked on. Their pace involuntarily
quickened. And now Sigbjørn asked the question he had been avoiding.—By the way, how’s
Nina? Did you look after her in London?—Ah, Nina.—Why do you say Ah Nina like that? Did you
look after her in London?They were passing Moore’s Music Shop42 window in which there was
a small exhibition of manuscripts, spread out before a background of guitars and violins and
glockenspiels. What is philosophy, the universe is a scroll of music, the window seemed to say to
them as they passed.—She’s well!They walked on past Bridge Street and the corner of
Newmarket Road into Sidney Street.43 Sigbjørn looked up, postponing all feeling. In a hundred
lighted rooms men were working.Up there a light snaps off and a young face turns on the
darkness, on the thousand noises of the old town. What is there? Nothing. Only youth, birth, life,
and death, ah, the women of Sidney Street! He will follow this way? No: there is no secret, no
message under the stone for him, his desire is not that way. But suddenly he knows what he
wants is in the room. It is in that stir behind the bookcase, rather than in the turned pages of the
books themselves, in the closet, where is it? Imagination. No: there is some essence there,
some hint of secret knowledge, some code implicit in the special blackness of the occasion.
Something is there, he thinks as he turns away from the town and life and death, that will trouble
him till the end of his days. And his mind drops away in its pursuits.—She isn’t in love with you, is
she? he asked.Tor was relighting his cigarette cupping his hands the flames illumining his face,
and for a moment appeared not to hear. They walked on.—In love, out of love, in and out of love,
what does all this mean, he said then. Well if it comes to that I think we were all more or less in
love with her. I remember that night at the party at Marmorstein’s44—afterwards she was
standing at the piano—and there was something in spite of that unity you used to talk about, so
broken about her, as well as how shall I say, something absorbent—as if she would draw one
into her own world…I longed to comfort her, but ‘in love,’ he laughed. All that mechanism of ‘in
love’!—For God’s sake, said Sigbjørn, Nina and I were trying to make a go of it, why must you
interfere? Why must the world always break into something that’s lovely like that?—I didn’t
interfere.—You have in some way interfered.—I don’t think private grief, private considerations,
are of the smallest importance when there are so many——Nina used that phrase to me in a
letter.—None of us thought you were the person for her. She’s so alive, so fresh, so sane, and
you with ‘my soul turns outward towards the pole,’45 that fine soul which never turned anywhere
but inwards, upon yourself.—After all, it’s not for you to interfere, even if you hate me. Good God,
if you only knew the heartbreak, the foreboding, the lost hope which somehow or other was
found again just in time, and hope…—Creating, from its own wreck,46 the thing it contemplates,
Tor interrupted with finality.—Hope that you couldn’t share I was going to say: and the pilgrimage
we made…—Where?—Where? Well…Sigbjørn’s echo hung in the air helplessly and then
drifted away on the wind like a snowflake with no aim but with, philosophers maintain, infinite
meaning.47—Well, we were building something——Yes, yes, Tor said, you were. But there



shouldn’t have been all that struggle, struggle with false complications, towards an unreal
goal.48 There was in her I repeat too much ingrained sanity, like the sanity49 in one of
Shakespeare’s comedies. Well, there’s a good deal of theatricality in us, but of a fouler kind.—
What do you mean?—In our lives and our actions. And hence in the influences that recur in our
lives. Our hold on life is insensitive, and our view of spiritual problems anyway is so crudely
external that we only appear to disagree, while we fail to evoke the inner truths of either. We
study philosophy yet philosophy might not have existed for the arguments we indulge in. We’re
like players in an old and bad drama that has been on the road for years and years until the
words we say no longer hold any meaning. We love and speak and gesture automatically and
the drama is coming off, Barney. This joyless performance is definitely at an end.—What do you
mean?—I mean that while in London I tried to free Nina even if I could not free myself. I tried to
make her aware of the decay all around her. In short I gave her a manifesto of her whole life.—
Free her from what?—But what are you worrying about Barney? Tor suddenly changed his tone.
Of course everybody knew she was your possession…—Possession. What do you mean?
There was nothing of the kind in our relationship. There was only freedom.—Freedom!The
brothers walked in gathering anger down Sidney Street. Suddenly the clock in the Round
Church50 struck 6. Opening time—51In the old town six hundred doors opened and were
fastened back.They increased their pace, now they were walking so swiftly that it was impossible
to talk at all. Avoiding the traffic congregated at the foot of Market Hill,52 they crossed the
pavement to Peti-Curi, where they mingled in the black crowd of townspeople and students
moving like a slow glacier up towards the Market Square.The Market Square itself into which
they now emerged was a separate existence of coarse naked reality whose beings obeyed its
own strong laws: only a few undergraduates were present here, lurking guiltily near the naphtha
flares53 and the gas jets steadily whirring, seeming almost to be straining nervously towards this
objective world where so many hard bargains were struck.The two men cut over to the left, into
Bene’t Street.At the Bath Hotel54 ‘Family and Commercial,’ opposite the Friar House and the Art
School, to which it was indeed a pleasing alternative, the two men stopped. Here, with King’s
and St. Catharine’s Colleges near and Queens’ just beyond and Corpus and Pembroke55 at
hand, the shadow of the old University itself seemed to fall on them: it might have been an
immense factory of knowledge where they were the humblest menial workers, shuddering in the
yard in their flimsies at night, knowing little of its machinery or purpose.They stepped over the
brass sill, an action which was like entering a ship’s cabin, into the dark interior56 of the
tavern.They walked in slowly, as was the custom, looking for acquaintances, but with this
departure from general practice, they were looking for acquaintances to shun. It was difficult
enough for here in a cramped space, the record of life was playing wildly already, only twenty
minutes after opening time. And as if torn from an electric fan the conversations were propelled
from the various barrooms into which they peered: and Jock said to this little bum run and he ran
like a stoat and got away with it: threw a bottle of Worthington57 at old Jigger and you should
have seen this little bum run and get away with it: he ran like a bloody stoat and got away with



it.They peered round into another bar. The Players!58
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Aussenseiterbande, “Sensation!. Eine Sensation, dass so lange nach dem Tod des Autors ein
unveröffentlichter Roman auftauchte. Erreicht nicht die Höhe seines Hauptwerks "Unter dem
Vulkan" aber auf jeden Fall lesenswert. Das Fragmentarische ist bei der Lektüre kaum relevant.”

JCE, “Interesante a pesar de estar inacabado.. A veces da la sensación de ser un simple
boceto, sin embargo tiene momentos realmente buenos.”

DR DENNIS E FLYNN, “Five Stars. A very exciting publication for those interested in Malcolm
Lowry!”

The book by Malcolm Lowry has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 9 people have provided feedback.
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